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This research focussed on the automatic generation of the optimal method of manufacture, and the cost thereof, at an early stage in design. It used geometric and tolerance data, combined with a database of centrally stored manufacturing knowledge. This allowed the construction of potential manufacturing routes, and the evaluation of their cost.

In order to find the least costly method of manufacture for a given component, with defined geometry and tolerance, it is necessary to take a holistic view of the manufacturing process. This thesis shows that the typical sequential approach of choosing the manufacturing process, followed by sequencing, will not necessarily find the global optimum. Dynamic process selection is required to consider both the choice of manufacturing processes and the sequence together to avoid sub-optimisation.

Backward and forward propagation from a final manufacturing process, using a random mutation hill climber, was used to construct potential manufacturing process sets. For each process set constructed, the inner optimisation loop was used to find the optimal sequence of manufacturing operations, with the aid of a repair operator to ensure feasibility.

Prior to finding the optimal manufacturing sequence, the forming shape for all potential forming processes was required; this research encompasses a methodology to automatically deduce this shape.

This methodology demonstrated convergence to the global optimum on a contrived test case, and has demonstrated accurate results on a real commercial test case. Major areas for improvement could be a combination of the developed methodology with feature recognition, to enable maximum usefulness as a fully automated process planning and cost evaluation tool.

In summary this research demonstrates that the lack of a holistic view can cause sub-optimal results, and proposes a methodology which provides a holistic perspective. The methodology has been proved to be accurate, generic and expandable.
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Nomenclature

CAPP  Computer Aided Process Planning
CE    Concurrent Engineering
CIS   Component Interface Spreadsheet
ET    Elite Tracking
FPG   Finished Part Geometry
G&T   Geometric and Tolerance
GA    Genetic Algorithm
RMHC  Random Mutation Hill Climber
SA    Simulated Annealing
TAD   Tool Access Direction

Nomenclature specific to sections 4 and 5 are contained at the beginning of these sections.
1 Introduction

This section introduces the rationale behind the research conducted, it proposes a hypothesis to be proved or disproved, and an objective to be fulfilled. It then goes on to introduce the proposed use of the research in industry, the test cases on which it will be used for validation and verification, and finally it will summarise the structure of this thesis.

The investigation will centre on the deduction of unit costs for components for which the method of manufacture is not fixed, it will focus therefore on creating and cost modelling a set of manufacturing methods. This requires appropriate objective functions for cost modelling purposes, and an effective optimiser to perfect the method of manufacture.

1.1 Research Introduction

It is well accepted that the reduction of unit cost (the cost of manufacturing one item), of a component or assembly, is a desirable objective, provided it is achieved without a corresponding loss in capability.

It is also widely believed that the earlier knowledge (such as performance, weight and cost expectations) can be obtained during the design process, the more likely that designers can make good informed decisions, as more options remain open to them.

For a typical design process as analysed by [Tam 2004], a number of stages are present. The goal of this research is to identify the method of manufacture that will lead to minimum unit costs, whilst meeting the performance requirements, as early as possible within this process. Early identification of the minimum cost method of manufacture can also allow designers to consider different options for reaching the desired performance, which are likely to have differing costs, and effects on the method of manufacture.

A specific example of this might be load bearing aerofoil sections in a gas turbine, if passages are required in these aerofoils (for anti-icing, oil transmission, etc.) then the choice of manufacturing might be to forge, create through additive layer manufacture, cast etc. However, if the aerofoils have a twisted cross section, then forging is no longer possible. This results in a reduction in structural strength, and results in larger than necessary aerofoils or secondary load bearing structures. The end result may be that the improved aerodynamic capabilities of a twisted aerofoil result in additional mass and cost. These effects should be quantified such that an informed decision can be made on the optimal design.

The research thus aims to:

1. Demonstrate the possibility of embedding unit costing capabilities throughout the design process, whilst retaining the ability to change the manufacturing process as
necessary, and reusing detailed knowledge from previous designs where necessary.

2. Provide high levels of cost modelling automation, by linking with manufacturing process knowledge and a CAD geometry modelling package.

3. Take into account uncertainty and scrap/rework rates, whilst also including the possibility to explore alternative competing and complementary manufacturing processes.

4. Allow the inclusion of newly emerging manufacturing technologies to be considered as manufacturing processes, even where no historical information is available for them.

It is difficult to calculate costs without a detailed product definition, or the assumption of similarity with a previous known value, as one of the key factors in manufacturing cost is the choice of manufacturing process, the driver of which is the geometric and tolerance (G&T) data. It is intended that when G&T information is undefined, estimates will be used from past designs or expert estimation, to be replaced with confirmed values when known. Since the manufacturing route is to be flexible, tolerances must be defined for manufacturing process selection.

As shown in Section 2.3, it is to be noted that one of the key limitations in current research is the inability to consider a flexible one-to-many relationship, between (manufacturing) features and manufacturing processes. This is a key shortcoming in current literature, which this thesis will address.

1.2 Hypothesis

The hypothesis, therefore is as follows:

*Conducting manufacturing process selection prior to manufacturing sequencing in CAPP can lead to suboptimisation. Dynamic process selection, conducted within an optimisation will improve this, and thus allow superior decision making by component designers and manufacturing experts.*

1.3 Objective

*The objective of this research is, given design geometry including tolerance data, to define a methodology to calculate the minimum possible manufacturing cost of a component, to within acceptable geometry and quality. It must not be limited to specified manufacturing routes, and should also be capable of use as early as possible in the design process.*

This methodology is intended to be usable in the following scenarios:
• For a manual design decision, potentially resulting in performance and/or cost changes must be made. A designer may be aware of the performance implications but, without manufacturing expertise or a suitable cost model, not the costs. Knowledge of some of the implications of a decision does not allow a rational trade off to be made.

  – A blisk is a solid, single component comprised of compressor blades and the disc, typically manufactured from solid metal, or with the blades welded directly to the disc instead of being retained by a slot/blade root combination.

  – As an example, if a parameterised model of an intermediate compressor blisk is coupled with an aerodynamic model, for specific fuel consumption (SFC), and this methodology to predict the manufacturing cost, then it would be expected that a change in blisk specification (e.g. blade count, size, shape and tolerance) would drive an SFC change and cost change, but that also at some specification the most cost effective manufacturing route will change, from machined from stock/forging to friction welding. The question to be asked by the designer is whether the higher cost of blisk manufacture is worth the mass reduction. This cannot be evaluated without knowing the change in cost.

• Within a design optimisation loop, either as an objective function in multi-objective optimisation, or as a constraint setting the maximum cost. The design variables could then be anything the designer wishes to vary, and existing techniques could be used to evaluate mass, structural strength, aerodynamics and life.

The developed methodology will be demonstrated to deduce the minimum unit cost for a selection of components obtained from the industrial sponsor. The methodology developed here could (and should) be used in a wider sense as an input to life-cycle value engineering [Cheung et al., 2008] as it provides a superior estimation of unit cost, when outside the boundary of existing models, due to its derivation of the manufacturing route.

1.3.1 Sub-objectives

Given the objective:

*The objective of this research is, given design geometry including tolerance data, to define a methodology to calculate the minimum possible manufacturing cost of a component to within acceptable geometry and quality, it must not be limited to specified manufacturing routes.*

An analysis tool/methodology to meet this objective has a list of tasks it must be able to perform, and this thesis must prove and justify that each of these tasks is possible and practical:
Task 1 To deduce the shape created using additive or forming processes, and the cost thereof of these processes.

Task 2 To determine what possible manufacturing processes can be used to make the remaining features (i.e. any not already created by the additive or forming process).

Task 3 To derive which of the possible manufacturing processes should be used to make the remaining features.

Task 4 To deduce the optimal order in which these processes should be conducted.

Task 5 To make any remaining decisions such as tooling used, access direction.

1.4 Vision

Activity Based Costing (Qian/Ben-Arie 2008) combined with process optimisation is an incomplete field of study, and this is the area this research aims to improve. It goes beyond the assumption that manufacturing routes are fixed (or manually constructed), to allow the manufacturing route to change in response to design geometry and tolerance data. Furthermore, by taking into account compound scrap rates, the ideal manufacturing process will depend on the cost incurred up to that point (as proved in Section 5.4).

To demonstrate the need to go beyond the assumption of fixed manufacturing routes for similar components, a typical industrial example will be illustrated. We have two components with the same purpose a and b, of a similar geometric design, but differing scales and manufactured years apart. It could be that the least costly manufacturing route for both components is identical in content, although likely to be differing in operation time. If we denote the least costly manufacturing route for component a as o, and the least costly route for b by p. Then p will be identical (in content) to o if:

- p was optimal at the time of its derivation, (i.e. before commencement of production for a).

- The two components are sufficiently similar in terms of G&T (Geometric and Tolerance) data.

- o does not contain any manufacturing processes which were unavailable when p was derived.

If b is sufficiently different from a, manufacturing advances have been made which should be used in production of this component, or if p was suboptimal, then all new manufacturing routes (or at least all those which might be cost effective) should be explored. This can be done manually or computationally, using manufacturing knowledge and rules. Thus this research aims to construct and demonstrate a systematic and automated framework, which uses formally structured manufacturing knowledge.
Figure 1.1: Vision of the research

The overall vision of this research (Figure 1.1) is to devise a methodology which is capable of creating, in a systematic and automated way, the optimal method of manufacture from a cost perspective. It is beneficial to separate the manufacturing knowledge from the component specific knowledge, to enable reusability and maintenance of manufacturing knowledge. Manufacturing knowledge can be pulled in as necessary only to create, and assess the feasibility and cost of, manufacturing routes (or permutations of the manufacturing strategies). This methodology can give real time feedback on the cost implications of change, whilst a designer is experimenting with possible solutions to satisfy their specification requirements. This will allow for more informed decision making.

Dynamic process selection is an area not covered well in research literature. By this it is meant that an optimiser has the task of building the set of manufacturing processes, from first principles. There are many research papers (Section 2.3, Section 2.2) which optimise a manufacturing route, once the processes are selected. A few have a one to one relationship (features with processes), only one has a one-many relationship but it is insufficiently flexible (as shown in Section 5.4) because the probabilities are pre-populated by expert opinion.

1.5 Overall Architecture

The work can be cleanly divided into sections:

- Prework which builds the data required across all component types (Figure 1.2).
- Prework which is specific to a style of component style (Figure 1.2).
• Current design work on a specific instance of that component (Figure 1.3).

As shown in Figure 1.2

• Design features require a mapping to one or more usable elemental features.
• Elemental features require one or more associated manufacturing features to be usable.
• Manufacturing processes require machines which can create them.

In order to create a component template, comprised of an NX model and Component Integration Spreadsheet (CIS) (Section 1.6.3), it is necessary for design features to exist to cover all geometry.

It should be noted that in section 1.7.2, it is shown that Rolls-Royce is planning to introduce a design by feature system. This, and its benefits in so far as this research is concerned, will be explained in Section 1.7.2.

This component template can then be used to design a component of that type for a specific application, its applicability will depend on the quality and flexibility of the parameterisation.

The component template can then be used (as in Figure 1.3) as the input to the design process for a specific application. After changing the geometry and/or tolerance values within the bounds of the parameterisation, the methodology can be run to deduce the optimal method of manufacture, and associated cost. This method of manufacture can be stored to enable very rapid re-analysis of cost (i.e. assuming a fixed method of manufacture). Of course the penalty of this is that this method of manufacture may no longer be optimal. It cannot be known whether a point has been reached where the method of manufacture should be changed, without rerunning the optimisation. A more detailed diagram of the interactions between FoSCo and MCSOT is shown in Section 1.6.
Figure 1.2: Overall architecture - Prework
Figure 1.3: Overall architecture - Current Design work
1.6 Methodology structure and interfaces

The primary purpose of this research is to develop a methodology which can predict costs of manufacture, and allow designers to be informed about the cost implications of their decisions. Thus a convenient method of interaction for the designers is required.

This research relies on two complementary methodologies, which will be explored over the next two sections, together these tools complete all the tasks required in Section 1.3.1:

**FoSCo** The **Forming Shape Creator** estimates the forming shape(s) which would be created, and calculates the distances between the FMP (final machined part) shape
and the forming shape for later use by MCOST.
Satisfies:

**Task 1a** To deduce the shape created using forming processes.

**MCOST** The Manufacturing Choice Optimisation and Sequencing Tool is the central piece of software, choosing how to manufacture the component, but relying on component specifications, manufacturing knowledge and FoSCo.
Satisfies:

**Task 1b** Calculate the cost thereof of these (forming) processes.

**Task 2** To determine which possible manufacturing processes *can* be used to make the remaining features (i.e. any not already created by the additive or forming process).

**Task 3** To derive which of the possible manufacturing processes *should* be used to make the remaining features.

**Task 4** To deduce the optimal order in which these processes should be conducted.

**Task 5** To make any remaining decisions such as tooling used, access direction, etc.

It was decided that the best method of interaction was an interface to Siemens NX, as this is the industrial sponsor’s CAD geometry creation tool. As shown in Figure [1.3] MCOST can be launched from within NX when a cost analysis is desired. FoSCo must also be run (prior to MCOST) whenever the geometry is changed, if the change may result in a change in precursor shape.

It would be possible to code both FoSCo and (with more difficulty) MCOST to run directly in NX Open (the NX Application Programming Interface), but from a research point of view was deemed unnecessary given that it is arbitrary exactly where the component data is stored. Hence pragmatism has been used to determine the location of storage of relevant data, and this research has elected to create a C# interface through excel and a csv file, rather than attempting to read directly from inside NX.

A fully automated method able to run multiple full optimisations, and store the results, was also coded, requiring simply a file detailing the required parameters for each optimisation. This allows multiple components to be optimised overnight (for example) or on a high performance cluster.

1.6.1 **Software**

The software used in this research is:

**Siemens NX 8** Used for CAD modelling, this is simply because it is the industrial sponsor’s corporate tool, and thus they have relevant experience and models which
can potentially be reused. NX 8 was the version the University of Southampton had at the time of this research.

**C#** General purpose programming language used for the majority of the analysis, C# is used due to its built-in GUI construction capability, speed advantage over MATLAB, and the ease with which customised data structures can be constructed.

**Microsoft Excel** Used mainly for data transfer and storage of component data. Used because of the ease of interface with C#.

**Microsoft Access** Used as a prototyping tool to construct and edit the database which stores manufacturing knowledge.

**MatLab** Used as a prototyping language for FoSCo due to its inbuilt graph plotting capability. Used due to familiarity.

### 1.6.2 Created Tools

There have been multiple tools created during the course of this research, to prove the value of the developed methodology, these are outlined below:

**FoSCo 2d** The **FoSCo 2d** takes a 2d sketch, estimates the forming shape(s) which would be created and calculates the distances between the FMP (final machined part) shape and the forming shape for later use by MCOST.

**FoSCo 3d** The **FoSCo 3d** takes a 3d model, estimates the forming shape(s) which would be created and calculates the distances between the FMP (final machined part) shape and the forming shape for later use by MCOST.

**2d/3d NX I/O** 2d and 3d codes for NX interface to allow export to and import from FoSCo and MCOST.

**MCOST** The **MCOST** is the central piece of software, it creates a cost optimal manufacturing process by creating and sequencing the process, then choosing the machine and TAD for each operation.

**Component Interface Spreadsheet** This is a spreadsheet which provides an interface between the CAD geometry and MCOST (Section 1.6.3, Section 7.3).

### 1.6.3 The component model and spreadsheet

In Section 7.3 sections of the Component Interface Spreadsheet (CIS) are shown. These show the method of linkage between the CAD geometry package (NX), and the representation of design features stored in the CIS. However in summary the essence is to
name the dimensions in NX, export them as a .txt file, and pull them into the CIS using a VBA macro. They can then be referred to by name in the CIS.

MCOST will then read the design features in the CIS line by line and convert them into elemental features, this is explained in Section 5.7.3.

A new component template will sometimes be required, because the current template for this type of component does not have the correct design features, for example, or because there is no existing template for this type of component.

The method of creation is to concurrently construct a CAD model for the component and the CIS, the CIS will contain (design) features, as will the CAD model. Dimensions in the CAD model must be named, and the CIS must refer to the appropriate name. Each row in the design features sheet in the CIS (Section 7.3) represents a single design feature, there are various geometrical and tolerance parameters which must be defined for the design feature, dependant on the design feature definition in the knowledgebase (Section 1.6).
1.7 Industrial sponsor context

1.7.1 The Front Bearing Housing (FBH)

The author’s research was sponsored by Rolls-Royce and therefore the primary test cases used (Section 1.8) and the manufacturing processes incorporated in the knowledgebase reflect the preferences of them.

Test case one and two were both drawn from the front bearing housing assembly. This assembly includes both aerodynamic and structural components, and as such renders it a suitable assembly from which to draw test cases. The FBH is located directly behind the low pressure compressor (Figure 1.5), and removes most of the swirl from core air in addition to locating the front bearings, for the low pressure and intermediate pressure system shafts. CAD images of the assembly are shown in Figure 1.6, all of these four diagrams were obtained from the industrial sponsor. In addition as a validation exercise a blisk is used to prove the applicability of the forming shape creator (Section 4).

Figure 1.5: The location of the FBH in a typical engine (Rolls-Royce, 2013)

1.7.2 Feature Classification and standard features

The following figures and description are intended to show the possibility of automatically building cost models, during the definition of components within the CAD geometry. This could wholly or partially remove the need to use feature recognition prior to process planning, and would remove some of the overhead shown in Section 1.5 specifically the CIS part of the component specific prework.

Rolls-Royce intend to design using standard features, by which they mean parameterised CAD definitions of commonly used features, which can be superimposed on appropriate surfaces/edges etc. of a CAD model. The hierarchy of these features is shown in Figure 1.7. However, as can be seen some of the features are both design and manufacturing, some are simple, and some are compound features. This definition is thus incomplete and
insufficiently formal, however, it is a starting point for a feature based design method such as outlined in Section 2.1.2.

If completed and exclusively used, it could allow the automated building of cost models, including as an input to MCOST (Section 5). That is to say that the incorporation of a design feature into a CAD model, could also update the CIS to include a new line for the design feature, and automatically link up the feature dimensions to named NX dimensions.

Rolls-Royce have been working on identifying a hierarchical model of feature classification for the various components of the FBH assembly as shown in Figure 1.8.

Following this feature classification Rolls-Royce has begun to identify the design and manufacturing constraints in documents. As shown in Figures 1.9 1.10.
Figure 1.7: Standard Features Hierarchy (C/O BOYCE 2011)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Sub-family</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.8: FH Feature Classification**

(C/O Johnson 2011b)
1.7 Industrial sponsor context

Figure 1.9: Airfoil De-icing Holes Model and Drawings (C/O Johnson, 2011a)

Table: Relationship Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Parent Design Feature ID</th>
<th>Child Design Feature ID</th>
<th>Analysis Feature ID</th>
<th>Manufacturing Feature ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESS_Airfoil_Anti-IcingPassage</td>
<td>ESS_Airfoil_Anti-IcingPassage</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>ESS_Airfoil_Anti-IcingHole</td>
<td>ESS_Airfoil_Anti-IcingHole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Design Rule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Design Rule</th>
<th>Description (Activity)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR1</td>
<td>Does not encroach on fillet at min/max tolerance stack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR2</td>
<td>Minimize distance from fillet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Design Constraint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Description (Parameter)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>Withdraw path from wax casting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.10: Airfoil De-icing Holes Constraints (C/O Johnson, 2011a)
1.7.3 Model Construction Data

It is assumed that all industrial companies attempting to predict and control costs will have, at the very least, estimates of their future production volumes. In addition, it is assumed that they will have, or be able to construct, 3d geometry models using parameterised design features.

For this research, the CAD package in which the components will be constructed will be NX8\(^1\), simply because the expertise to extract data exists within the industrial sponsor.

The cost of production of a component can be divided into two categories:

**Bought in cost**  This is the cost that a company pays to obtain raw materials or part finished components.

Part finished components are, in extremis, only composed of raw material and manufacturing costs.

**Manufacturing cost**  This is the cost of the manufacturing operations necessary to transform the inputs of raw materials, or partly machined components into the FPG (Finished Part Geometry). These costs contain amortisation of indirect costs, as part of the accounting process.

This research will thus consider only raw material and a detailed breakdown of manufacturing costs, although clearly for bought in parts a profit margin will be implicit within all cost rates. Material cost estimates will be obtained directly from the industrial sponsor’s cost modelling department. In other words, this research will ignore the distinction between the company’s internal and external supply chain, thus concentrating only on the production cost. Commercial and political considerations will be ignored.

1.7.4 Manufacturing knowledge

Standard material removal processes have standard speeds predefined according to the type of operation and the material number (a machinability index). An example of these tables for drilling is shown in Table 1.1. In addition, there exists similar data for other machining operations such as turning and milling, which can be inverted to give MRRs (Material Removal Rates) for various chip forming manufacturing processes. This data is used in Rolls-Royce cost models, and an extract is shown in Figure 1.11. These data will be used on the cost model integrated within the methodology developed by this research.

\(^1\)NX8 was the latest version the University of Southampton had available at the time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>DRILLING SPEED (m/min)</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>REAMING SPEED (m/min)</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>TAPPING SPEED (m/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57.85</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.85</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>53.45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.85</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25.95</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22.95</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18.35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>18.35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Drilling speed against manufacturability index for several types of drilling operation (C/O Wiseall, 2010)
### Figure 1.1: An extract of lookup table containing process rates for some of Rolls-Royce's commonly used manufacturing technologies (C/O Reuss, 2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Process Rate [°C]</th>
<th>Process Rate [°C]</th>
<th>Process Rate [°C]</th>
<th>Process Rate [°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Machining</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Grinding</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Welding</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table continues with similar entries for other processes.
1.7.5 Verification/Validation Data

To verify convergence of the algorithm test case zero (Section 1.8) will be used, this is a simplified version of test case one, contrived to test the optimisation algorithm. To show convergence toward the global optimum for other test cases, convergence graphs will be shown.

To validate the methods of manufacture output by MCOST, SAP ERP data will be used. This gives manufacturing routes, times and the cost, for each manufacturing operation in the industrial sponsor’s internal supply chain.

The standard location for storage of Method(s) of Manufacture (MoM) in Rolls-Royce, once production has begun, is SAP ERP software (usually referred to as SAP). An example of an exported MoM from SAP (in CK-86 format) is shown in Figure 1.12. These data were automatically extracted to produce manufacturing process plans of current components, and can be used for the validation of test case one. Cost data for test case two was also used.
### INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.12: An example of a CK-86 SAP data export with numerical levels C/O Johnson (2010)
1.8 Test Cases

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the methodology whilst satisfying the customer demands, multiple test cases will be used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Forming Method 1</th>
<th>Forming Method 2</th>
<th>Forming Method 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>Simplified rear outer casing</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
<td>Machined from tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Rear outer casing</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
<td>Machined from tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Engine Section Stator (ESS)</td>
<td>Forging</td>
<td>Casting</td>
<td>Machined from billet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Test cases to be analysed

Three test cases are to be used, with multiple manufacturing strategies for each (Table 1.2). Test cases zero, one and two are shown in Table 1.3. Test case zero is intended to show that the methodology can find the global optimum, since it has been contrived to give a known optimum (for the created manufacturing knowledge database). Test cases one and two are intended to show accurate costs on different types of component, and are actual Rolls-Royce components (though with non cost effecting features such as minor fillets removed). Test cases zero and one are mainly axisymmetric, and the manufacturing will thus tend towards technologies such as ring roll forging, centrifugal casting, and turning type operations. Test case two has no axisymmetry, and will thus rely more on die forging, milling, and other similar technologies not dependant on continuous rotation of the component.

In addition to these test cases which were used for both MCOST and FoSCo, an additional test case (Figure 1.13) was incorporated purely for the testing of FoSCo. As it is an IP sensitive component Rolls-Royce did not want its manufacturing process included within this thesis, but an approximation of the outline geometry was acceptable. Figure 1.13 shows the finished part geometry and forging shapes, as estimated by the Industrial Sponsor.

Because this research does not include feature recognition, but instead uses a mapping from design to elemental features, a design feature list is also needed for each test case. This is shown in Table 1.3. Note that because the methodology will deduce the optimal machining order, the order in which the features are defined has no effect.
### Table 1.3: Test cases: Design feature list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design feature name</th>
<th>Design feature type</th>
<th>Condition of Supply</th>
<th>Rear Outer Casing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rear Outer Casing</td>
<td>Flange</td>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>- Cylindrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Section</td>
<td>Stator</td>
<td>- Billet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer Slots</td>
<td>Weight Relief Slats</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Holes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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(a) Axis-symmetric finished part geometry

(b) Forging Shape - estimated by industrial sponsor using ACE (rules based tool)

(c) Forging Shape - estimated by industrial sponsor (ignoring fillets)

Figure 1.13: Test case three - Blisk
1.8.1 Minor Test Cases

In addition to the three primary test cases, 20 other cases were tested, to ensure that the methodology was able to cope with them without modification. These were provided by the industrial sponsor, and were the same as used by the sponsor to investigate the quality of the commercial tool aPriori, evaluated in Section 3.2.

The only modification required for accurate results, was enabling the methodology to take account of batch production.

Enabling the machine setup time to be amortised over all components in the batch is necessary to ensure accurate costing estimation.

The minor test cases have been split according to whether they contain mainly axis-symmetric features or not. This will determine how the formed shape is modelled by FoSCo (Forming Shape Creator), as there are two different versions. There is no distinction in MCOST. In addition the user must choose a shape to create as the initial shape, as different manufacturing processes and cost rules apply to rectangular billets, bars and tubes, be they forged, cast or supplied from supplier stock (the last choice can be made by MCOST).

The test cases are shown in Table 1.4 Table 1.5.

---

2This is part of future work.
1.8 Test Cases

Table 1.4: The 10 minor mainly axisymmetric test cases

Table 1.5: The 10 minor non-axisymmetric test cases
1.9 Papers and patents

A patent application related to FoSCo (see chapter 4) has been filed, in 2015 (in the UK), on the industrial sponsor’s instructions.

This was withdrawn and an application was made for a US and EU patent by the industrial sponsor. The intention is to use this methodology in preliminary design.

EU patent number 16180366.3 - 1954

US patent submission reference 5895 LMT

1.10 Thesis synopsis

Section 2: Literature Survey Section 2 details the academic research currently available, mainly exploring process planning, cost modelling and precursor shape prediction. It also explores the complementary technology of feature recognition, the design process, and manufacturing processes.

Section 3: Commercial Costing Systems Section 3 details and critiques commercial costing systems currently available. Commercial systems invariably have some form of feature recognition, presumably because it is much easier to sell to customers a product which does not require any significant change in the design method. However at present they are limited in not considering the manufacturing sequence, thus reducing their effectiveness when the manufacturing process has a non trivial chance of causing rework, scrap or concessions due to the tolerances being close to or tighter than the variability of the manufacturing process.

Section 4: FoSCo (Forming Shape Creator) Section 4 details the methodology used to predict the forming shape, i.e. the shape generated by the forming or additive process. It is subdivided into the axis-symmetric version and the 3d version, although as will be seen the axis-symmetric operates in the same way where \( z \) is always zero.

This methodology is necessary for the optimisation below to operate, as without an accurate estimate of material removal volumes, it is impossible to accurately estimate operation times. Having explained the methodology it continues to present results, and opportunities for further work.

Section 5: MCOST (Manufacturing Choice Optimisation and Sequencing Tool) Section 5 details the methodology used to construct and optimise the manufacturing route, including the operation of the objective function (cost model). It includes a description of the data storage necessary for the methodology to operate.

Optimisation of the process route takes account of the choice of manufacturing processes, sequencing, tool access direction and the optimiser attempts to minimise
unit cost. As above it presents results and further research and improvement opportunities.

Section 6: Conclusions Section 6 details the conclusions arrived at during this research, and some suggestions for the future direction (of FoSCo, MCOST, and methods to reduce the overhead of using these methods) which could be taken.

Section 7: Appendix MCOST and FoSCo additional information Section 7 has additional digrams and description related to the operation of MCOST and FoSCo, it is referred to from Sections 4 and 5.

Section 8: Appendix FoSCo patent submission Section 8 contains the full patent application for FoSCo.
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A requirement has been established to embed cost knowledge into the design engineering and process planning team. It can be seen, that cost modelling once the production process is decided, is a relatively well developed area. The main area of improvement, is therefore thought to be analysis and optimisation of possible manufacturing routes, from design geometry, whilst cost modelling each iteration. This section of the thesis details the academic literature related to this subject. The logical extension of this is then to combine with life cycle modelling and conduct value analysis (discussed in Section 2.1.6), combine with factory modelling to see the dynamic effects on the supply chain, or both. However both of these will be defined as out of scope, with the research limited to attempting to automatically deduce the minimal cost method of manufacture, assuming a supply chain with unlimited capacity and load independent costs.

To begin with, the process by which components are designed and prepared for manufacture, from a top-level perspective, will be reviewed. This section will also review alternative methods of design, and geometry creation. A review of the methods used for process planning, from the point of view of supply chain management, will be conducted. The section will continue on to high fidelity process planning methods, thus exploring the computer aided process planning (CAPP) area of the literature. This continues into methods of representing and exploring the process planning search space, and analysis will be conducted on the methods of linking CAPP to the geometry creation stage of design.

Following on from this, the author will explore the Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM) literature and the manufacturing methods which can be used, each manufacturing method has limitations on its use, and properties associated with it, which any process planner must know, if they wish to make use of that particular manufacturing process.

It is then necessary to explore methods of cost modelling which can be used, where they are useful and what information they require to produce accurate data. Particular attention is focussed on generative cost modelling, because of its ability to link directly into the outputs of CAPP.

Finally, although out of scope, it is noted that there could be linkages between simulation, cost modelling and process planning. This would give the potential for a more comprehensive tool, to further improve the design of components. This is because the cost of machinery is in part dependant on the machine loading.

2.1 The Design Process

It is widely held to be the case, that design changes made later in the design process, are more costly in both time and money, as stated by Xu et al. (2006). Later in design more
Figure 2.1: An illustration of the magnitude of the cost of design changes (for an unidentified component) through the early product life-cycle Xu et al. (2006)

time has been spent on the previously chosen option. In addition, other design decisions are likely to require re-evaluation, due to the changed design choice. An approximation of the expected costs due to a design change is shown in Figure 2.1.

The reasons for this increase in costs are due to more extensive recalculations, and in addition a need to increase the rapidity of the design process, as delivery dates are normally fixed.

The proportion of the cost split between design and lifetime manufacture will depend on, among other factors, the complexity of the product and the size of the production run. Therefore, if it is a small batch of production so design costs cannot be amortised over a large batch, it may be beneficial to under-engineer the product and accept higher materials/manufacturing costs in the interests of saving design time. This trade-off is studied in Thompson/Paredis (2010) where the cost of a series of design decisions and their outcomes are known.

It is also interesting to note, that Wasim et al. (2013) assert that whilst there are many design systems to assist with choices, they are often limited to a single objective function, such as production cost, structural strength or performance. This is the area that Value Driven Design (VDD) is intended to address given its ability to reduce multiple objective functions to a single value (usually currency to reflect profit). Profit is often used, as it is in principle attributable back to the profits of the manufacturer, and is thus directly useful from a financial point of view. Other forms of multi-objective optimisation such as pareto fronts can be used, but are not designed to give a single value for design quality.
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2.1.1 Concurrent vs Iterative Loop Engineering

Concurrent Engineering (CE) is a system of engineering, where engineering activities which were traditionally carried out in a sequential way are carried out simultaneously. As explained by Gao et al. (2008):

“The CE is a philosophy that suggests the need to consider design issues simultaneously where they were considered sequentially in the past”.

The main purpose of CE is the shortening of lead times, thus enabling the adoption of technology earlier than otherwise to gain competitive advantage. There are several methods to analyse the benefits (positive or negative) of concurrent engineering, some of which are detailed by Gao et al. (2008), in addition to their suggestions on improving the design process. This analysis is beyond the scope of this work, but this section is simply an illustration of alternative design methods.

In contrast to concurrent engineering iterative loop engineering requires the conducting of a series of tasks iteratively, and using the output of one task to guide another, for example repeating design and CAPP iteratively until a design which fulfils all design requirements is created, then progressing to manufacturing.

A paper by Khoshnevis et al. (1994) presents a Real Time Computer Aided Process Planning (RTCAPP) system. The system indicates to the designer the cost implications of their decision in real time, as they are designing a part, by producing a process plan using dynamic programming and a knowledge based process planner. This paper is significant, in that it is the only paper found, which states the intention to be used by designers to consider the implications of their design decisions, but also uses generative process modelling. It reuses as much of the existing process plan as possible, thus reducing optimisation time, although the benefit of this will vary according to the magnitude and type of the changes. The system designed by Khoshnevis et al. (1994) can be used for prismatic parts, and it is assumed that the cost rates for machinery are pre-defined since no mention is made in the paper to the contrary.

Tammineni et al. (2009) use a form of concurrent engineering in their knowledge based system (Figure 2.2). Input to the distributed knowledge base, is performed by experts in the relevant area: designers, cost modellers and manufacturing engineers, who interact through the knowledge base library and manufacturing databases. This type of knowledge storage is particularly of interest to large organisations, as they have experts in the various fields. The relevant expert can therefore be given permission to alter only the section of the knowledgebase relevant to their expertise.

Set-Based Concurrent Engineering is a concept developed by Toyota and explained by Morgan/Liker (2006). One of the concepts they analyse is the possibility of multiple
streams of engineering working continuously, which together can deliver the necessary goal. The end result of the design which is produced is an area of the design space which all necessary parties agree they can achieve. The main advantages of this process over typical design iterations in series are:

1. A reduction in lead time since component design and manufacturing design are conducted in parallel rather than in a serial loop format typical of most design systems.

2. A right first time approach reducing wasted resources due to uncertainty of practicalities.

It should be noted that set-based concurrent engineering as described by Morgan/Liker (2006) (Figure 2.3) is different to design loops (the iterative model) although they are often taken to be synonymous. The iterative approach sequentially passes information between different designers where each team will accept or reject the modifications to the design requested by the previous teams until a time limit is reached (Figure 2.3). It should be noted that this is illustrative, and not an exhaustive set of the design activities. In set-based concurrent engineering different teams will generate and analyse many designs for their particular function (for example body, chassis and suspension) simultaneously; system engineers will then decide which set of designs will be used for the product, which must be located in the region of the design space which all relevant departments agree is feasible. To illustrate this there will be aesthetically pleasing and aerodynamically efficient bodies to a car which are perfectly feasible to make, but a practical chassis cannot be designed for them at an acceptable cost, designs of this type would be rejected by the systems.
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Figure 2.3: The iterative and concurrent design process models for (a subset of activities in) a generic aerospace design processes

Engineers. If no set of feasible solutions can be found, the closest solutions are returned to the design teams to narrow in on a solution (thus resulting in some iteration). This approach is thought to reduce lead time, prevent the inefficiencies of loops and deliver an optimal solution rather than just a possible solution which is optimal only to the last team to alter the design before the cut-off time is reached.

It can be inferred that although concurrent engineering minimises lead time, it is inherently wasteful, as multiple designs which will not be taken forward are produced. It can, however, be argued, that it produces superior designs, as more are considered, and thus more flexibility is present. Typically iterative loop design only continues until a workable design is reached, which may or may not be optimal.

In the author’s opinion, concurrent loop engineering is most useful for semi-independent systems. The greater the inter-dependence between systems, the more design effort must be expended. Concurrent engineering by its nature requires either: pre-defined interfaces and specifications affecting other components, or, teams must anticipate other team’s decisions and prepare for them in their design.

2.1.2 Potential Design Methods

The purpose of a design process is to produce a design which satisfies all design requirements, including manufacturability at an acceptable cost. It must therefore be composed of features which can be manufactured, and should best satisfy the cost-value trade-off. As stated by Grabowik et al. (2005), a typical design process involves a design phase followed by a process planning phase after the design is complete. However, the effect of considering the manufacturing process after completing detailed design, is an increased difficulty and cost of design changes if changes are required.

Manufacturability can either be checked separately or considered as a part of CAPP.
Manufacturability checking without CAPP however typically assumes a known manufacturing route, which this research goes beyond. Two possible automated methods of checking manufacturability are stated by Di Stefano et al. (2004) are shown as 1 and 2(a) in the list, 2(a) and 3 are alternative options for the integration of CAD with manufacturing optimisation:

1. Produce the design as a solid model and use automated feature recognition to decompose the design into manufacturable features.

2. Design by feature using features which have at least one potential manufacturing route associated with them.
   
   (a) Either the designer can explicitly select the manufacturing method using a hierarchy.
   
   (b) Or the computer can choose a manufacturing method for each manufacturing feature.

3. CAD is conducted using design features, which are then converted into manufacturing features

   (a) The designer specifies a feature, geometry, tolerances and surface finish and the computer will use manufacturing rules to determine the optimal way of doing it, or present a series of options.

   (b) The designer specifies an intention and the computer will specify a feature, geometry, tolerances and surface finish and then use manufacturing rules to determine the optimal way of doing it, or present a series of options (Brunetti/Golob (2000)). This is discussed in Section 2.1.5.

There are advantages and disadvantages associated with each of these possibilities which are outlined in Table 2.1.

### 2.1.3 Features

The study of features is a wide ranging and extensive topic and necessary for both design for manufacture systems, and some design systems as well.

There are several definitions to be discussed:

**Design Features** These are features utilised by designers to achieve certain aims, for example:

- To provide structural rigidity
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Sketch based (solid model) CAD and feature recognition</th>
<th>2(a:b) Explicit Manufacturing Method</th>
<th>3(a:b) Computer Selection of Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Extremely flexible when configured</td>
<td>• Relatively easy to implement</td>
<td>• Computer Selects manufacturing Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Allows designer complete freedom</td>
<td>• 2(b) includes optimisation</td>
<td>• Knowledge of method selection can be input by an expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Does not rely on the designer having specialist knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Can give results quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased productivity of designer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limitations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Possible issues with elliptical, complex components</td>
<td>• Design Team selects manufacturing method (they may not have the necessary expertise)</td>
<td>• On what criteria does the computer select method (cost/quality/lead time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Not the method of design Rolls-Royce wish to pursue</td>
<td>• New models necessary to take account of new manufacturing processes</td>
<td>• Complex to write the manufacturing rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What to do when multiple feature combinations are possible</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Feature interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Possible computational issues (real time feedback to designers)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Tolerance interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Feature recognition not fully solved</td>
<td></td>
<td>• High level of optimisation needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Advantages and Disadvantages with feature based design and feature recognition
• To provide aerodynamic/hydrodynamic surfaces to guide fluids or increase/reduce pressure
• To alleviate stresses
• To locate other components
• To enhance ergonomics/aesthetics

Manufacturing Features These are features created by specific stages in the manufacturing process, they fall into multiple categories:

Intermediate Steps, Serving no fundamental purpose apart from the fact that the operation stops there before another takes over. For example where a roughing operation ceases and a finishing operation starts. That is to say they are a consequence of the manufacturing rather than a driving factor.

Finished geometry features Features that are created by a single manufacturing operation that exist on the finished part geometry.

Fixturing Features Features required for fixturing purposes, for clamping/locating the component on capital equipment.

Reference Features Features required for referencing other features during production, for example a particular feature may have a tolerance defined against another feature which may/may not still exist when the part is finished.

The set of manufacturing features will of course determine the possibilities of manufacturing processes which can be used to make the component and also the potential sequences which are feasible.

2.1.4 Feature Recognition

Feature Recognition in this context is the process of automated deduction of manufacturing features from the designer’s CAD geometry creation tool. However, it is worth noting that it can have several starting points:

1. In a feature based design environment translation from design features to manufacturing features is required. Translators have been developed including tools such as ontologies, spreadsheets and the AP-224 translator used by Xu et al. (2005) to translate between design features and manufacturing features.

2. Where features are created through the use of sketches rather than built in features of the CAD package graphical identification of the component is required, which may convert the geometry directly to manufacturing features or may have design features as an intermediate step.
To convert design geometry into a component it is manufactured in general by a series of operations which create features using fundamentally different manufacturing methods. The reasons for these differences are partially due to the method of force application, for example a hole will probably be drilled or punched whereas a groove with rotational symmetry will be turned and a groove without rotational symmetry will be milled. It is clear that milling will have a lower material removal rate than drilling (assuming a constant size of tool) because the force exerted is a torque on the side of the tool rather than a compressive force. In turning however, the shape of the tool can allow shear loading and thus turning is faster in general than milling for a given removal volume. The access direction relative to both the part and the surface on which it is being machined is also a major contributing factor due to the loading on both the machine and the part.

The manufacturing features must be created from the difference between the final machined design geometry and the geometry created by the forming method of manufacture. There are several methods to do this: human conversion, Automated Feature Recognition (AFR) or the designer specifying the manufacturing feature during design (explored in the next section). Humans are naturally good at this operation for simple shapes as it can be done by intuition and experience, however, having people in the loop prohibits the vast number of evaluations necessary for optimisation and requires training and experience. According to Han et al. (2000) feature recognition takes CAD geometry with modelling features and converts to manufacturing features as shown in Figure 2.4. The three main approaches to feature recognition according to Han et al. (2000); Babic et al. (2008) take the finished modelled geometry from a CAD program and involve different techniques of extracting data from geometric models:

Figure 2.4: A diagram representing a feature recognition based design method
1. Volumetric decomposition
   (a) Convex hull decomposition
   (b) Cell decomposition

2. Graphical algorithms

3. Hint based geometric reasoning

The ways that these approaches work are shown below:

**Volumetric Decomposition** Works by applying volume identification algorithms to finished component solid model data.

**Cell decomposition** Works by dividing the space into many small cubic volumes, calculating if material is present in the small volume and then recombining empty volumes to create features, as in Figure 2.5. There are issues with complexity, particularly when the component involves curved surfaces as in Dong/Vijayan (1997a).

**Convex Hull decomposition** Works in a similar way to cell decomposition but with variable geometry polyhedral shapes instead of the cubic volumes characteristic of cell decomposition as shown by Dong/Vijayan (1997b); Kim (1992).

The fundamental problem with both of these types of volumetric decomposition rests in their inability to work with non-polyhedral type shapes (in other words any shape with finite curvature) unless a high density sample is generated, in which case vast data manipulation and some degree of approximation is required. To rectify this shortcoming Graphical Algorithms were developed.

**Graphical Algorithms** An early example of this approach was published by Joshi/Chang (1988), they define a face adjacency graph which maps the adjacent faces to determine if they are concave or convex. From this graph feature subgraphs can be extracted and compared against a set of predefined feature graphs to identify
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the feature. The algorithm recognises some feature interactions through splitting and re-joining graphs as necessary but there are still some issues; if a feature is not recognised then the algorithm can return a not recognised message in preference to an incorrect match.

A more advanced algorithm allows a wider range of relationships between faces (Di Stefano et al., 2004). This predefined geometry can take forms including arcs such as circular holes and slots with rounded ends. One of the methods reviewed worked by identifying faces and then testing all faces with all other faces to check whether the faces were:

1. Parallel
2. Perpendicular
3. Coaxial
4. Coincident

As shown in Figure 2.6, this approach identifies joins between two faces as secondary features and categorises them according to the angle between the faces. Once the faces and their relationships are identified, additional data is attached to each node (representing each face). The additional data is:

**Number of loops** indicates the total number of loops of the face

**Number of handles** indicates the number equivalent handles of the face

**Concavity** indicates the concavity of the faces. A face of the model can be convex or non-convex. A face of the model is considered non-convex if one or both of the principal curvatures in at least a point of the face are negative. Otherwise it is considered convex.

**Geometry** indicates the geometry of the face, in compliance with the taxonomy depicted in Table 1 of Di Stefano et al. (2004).

**Geometrical parameters** indicate geometric characteristic of a particular shape (e.g. the radius and centre of a sphere, the axis the base point and the radius of a cylinder), as stated in Table 1 of Di Stefano et al. (2004).

**Face visibility** indicates if a face is completely visible from, at least, one direction. A visible face has a nonempty visibility map. More details about accessibility and visibility of faces are provided in Section 4 of Di Stefano et al. (2004).

**Total visibility** When all points on the face are visible along the same vector

**Not visible** If there are points on the face which are not visible

**Face accessibility** Indicates if a face is completely accessible from at least one direction.

Once all of the faces have been identified there is more processing to identify what type of surface the plane is according to categorisation, then further processing to
identity the relationship between groups of planes, labelled as features. Di Stefano et al. (2004) use a hierarchy of features, sub-categorising features until the end of the hierarchy is reached.

These methods have issues with intersecting features which change the original feature to become unrecognisable unless high tolerances are used, in which incorrect feature classification may occur, although Gao/Shah (1998) attempt to solve this problem by combining the graph based approach with hint based reasoning, discussed below. Essentially they search the design for isolated features whose graphs match predefined feature graphs, then any features which do not match standard graphs are matched to features by checking for: merged faces, lost concave edges and split faces.

It should be noted that this approach appears to work only for right angle intersections. No non 90 degree intersections are demonstrated in the paper.

**Hint Based Geometric Reasoning** A similar approach to Graphical Algorithms but searches for traces of features which may be partially altered by other intersecting features. It searches for traces of features rather than attempting to match features directly. The difficulty with this approach is possible ambiguity. According to Di Stefano et al., (2004),

“The feature-recognition process begins from a solid model plus optional
information as tolerance, attributes and functional form features. Features hints, which may result from particular combinations of part faces or by tolerance or attribute specification, are investigated and processed in order to generate the largest possible feature volume consistent with the available data.”

We can see from authors such as Babic et al. (2008) that hint based reasoning is used to select the largest geometric feature which could be used to create an identifiable trace in the design. Several techniques have been used to provide an input to the algorithms including trimetric or orthographic drawings and the “viewer-centred approach” proposed by Sommerville et al. (2001) which takes several views of the component by taking an external point, drawing vectors out of the point and analysing where the vectors first intercept the component.

Similarly Vandenbrande/Requicha (1993) use an approach based on searching for partial geometry on features to detect features which have faces or edges missing due to other features. They restrict the possible features using criteria including accessibility, non-intrusion and presence. That is to say the feature candidate must not intrude upon the part, it must be fully accessible and it must leave a trace on the component otherwise there is no functionality from it. They also consider the use of material removal volume intersections through optional and required portions: required portions are those where only one feature affects that volume; optional portions are when more than one feature could remove the necessary volume.

Feature candidates are selected from pre-defined and hard-coded primitives (features) or composite features (sets of primitives). The system essentially generates features which may lead to the hints which it has detected from the geometry and then tests to see if the feature is valid and expands the feature to ensure the largest possible non-intrusive feature is tested; then it validates the resulting geometry against the real geometry, e.g. by checking that the required portions are indeed removed. This generate and test cycle continues, until the geometry which results from the machining is the same as the CAD geometry of the part.

An example feature recognition algorithm (Zhou et al. 2007)

A detailed algorithm for conversion of modelling features to manufacturing features is presented by Zhou et al. (2007) (see Figure 2.7):

1. Get the modelling features ($F_0$) one by one from the CAD model object using APIs provided by the CAD platform.

2. Extract the geometry entities of $F_0$, including its 2D sketch or profile (if it exists), and get the surface set of the created feature.
(a) Identify surface adjacent relationships among the surface set by crossing the outside normal vectors of every two adjacent surfaces and dotting with the directional vector of the common edge to get the angle (constraint) between adjacent surfaces. If the angle is less than 180, two surfaces are adjacent through a concave edge. Otherwise, two surfaces are adjacent through a convex edge. In the case of a freeform surface, the normal vector at the neighbourhood near the common edge can be used to determine the concave or convex attribute, and the neighbourhood can be obtained along two intersection curves that are created by intersecting a plane normal to the common edge with two adjacent surfaces.

(b) Detect constraints between surfaces that do not join together directly by vector operation on outside normal vectors of such two surfaces; if their normal vectors are opposite, it means there exists a parallel constraint between these two surfaces.

(c) Analyse the adjacent character of the surface set, detect all subsets of surfaces that are joined together, and determine available kinds of form features (FF) created by the $F_0$ by comparing each subset of surfaces and the related constraints with the predefined form feature templates. If more than one feature is created, record their twin relationship for application feature mapping.

(d) Calculate feature parameters and extract the form feature instances, including calculating the distance between two parallel surfaces, inheriting parameters from $F_0$ and the parent feature to which the form feature is attached, and deriving the feasible tool access directions from the axis direction, modelling the operation direction of $F_0$, and/or outside normal directions of the corresponding

Figure 2.7: Feature recognition and feature tree reconstruction (Zhou et al., 2007)
surfaces in the surface set which are not sheltered from other faces of the geometry model.

There may be difficulties with this process, although it is possible to adjust the logic, due to the fact that, for an elliptical surface it is impossible to define a normal vector. Since there are an infinite number of normal vectors in the plane perpendicular to the surface.

It is interesting to note that according to Zhou et al. (2007) selecting the optimal machining method for each feature will not necessarily lead to the lowest total cost but only by optimising all machining choices together will the overall process be optimised.

According to Di Stefano et al. (2004) typical issues with feature recognition include non-uniqueness of the model creation, that is to say that the geometric shape created by the designer in a CAD tool can be created by a designer in multiple different ways. It is for this reason that feature recognition algorithms use image data rather than model construction data.

It is thought that feature recognition is generally favoured by industry, not because it is necessarily the best method, but simply because it is a low risk approach. It has lower potential benefits but a higher chance of success than a completely new approach such as in Section 2.1.5.

A combined algorithm which conducts feature recognition and process planning was presented by Liu et al. (2014) but it is highly limited in the features it can use from the CAD package Siemens NX.

2.1.5 Design for Manufacture Systems

Design For Manufacture (DFM) and Design For Assembly (DFA) are twin methodologies whose aim is to guide the designer to produce a component definition which is cost effective to manufacture and assemble. According to Boothroyd (1982) methodologies such as these can result in substantial cost savings, reductions in time to market and lower probability of manufacturing defects. DFM requires one of two situations:

1. The designers have knowledge of the manufacturing capability available and design components within the capability of the supply chain to be used.

2. The designers are constrained in what they design such that any design they can produce is manufacturable.

Satisfying the former possibility through direct manufacturing knowledge is becoming difficult given the increased specialisation necessary by designers to achieve ever higher performance requirements. However, another way is to give the designer knowledge of the
cost implications of their designs without requiring them to acquire manufacturing expertise, through the use of fully automated process planning and cost modelling system. This would enable the designer to test the cost implications of several possible designs to fulfil a design requirement without requiring manufacturing engineer analysis or for the designer to have expertise in manufacturing.

The latter can be too restrictive, prohibiting good but unusual solutions to issues such as weight reduction and raw material usage. Some methods of allowing restricted designs are elaborated on below.

**Designing by Feature Library** According to Xu et al. (2011) there are two ways of designing by a feature library. The first step is to determine the input shape and material; which may be a bespoke shape or may be readily available industry standard stock. This is likely to depend on the purpose of the product, production size and the specifications of the finished part.

**Destruction by machining features** Starts with the model of the raw stock from which a part is to be machined. The design model is then generated by subtracting depression features corresponding to the material to be removed by machining operations from the stock.

**Synthesis by design features** Synthesis by the design features method is built by both adding and subtracting features.

According to Hoque/Szecsi (2008) designing from a feature library is already implemented within software such as Pro/Engineer. This is becoming normal practice in other CAD packages such as Solidworks and NX as well. Hoque/Szecsi (2008) supplemented this library with manufacturing rules which will produce error messages if there is an issue with manufacturing. However, the features demonstrated are relatively simple, with limited interaction, such as single holes or slots. The features are arranged in hierarchies and the designer navigates down the hierarchy until they reach a final stage, and they supply the appropriate set of data, a flowchart of this method of design process is shown in Figure 2.8. In Hoque/Szecsi (2008) the designer is also required to select the method of manufacture before choosing the precise feature. An example of a feature library and a parameterised drilled hole are shown in Figure 2.9.

Clearly this method relies upon some form of concurrent engineering type practice (Section 2.1.1), since different engineers are required to write the rules for the required manufacturing methods in a database or similar knowledge repository. A similar approach has been taken by Hu et al. (2009) using DM (Design and Manufacture) features. They explore the link between taking feature drawn CAD geometry and CAM whereas Hoque/Szecsi (2008) restrict the scope to what is possible within manufacturing rules.
2.1 The Design Process

Figure 2.8: Manufacturing Feature Design Process Design Flow chart

Figure 2.9: Designing Using Hierarchical Feature Libraries

Table 1 – Standard centre-drill parameters (Kreblick, in mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workpiece diameter range d (mm)</th>
<th>Hole diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d1 (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The primary issue with this approach is that the designer is expected to know which is the optimal method to produce a manufacturing feature, which may not be the case for anything other than simple components.

The authors Brunetti/Golob (2000), of a system of feature library design, envisage the data as being structured into four levels, the purpose and type of data within these levels is explained below:

1. Assembly Model
   (a) Contains the relationships between parts, and the reasoning behind it.

2. Part Model
   (a) This level of model contains the data linking the component parts together, such as welds or the data specific to the part such as material.

3. Feature Model
   (a) Feature models contain the generic data necessary to reproduce the feature, but in addition the functional description of the feature, such as its connection to other features.

4. Generic Model
   (a) Stores application data, this is data used to construct the model such as would be stored in current CAD tools such as Solidworks or NX.

The system presented by Brunetti/Golob (2000) (Figure 2.10) allows the user to present a problem to the computer, that is to say they will inform the computer what they want to do, and the computer will then present a list of options, i.e. how this function can
be achieved. For example if two parts are to be joined together the computer will know they can be: welded, riveted, bolted, glued etc., and will suggest the different methods according to the functional requirements such as heat conductivity, strength of join etc. This is in effect the opposite to that presented by Hoque/Szecsi (2008) because whilst Hoque/Szecsi (2008) gives the user the opportunity to choose manufacturing methods based on experience and what they wish to achieve, Brunetti/Golob (2000) simply request that the user specifies what they wish to achieve and the computer can analyse the different methods of achieving it. This is advantageous because it means that the experts in manufacturing methods need not be in the design team but can simply write the rules that the computer will use when presenting a list of viable options to the designer.

Ontological Conversion of Features

Even if it is the case that the design features within a part are known through manual construction by feature there is still the requirement to convert between design and manufacturing features. Design features typically have specific purposes and will still be present when the part is finished, manufacturing features however are simply a result of a manufacturing operation, which may or may not still be present in the finished part geometry.

Most feature recognition algorithms ignore this issue by recognising manufacturing features, although of course any manufacturing features not present in the finished geometry (Section 2.1.3) are challenging.

Thus if feature recognition is not used there exist some methods of converting design features to manufacturing features. One way is a simple mapping, the pre-specification of a design feature as a combination of one or more manufacturing features. However, even if the mapping from one to many is simple the mapping of dimensions is not. One reason for this is that due to the way that design and manufacturing are carried out. Designers will typically think of features which achieve a purpose, whereas manufacturers think of how to achieve the feature, either using subtractive or additive/fabrication processes. These two purposes require different dimensions for the same feature, either requiring some computational conversion rather than direct mapping of dimensions or a vastly over-dimensioned design with both required design and manufacturing dimensions present.

A more advanced alternative to this simple mapping is the use of an ontology as proposed by Anjum et al. (2012), they use ontologies for the purpose of manufacturability verification but the approach can be adopted for cost knowledge purposes. The central premise behind their hypothesis is that design to manufacturing feature mappings can be: one to one, one to many, many to one and fractions in either direction, in addition combinations of design dimensions may be necessary to obtain a single manufacturing dimension. Once they have obtained the manufacturing features they use a rules/logic based approach to determine the manufacturability of the features. It should be noted that their approach is component specific and at this stage needs to be hard coded for each
component type with consideration for the tooling available in a specific factory. It would in theory be possible to make the knowledge more generic but this would come with a cost of either more computation time expended, less accuracy or both.

**Agyapong-Kodua System** Agyapong-Kodua et al. (2012) have focussed on the need for design for manufacture systems to take into account detailed information about the capabilities for the company or supply chain they are being used for, in addition to dynamic aspects such as resource availability. They also make the same point as has previously been made; this type of costing activity must be possible whilst the design decisions are being made, if the costing activity is conducted later it is either too late or it lengthens unnecessarily the design time causing a loss of competitive advantage. They also consider more business case decisions such as the make/buy choice but as with most of the literature are unclear how exactly they generate the process sequence for manufacturing the component.

DFM is part of a wider family of DFx methods reviewed by Agyapong-Kodua et al. (2013). They maintain that a design system should consider:

Design for:

1. Manufacture
2. Assembly
3. Maintainability
4. Environment
5. Quality
6. Decommissioning
7. Life-cycle

### 2.1.6 Value Driven Design (VDD)

Life-cycle methods including VDD (such as researched by Cheung et al. (2010); Zhao et al. (2014)) encompasses all of the above DFx methods, in addition to the profit generated for the operator (which is a function of performance) or customer of the product (in this case a turbofan). This type of holistic approach is a requirement of VDD, where the value of a product to a potential customer is the revenue the product can generate subtracting the cost. If a sufficient profit exists to compensate for the risk the potential customer would be expected to purchase the product. For an evaluation of the value of a product however all costs and benefits must be known hence this research into a small
piece of this puzzle, the manufacturing cost. Once it is accepted that manufacturing cost is desirable information at the same stage it must be accepted that it is worse than pointless to know the manufacturing cost for a sub-optimal method of manufacture, this is where process planning (Section 2.2) can be of use.

### 2.1.7 Summary of the design process

In summary the design process is continuously evolving, with more information available earlier in the process enabling trade offs to be rationally made. This is allowing an ever accelerating design process and continual improvement in product performance, weight and cost. In order to remain competitive it is necessary to keep up with these trends and to continually conduct more analysis, earlier and with a greater breadth or exploration, lest a superior solution be found by a competitor. Although not addressed in this research it is necessary now to not only consider the cost of production of components, but to also consider their maintenance, lifespan and decommissioning in a range of industries.

This requires detailed modelling of production costs, MTTF, decommissioning and recycling costs in order to ensure a future loss is not made on today’s production. VDD attempts to quantify this.

As an addendum however it should be ensured that any change of activity (such as new production) can have a beneficial/deleterious effect on all existing production of a business. Thus if practical this should be analysed as well. A good example of this could be the introduction of a new component into an existing factory, taking the factory over capacity and removing its resilience to unforeseen circumstances such as unplanned downtime. Equally the introduction into a factory operating below capacity can increase utilisation and thus reduce the costs of components already in production. These considerations are defined as out of scope but are briefly commented on in Section 2.2.16.
2.2 Process Planning

Process planning at its most generic is the creation of a manufacturing sequence, to convert materials from their naturally occurring form to the desired geometry and composition. Certain parts of process planning may be implicit, for example a car manufacturer may buy steel of a specified grade and shape, not iron ore. There are many levels of process planning for the manufacture of components, particularly complex components in today’s globalised world. This is due in part to specialisation and increased competitiveness, the levels are:

Supply chain planning Analysing which company should complete which parts of the manufacturing process. Considerations here extend to the ability of the supplier to discharge their supply obligations, however, considerations such as responsiveness to unplanned deviations from planned volumes or design changes, ability to grow as required, respect for intellectual property, future strategic considerations, vulnerability to disruption will also play an important role in these decisions.

Process Planning The determination of the method used to produce the relevant features, for example, a choice on milling or turning, drilling or EDM (Electro-Discharge Machining). The middle level of fidelity shown in Figure 2.11. This level of detail is the one required for factory planning, as it shows how much time a given part spends on a given machine or type of machine. This is the technology used to convert from a design to a manufacturing route and is usually referred to as CAPP (Computer Aided Process Planning). This level of process planning must decide both the process to be used, and the order of these processes. This level of planning is generally conducted by a human-computer combination and is normally thought of as the process planning stage.

Tool Path Analysis Once the manufacturing route has been decided on a top level, it is necessary to obtain either CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled) code or a detailed instruction set, similar to the milling process shown in Figure 2.11, this is usually referred to as CAM (Computer Aided Manufacture), and is regarded as separate from CAPP. In the case of Rolls-Royce the software used for CAM is the same as used for CAD (Computer Aided Design), UG-NX. There may also be checking of the manufacturing tool-path, to ensure errors such as tooling collisions are discovered, for Rolls-Royce Vericut is used for this checking. It is very easy in principle to optimise and verify the CAM information, since the lower level of process planning is simply conducted by knowing the machining time for each feature, the path times between all features, and using a travelling salesman type algorithm such as presented by Papadimitriou/Steiglitz (1998) to find the optimal route. This will yield a time subject to smaller uncertainty. The uncertainty will come from manual parts of the process, and the potential requirement to slow the machining process to rectify unanticipated issues, such as vibration, which have not been discovered during the computational analysis. For this level the process type is
2.2 Process Planning

specified but the order of operations is yet to be decided.

Figure 2.11: A multi-level view of a hypothetical supply chain with times of processes

2.2.1 Supply chain modelling

Much progress can be made by improving the supply chain, although there is much debate on what, exactly, constitutes a “good” supply chain. There has been a shift, from large industrial companies in the developed world designing and manufacturing their own products in their own country, to manufacturing their products in the developing world. Now, however, companies are subcontracting out the manufacturing, in an effort to reduce costs, as smaller, more specialised companies, can manage production more efficiently. There are two major disadvantages with this approach:

1. This lean supply chain can lack responsiveness in the event of unforeseen circumstances and the actions of competitors are more likely to disrupt it as suppliers tend to supply more than one downstream business, this has in fact been one of the driving forces for the process but can be deleterious during periods of high demand.

2. It has also led to a lack of knowledge about the cost drivers by designers. Designers know how to improve performance but they do not necessarily know its effect on cost. A part is designed, and bids are accepted for contract work and so the knowledge of cost drivers is not necessarily returned to the designers. This is to protect the supplier’s intellectual property as a detailed cost model could be used to reverse engineer the production process.

One possible method of working around this issue of intellectual property is to solicit bids from a number of different suppliers after design, as done by [MARION 2008], where the
design was made available on the internet and suppliers were invited to bid for production by offering contract terms. However, this is only really suitable for companies producing simple products, where many suppliers have the capability to manufacture the product. In the aviation industry, due to the certification requirements, and the relatively small production volumes (relative to, for example, the automotive industry) there are a limited number of suppliers. Finding new suppliers is also a costly exercise due to the auditing activities involved. In addition, several design iterations are usually involved, and the supplier is selected prior to the final design stage. Therefore this approach is unsuitable for the high value or critical parts in aerospace industry. Some companies, including Rolls-Royce, are using cost modelling to predict how much supply chain components should cost, thus their negotiators can enter into contract negotiation, with an expectation of the costs faced by their suppliers. This can be done using past experience and statistical models, or by using generative cost models, however, it is just a prediction of what someone (who is not the supplier) company thinks it should cost, and this method may not use data directly from the manufacturer. In addition to the cost aspect of supply chains, one very important factor for the aerospace industry in particular, due to its long lead times and limited selection of suppliers, is risk. The issue of supply chain risk is focussed on in Ghadge et al. (2010) using a SoS (System of Systems) approach.

An article written by Pierreval et al. (2007) also engages in analysis of the supply chain. They use a continuous simulation approach, and logic to simulate the decisions of different sections of the supply chain. They have shown that continuous simulation can be a powerful tool, in anticipating and preventing issues such as supply shortages or increased lead times due to insufficient capacities, and can thus be a useful tool when choosing order volumes, frequencies and stock levels.

### 2.2.2 An Introduction to CAPP (Computer Aided Process Planning)

Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) is a computational interface between Computer Aided Design (CAD), and Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM). CAPP is intended to be the process which makes all of, or a subset of decisions. Petrovi et al. (2015); Isnaini/Shirase (2014) carry out extensive studies on the process planning problem, and generally agree on the necessary tasks a process planning system should perform, and what decisions it should be making. In particular they highlight the need for flexibility of operation choice, sequence, machine, tool and TAD and transportation costs. However, in addition to all of these, there is the consideration of fixturing/tooling, which may be a substantial portion of the cost.

The objective of CAPP is thus to construct a manufacturing process route which can be used to create a specific part within specified tolerances, however, there is discrepancy within literature as to which of these decisions should be made within CAPP. For example research by Yang et al. (2011) Razali (2014) assumes that CAPP begins after the
choice of manufacturing processes. As will be highlighted throughout this section this is the case with much literature, or the method of process selection is unclear.

There are several categories of CAPP:

**Manual CAPP** CAPP where a human is used to make decisions, based on information and analysis provided computationally. In the opinion of the author these systems are typically little more than advanced spreadsheets. Whilst they typically provide an accurate answer for cost and production times among other data, the knowledge is typically less generic than in automated CAPP, and the routes generated by different experts are likely to differ. The results will often be sub-optimal but typically good enough.

[SINGH ET AL., 2011] published an approach for the selection of a manufacturing strategy or particular process. It relies on expert opinion to populate the matrices since they are filled with subjective opinion from a list of statements. It then evaluates these matrices to obtain a best process, from the point of view of Quality, Cost, Capability and Production.

**Automated CAPP** CAPP where the human is not involved after prior programming of databases or other knowledge repositories. This system requires computational decision making as well as cost and feasibility modelling. Automated CAPP comes in two major sub-categories [YUSOF/LATIF, 2014a]:

**Variant** Where the process route is the same as, or similar to, a previously used manufacturing route or route options.

**Generative** The process route is typically derived from some generic manufacturing knowledge, typically less accurate and more computationally expensive, but more flexible than variant CAPP. The differentiating factor is that generative methods generate a method of manufacture (MoM), whereas variant based methods use a pre-supplied MoM.

According to [XU ET AL., 2011] CAPP systems require manufacturing features to be defined. However, it is more accurate to state that CAPP systems must either deduce the manufacturing features or they must be pre-defined. This is an important distinction because manufacturing features will often be different from design features, particularly when designers add, for example, an extrusion to a part normally forged. A manufacturer will think of adding extra material to the forging and then removing the extraneous material with machining operations. Thus either manufacturing features must be used during design (Section 2.1.5) or there must be a method of converting from design geometry to manufacturing features such as discussed in Section 2.1.4. In addition to this the design features may well be different from the modelling features used to construct them [ZHOU ET AL., 2007].
Several authors have defined process planning and stated what they believe the output of a CAPP tool should be:

“Process planning is defined as the activity of deciding which manufacturing processes and machines should be used to perform the various operations necessary to produce a component, and the sequence that the processes should follow.” [Marri et al. (1998)]

“A detailed process plan usually contains the route, machine and tool, processes, and process parameters.” [Marri et al. (1998)]

“Systematic determination of the methods by which a product is to be manufactured economically and competitively.” [Culler/Burd (2007)]

“Process planning deals with the selection of necessary manufacturing processes and determination of their sequences to ‘transform’ a designer’s ideas (namely the designed part) into a physical component economically and competitively.” [Xu et al. (2011)]

This section of the literature review will focus mainly on the choice of manufacturing route, although certain parts of the literature are more broad ranging, such as [Xu et al. (2005)], which also encompasses feature recognition, CAPP and CNC code generation.

A CAPP tool such as that developed by [Sadaiah et al. (2002)], must determine which process(es) and tool(s) to use for a given feature, and the order in which to perform the operations. To determine the outcome of these choices, the geometric and tolerance information of the manufacturing features is typically used. Sequencing is usually implemented through a set of constraints between pairs of operations. These constraints can be stored in a number of ways such as matrices from [Xu et al. (2005)], or a list/table such as that used by [Salehi/Tavakkoli-Moghaddam (2009)]. It is interesting to note that some authors sequence features prior to ascribing processes to those features whereas some simply keep the constraints and allow the optimiser to find a solution.

The manufacturing process is totally dependent on the forming process chosen for the input material, although some parts of the process may be common to more than one forming process. [Kumar/Rajotia (2005)] take this into account by using standard sizes for axisymmetric components but of course the amount of material which must be removed is dependant on the difference between the forming shape and the finished part geometry. They also consider the power requirement of the tool to identify which machines are capable of each operation.

A creator of a CAPP system must consider which decisions the system should be making and how, what will be predetermined, and what will be left to downstream tools as options, explicitly or implicitly.
2.2.3 Knowledge Representation

A key factor in process planning (and generative costing) systems is the representation of knowledge. In a costing system, the knowledge typically stored will consist of equations used to calculate the times and costs of manufacturing processes as a function of geometry, material choice and tolerances. In a process planning system in addition to this knowledge, data on how to choose and intelligence on how to sequence the operations is also required. Consideration on how exactly to store this knowledge has been published by Grabowik/Knosala (2003). They, like most other researchers, have adopted a database type method because of its native ability to utilise complex query statements. They explore how to deduce the set of manufacturing processes and tools selection necessary to construct a specific feature using expert knowledge encoded in a set of databases, options are suggested to the user who may confirm or change the selection.

Other researchers to recently use database knowledge for CAPP includes Jinks et al. (2010); Tammineni et al. (2009).

2.2.4 A Review of CAPP Methods

According to Marri et al. (1998); Culler/Burd (2007); Xu et al. (2011); Prakash et al. (2012); Yusof/Latif (2014b) there are multiple approaches to CAPP systems:

**Manual**  A manual approach uses human judgement, to make decisions regarding which processes, machines and tooling to use, and the sequence of the aforementioned processes. It typically results in a process plan similar to what would be produced by a variant based method. This is because humans are typically experience led, and thus more likely to choose a proven method over a novel, and possibly untested, methodology, provided the previous route is acceptable. There are many examples of this type of approach in the academic literature and in commercial use. In academia a good methodology was presented by Wasim et al. (2013), which allowed the user to make the necessary choices, but also provided guidance on how well the route met various throughput, cost, strength and scrap rate metrics.

**Variant Based**  A variant based approach is useful when there is a known process for a particular component family, and this process can thus be replicated and modified (in a limited way) for other similar components. It typically involves interrogating a database after selecting the appropriate component family, and if necessary, sub families. For example on a component such as a gear with bolt holes, it is assumed that holes will be drilled, and that this will occur at a certain point during fabrication, the number of holes thus determines the cost of drilling them, there is variation but no wholesale change to hardwired manufacturing routings. This method is limited for novel components or changes in manufacturing process.
Generative An alternative to this method is a generative system which utilises geometry data to plan the manufacturing process. It does not store manufacturing process routes in a database like the variant method, but instead generates the manufacturing process each time it is executed. Thus it is more flexible, not requiring an existing process plan and does not rely on a human to correctly identify the appropriate component family.

These artificial intelligence methods rely on a knowledge base such as proposed by Park (2003) to allow decisions to be made and the structure of the knowledge base is shown below:

**Facts** Data Objects

**Constraints** What are manufacturing processes capable of.

**Rules** Control the way of thinking

**Intelligence** Implements the rules to create a process within the constraints using the facts

The knowledge base can have multiple levels, Gologlu (2004) presented an algorithm for finding near-optimal manufacturing sequences from all available process plans in a machining set-up using a four level hierarchy:

1. Feature level
2. Machining scheme level
3. Operation level
4. Tool level

There are, however, other forms of knowledge management which should be addressed. A process planner would typically take into account: machines, tools and labour; operation times, set-up times. Denkena et al. (2007) state that data about the supply chain/facilities and the work committed to should also be explicitly taken into account by the process planner. In addition they believe that commercial constraints should be considered, such as order size, payment terms etc. They structure this data in two ontologies: one for facilities, used for many parts and pre-existing; and one for data specific to the part being designed, geometry, tolerances and commercial considerations.

Generative methods can use many different methods of implementing AI (Artificial Intelligence). One method is a KnowledgeBase constructed as suggested by Zhou et al. (2007) and reviewed by Xu et al. (2011). Each of these optimisation techniques have advantages and disadvantages, however it is clear that due to the combinatorial nature of problems and the high number of dimensions, classical methods such as calculus and more recent methods such as surrogate models (such as Kriging) are of limited use.

A brief outline of the optimisation methods to be considered for use is shown below (Yusof/Latif, 2014a):
Neural Networks Approaches which learn either over time or using a training set of examples to give a higher likelihood of selecting highly used outcomes.

Genetic Algorithms Approaches which use quality based selection and propagation of superior solutions to converge to optimal answers through evolution.

Agent Based Methods Methods which apply intelligent agents, often competing with each other in decisions.

STEP Compliant CAPP CAPP which has two way compatibility with STEP, it can use real factory data to modify its decisions and code (relies on suitably equipped factories).

Graphical Algorithms Algorithms which make use of graphs and route planning methodologies, such as travelling salesman problem solutions, to conduct the process planning task.

Simulated Annealing An addition to genetic algorithms which reduces the probability or the selection of inferior individuals as the optimisation progresses.

Initially the author’s research will focus on genetic algorithms and agent based methods may need to be used to improve convergence of the algorithm in order to reduce optimisation time.

It is interesting to note that PARK (2003) considers the fact that expert humans will quickly find solutions to a process planning problem by eliminating infeasible solutions. If there is a computational way of eliminating swaths of the solution space, regions that are infeasible or obviously suboptimal, then this should help to increase the execution speed of the algorithm. Also they consider how to store the knowledge of choices. They use the example of a multi-diameter hole and use the concept of a final machining operation (which meets surface roughness and tolerance requirements) and pre-requisite operations to construct an operations list. It then constructs an order by using tool access requirements.

In addition it is useful to see that LEE ET AL. (2007) consider how to automatically generate feature precedence relationships which are necessary due to material deformation, nested features or referencing. They then optimise based on tool access directions, there is therefore the implicit assumption that the task can be conducted on one machine and tool change is less costly than part manipulation.

Another useful point of note is made by HAN ET AL. (2001), who consider it necessary to conduct feature recognition and process planning together. Since unless all possible feature combinations are output by the feature recognition algorithm, the process planner may be over-constrained and either find suboptimal solutions, or fail. It may fail because a feature interpreted in one way, may give an unsolvable problem, due to constraints such as deformation or access directions, whereas a different interpretation may give a feasible solution. Their algorithm constructs and evaluates all possible methods of making the set of features, and makes use of knowledge of the dimensions, tolerance and surface finish, of
the feature. It then applies the fact that certain operations such as reaming require other operations as prerequisites. Although all possible machining sequences are addressed in addition to constraints at both the feature and operation level it appears from the article that the individual operation sequences to achieve the feature to the tolerance and surface finish requirements are hardwired based on Manufacturing Knowledge. It is also apparent that emphasis is placed on handling time and machine/tool changes, rather than the actual machining time for the feature. Finally it is unclear how additional/new processes would be added to the database although it is assumed that the complete operation sequence would be added, as an additional possibility. The algorithm attempts to minimise tool changes, and the overall number of tools used. According to Xu et al. (2011) this enabled the problem of operation sequencing to be systematically addressed.

Another approach to the problem of manufacturing process selection was presented by Cheng (2011), who details the use of queries and formulae which can be used to determine process choice, feed rate and tool choice etc. This can replace the use of highly skilled and experienced people for producing process plans for production. It is more detailed, but not as intelligent as other methods involving GAs presented earlier. Many methods now require little or no human input during run-time but this still requires human input during the planning process. This method, of course, requires high levels of maintenance, probably by people skilled in both manufacturing and coding but does have the advantage of reducing computational run time as the design search space is heavily restricted.

A more recent piece of research based on a similar concept which also allows the construction of multiple stages of manufacturing process for a single feature was conducted by Zhang et al. (2014), using Semantic Query-enhanced Web Rule Language (SQWRL). This is a powerful and expandable approach.

Additional research focussed on process planning focusses on integrating it with additional technologies such as by Culler/Burd (2007) for factory simulation or Wang et al. (2013); Bettwy et al. (2014) for factory scheduling.

In some cases, authors of literature such as Zhang et al. (2008) allow the consideration of multiple factories, but there is no fundamental difference apart from the necessity to consider transport costs. Profit margins can be considered as just a percentage change in time/volume based cost rates.

### 2.2.5 CAPP methods: Variant Method

One paper which incorporated CAPP using an assembly simulation was Culler/Burd (2007). Their platform is shown in Figure 2.12, however the process planning was limited to the ordering of the processes. The choice of processes was predefined and the times thereof was estimated by the Industrial Engineering function of Bombardier Aerospace.
Figure 2.12: The Delmia V5R15 Assembly Simulation in the Dassault V5 Platform (Culler/Burd (2007)) showing an optimiser complete with discrete event simulation.
Particular issues with the variant based approach are:

- The passage of time and progress of technology may have rendered the baseline process plan obsolete or suboptimal.
- The new component is sufficiently different from the baseline component to render the original process plan unsuitable (for example different material, geometry or tolerances).
- The baseline process plan may never, in fact, have been optimal and this is still not known by the process planner.

### 2.2.6 CAPP methods: Infeasible solutions

It is likely to be the case that some features require others to be machined first. It is obvious for a human that finishing a face requires the face to be created first. Firstly there must be a way or storing/deducing the precedence constraints such as the method proposed by [Zhou et al.](2007) which decides precedence based on:

- **Datum** Datum features (used to locate others) are machined first
- **Family** Parent features are machined before their children
- **Process** Roughing features are machined before finishing
- **Concentration** Concentrated similar features are machined together (this is not a constraint but it is generally desirable)

Once these constraints are defined a methodology must be created to identify the satisfaction or otherwise in a given process plan. If they are unsatisfied then according to [Su et al.](2015) the main methods of solution are: repairing the process to a feasible one after generation and before/during objective function evaluation, or creating the process plan in such a way as to not create infeasible routes. It is a powerful approach but is unclear regarding the possibilities or selection of machines or tool access direction.

A combination of repair and graph based route construction was explored by [Huang](2013) where the initial population contained only feasible routes by construction, if infeasible routes were created during recombination and mutation they were then repaired. It was limited to a single operation per feature.

### 2.2.7 CAPP methods: Genetic Algorithm

Some of the earliest proponents of the use of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) ([Goldberg](1989)) to conduct process planning were [Rocha et al.](1999), they attempt to minimise
manufacturing time whilst producing only feasible routes. As with many of the later papers, it is unclear how the operation list is generated, or whether the GA can add operations. However, the authors do show that the selection of machines and tools, in addition to the sequence of operations is controllable by GA chromosome modification.

Salehi/Tavakkoli-Moghaddam (2009) used a GA to optimise process plans for a part predefined in terms of features.

The methodology they follow is:

1. The feasible sequences are created by GA
   
   (a) By applying order constraints and clustering constraints
   
   (b) Optimising for the maximum satisfaction of feasible constraints according to a weighting matrix.
   
   (c) Each entry of the GA contains a feature number (as in 1, 2, 5, 4, 6, 3)
   
   (d) Produces $n$ feasible solutions for input into the next optimisation sequence.

   The crossover operator used was developed by Gorges-Schleuter (1989) which prevents the formation of illegal children from legal parents, an issue found with TSP type GA solution methods. Mutation is conducted through an exchange operation.

2. The method then optimises, sequences, and selects which tool to use.
   
   (a) Starts with the feasible solutions from the prior optimisation.
   
   (b) This time each entry in the GA vector contains vectors/strings of machine, tool and TAD
   
   (c) By applying additive constraints to feasible sequences.

   The Crossover operator for this optimisation originated from a paper by Davis (1985) but has been developed for vector individuals.

An approach building on this was presented by Kafashi/Shakeri (2011), however, whilst these algorithms are good at informing how to optimise a list of operations given a set of constraints, the arrival at the list of operations is ill defined. It appears to be based on tolerances and the type of feature, however, it is thought that they have created the operations list, as shown in Figure 2.13 by using human knowledge rather than an automated approach.

Amin-Naseri/Afshari (2012) build on the use of genetic algorithms, within a process planning algorithm, by considering the scheduling problem posed by multiple parts passing through a factory simultaneously. They pre-calculate the operation precedence graph for each job (component) and also pre-calculate the time of the operation for each potential
machine, they are also attempting to maximise throughput, a different objective function. In addition, they make several simplifying assumptions that are not made by this research: negligible transport and setup times, or at least independent of sequence, also processing time is known and fixed.

They also convey a method of tuning genetic algorithm control variables developed by Franca et al. (2001), which is effectively derived from the Hooke and Jeeves numerical optimisation method for functions. This methodology of holding all but one of the optimisation variables constant and iterating over all variables is a simple and effective local search to find the best parameters, although local optima in the parameter search space could be problematic and multiple problems must be tested to give the best general parameters.

Another paper of particular interest is written by Wang et al. (2011). They also explore the use of genetic algorithms but only for the evaluation of feasibility. They have not gone so far as to actually create the manufacturing route using backward and forward propagation and have not evaluated the sequence for cost, instead using a surrogate of complexity. The chromosome definition appears elegant, although at a cost of flexibility and expandability, and they have used crossover and a population. Furthermore they do not consider scrap/rework/tolerances and it is unclear how they handle crossover between chromosomes of differing length, in fact it is unclear that they allow them at all.

Huang/Hu (2011) use a multi-level G.A. to select from a pre-defined set of manufacturing process chains for each manufacturing feature in an outer optimisation ring, then sequences them using graphical methods for satisfaction of constraints. As with many other papers they do not consider costs apart from machining time, nor how to construct process chains in-situ. Presentation of their results is also simple due to the fact that fewer cost parameters are used.

Zahid/Baqai (2013) also explore the use of genetic algorithms to construct and evaluate process plans, their evaluation is limited to the consideration of setup and tool change costs. They do highlight the option of reusing previously generated manufacturing routes.
to accommodate new features, which could potentially be a useful addition, but it is unclear how they account for the potential to change the optimal manufacturing method for existing features.

ZHANG ET AL. (2015a) highlight the issues of the distributed supply chain with many options, i.e. the new opportunities when manufacturing is not constrained to a facility or even a single company. They highlight the need for a more complex encoding of individuals, mutation operators which can operate on them and an efficient decoding methodology in the objective function.

XU ET AL. (2014) consider the creation of multiple stages for a single Feature Machining Element (FME), however, they do not show how these stages are derived, or how the times are calculated, i.e. fitness evaluation.

2.2.8 CAPP Methods: Graphical Algorithms

Graphical algorithms such as that proposed by HUANG ET AL. (2012) work by constructing an operation precedence graph, and combining this approach with genetic algorithm optimisation. The GA ensures optimisation whilst the graph exists to force feasibility. The feasibility algorithm used is iterative checking and switching of operations where a constraint is breached, and they do not consider grouping constraints at all. This paper also uses a repair function after each iteration, to ensure that all manufacturing sequences are feasible. There is a stochastic method of machine and TAD (tool access direction) selection controlled by the central optimiser. Finally, it is clear that this tool is simply a sequencing tool as no thought is given as to how to select the set of manufacturing processes or how to automatically create the process precedence constraints. HUANG (2013) do begin to consider the selection of processes utilising their previously published graphical approach (HUANG ET AL., 2012), but they do not use the recursive propagation found in other literature and this thesis (Section 2.2.10).

2.2.9 CAPP Methods: Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing (SA), as used by LIAN ET AL. (2009), works by initially allowing fitness of individuals to decrease and thus allows exploration of the design space, but progressively discourage descent to lower fitness (or ascent to higher energy states). It is based on annealing in materials science by gradually reducing the thermodynamic free energy available to promote crystalline reorganisations. The particular strength of SA is that the optimiser can traverse areas of decreasing fitness in order to find the global optimum whereas a pure hill climber requires a particularly fortuitous mutation to achieve this when there is high epistasis in the design search space. A GA (Genetic Algorithm) with SA was proposed by LIAN ET AL. (2009) and was shown to be substantially better
than a GA without SA.

Lian et al. (2009) perform both manufacturing process selection and sequencing, they consider the type of operation, machine used, the tool access direction, and the specific tool used. They also perform an exhaustive search for each design feature to find all possible combinations of manufacturing processes, machine, TAD and tool. They have a repair algorithm to find a feasible solution if one exists which operates by checking constraints and moving a successor operation if it breaches a constraint to behind the predecessor.

Their hybrid algorithm essentially works by putting the best result from a GA generation into the start point for SA. Only when the SA process plan is better than all the results from the GA is the SA algorithm used. Effectively the GA populates the start point for the SA algorithm the SA can be seen as a local search which is not always a hill climber, though its propensity to descend to lower fitness values reduces as time progresses.

2.2.10 CAPP Methods: ANN (Artificial Neural Network)

Zhou et al. (2007) proposed a method based on backward propagation (BP), to create a list of processes and constraints, then using a GA to optimise the sequence. The constraints include datum precedence, feature precedence and process precedence although it could be argued that datum precedence is simply a sub-category of feature precedence.

The way that BP works, in detail, is the algorithm selects a manufacturing process for a feature based on a trained ANN (Artificial Neural Network), and then works back through the processes necessary as pre-requisites, according to probabilities which are known by the neural network from training, by manufacturing process experts. This builds on the work by Park (2003), which uses the concept of a final machining operation using tolerance and surface finish requirements.

In addition, the algorithm takes into account machines, machine cost rates, tools, tool cost indices, and tool access directions.

Khalifa et al. (2006) suggest the use of neural networks for the selection of machine tools, it is possible that a neural network approach could be used, either within the optimiser to learn over time, or with an external data input, to improve the convergence rate. Bringing the neural net inside the optimiser and making it learn which manufacturing processes are used most frequently for specific features would also further differentiate the work from Zhou et al. (2007), who used a pre-populated neural network.
2.2.11 CAPP Methods: Logic and Query based

In addition to the aforementioned optimisation based methods above, \cite{Grabowik2005, Zhang2010} and others have promoted logical methods of process selection. This will optimise a component on a feature by feature basis, which may result in a globally sub-optimal solution. It will, however, be much faster and potentially sufficiently good for industrial applications. This type of method requires far more extensive calibration of the database as rules must be coded rather than simple options. Given the speed of this type of approach, \cite{Grabowik2005} incorporated with it a sequencing planner designed to react to disturbances, for example an offline machine. Their system could quickly re-route a component to minimise the loss of output by selecting alternative manufacturing methods or sequences. The methodology used by aPriori (Section 3.2) uses logic and query based methods.

2.2.12 CAPP Methods: Other

Other methods have been developed for optimisation of the manufacturing route.

One of these was developed by \cite{LvQiao2013}, who construct an AND/OR graph detailing the manufacturing routes, and machine possibilities, for each manufacturing operation. This graph can be manipulated to give all feasible sequences, but it is this author’s belief that with the levels of complexity dealt with in this research the graph would not only be unintelligible, but excessively computationally complex to create. One of the aspects that they do consider however, which is dealt with differently in this research, are the intra-factory transfers. Using a machine list they specify the transport times between all pairs of machines, the times are, however, independent of the current value and mass of the component.

Another method, by \cite{Prakash2012} used a Knowledge-Based Artificial Immune System (KBAIS). They considered the re-sequencing of a series of operations where the set of operations was fixed, but the order was not, and the machine, tool and TAD choice was also made by the optimiser from a pre-defined list. In addition they claim novelty in considering scrap to be a factor of which machine was chosen and calculating the costs on this basis.

Tabu searches have also been explored by \cite{Li2003} for the CAPP optimisation problem as a way of escaping local minima as an alternative to simulated annealing, Tabu search can be considered an extension to simulated annealing optimisation.
2.2.13 Difficulties with CAPP

Issues with CAPP software tend to be incompatibility of data structures; some of this is due to fundamental differences between the way that designers design components and the way they are made. Due to various factors including structural requirements, it is often the case that components start as a forged CoS (Condition of Supply) and are machined down to the correct dimensions. Thus manufacturers tend to think in terms of forming and subtractive mechanisms whilst designers may think of additive processes, for example adding an extra feature. In some cases such as slots or holes a designer may think in the same way as a manufacturer, but this is not always the case.

Despite much progress in understanding how to model the CAPP process, and information flows which are necessary, there has not been as much progress on the actual integration of fully automated Process Planning systems. According to Zhou et al. (2007) this is in part because of the difficulty in converting CAD features to manufacturing features. Zhou et al. (2007) propose feature recognition as a solution to this and have implemented this solution in UGS/SolidEdge.

The reason Zhou et al. (2007), do not favour manufacturing feature based design is the same reason stated by Scanlan et al. (2006), namely it would restrict the designers and prevent interesting and potentially useful experimentation because they cannot (or it is difficult to) create unusual parts in their design tool. The other issue, according to Zhou et al. (2007), with feature based design is that intersecting features which may be separate in a feature based design tool may actually combine as manufacturing features.

Thus they favour feature recognition despite the current limitations, particularly issues resulting from the storage of data on tolerances, surface roughness and hardness, which can affect manufacturing cost substantially, affecting machining time and the process which can be used. One way of extracting this non-geometric data, presented by Prabhu et al. (2001), is using natural language processing intended to read the notes intended for human interpretation from the model file, and combining them with features before the data is output as a part model. Features are then defined together with their GD&T (Geometric Dimension and Tolerance) information. The way the text is matched with the appropriate feature involves the use of recognition of arrows and the location using encoded logic within the programming rather than artificial learning techniques such as neural nets.

Another way of storing the information, which also takes into account the “datum story” was explored by Shah et al. (1998) by storing the GD&T information within a feature based design model. It decomposes dimensions and tolerances into three dimensions and deals with each separately. Thus, provided it is aware of the tolerances and what they measure, it can calculate, in principle at least, the ultimate deviation of a feature. This type of approach may also be useful when calculating material removal volumes of intersecting features.
Issues with a GD&T system are difficulties in making it suitable for both CAD and CAPP. This is the essential difficulty in comparison between design and manufacturing features as outlined in Section 2.1.4 since the simplest way to design a feature is rarely the simplest way to manufacture it. The further challenges posed by feature extraction according to Zhou et al. (2007) are:

1. Recognition of intersecting features.
2. Handling multiple interpretations of features that correspond to different ways to machine the part and therefore provide downstream applications with added flexibility.
3. Controlling computational complexity.
4. Feature constraint extraction.
5. Feature precedence tree reconstruction.

### 2.2.14 ASP (Assembly Sequence Planning)

A subset of problems within process planning is assembly planning. It is related in that joining methods must be chosen and sequenced, and the criteria are similar: to meet the design specifications as cost effectively as possible. The issues are normally access constraints or difficulties, weld deformation, join strength and access for later maintenance.

According to Yu/Wang (2013), ASP is generally conducted by ACO (Ant Colony Optimisation), GA (Genetic Algorithm) or PSO (Particle Swarm Optimisation). Their chosen approach of ACO works by encouraging the use of well-travelled paths, although the algorithm was adapted to maximise computational efficiency. ASP generally requires knowledge of access difficulties and the authors differentiate between functional components and connectors, connectors are purely in existence to locate the functional parts. They maintain that this algorithm does take care of subassembly problems, but it is unclear how. One major issue of process planners for assemblies is when are manufacturing operations carried out, if they could be done before or after assembly operations. This occurs when design features are still accessible after assembly operations, indeed to ensure continuity of the surfaces and structural rigidity during assembly it may be desirable to conduct some operations afterwards. However, this question is incredibly difficult to formulate and adds another layer of complexity to a problem which is already computationally challenging.

The algorithm Yu/Wang (2013) propose essentially attempts to minimise changes in orientation and will try to group similar operations together but taking into account hard constraints such as access but also the softer constraints caused by friction and ease of assembly, a solution worthy of consideration.
Esterman Jr/Kamath (2010) also propose metrics for the improvement of the assembly sequence. Firstly they consider the optimum planning of an assembly line with regards to the number of workstations and operators, they then consider the potential improvement by relaxing precedence constraints, that is to say component redesigns which make alternative assembly sequences feasible. They analyse the assembly sequence with the objective to improve: a) assembly time, or b) load balancing.

A particularly large assembly planning problem in the shipbuilding industry was explored by Iwakowicz (2016), they use precedence constraints and a genetic algorithm to explore the design space in order to minimise the assembly time.

### 2.2.15 Process selection and sequencing

The processes which can be used to produce a given feature are dependant on the factors discussed in Section 2.3. Thus if this information is in the design system, the design system can identify which processes can be used to produce feature \( x \). Some of the manufacturing operations will be due to features which exist in the drawing, however some are due to other operations. For example a weld operation which will appear in the drawing may result in mandatory full x-ray checking of weld lines. Many machining operations are subject to dimensional inspection, but wouldn’t be if the machine had an independent position checking probe, since it could check dimensions at the same time as the machining were occurring and thus correct under machined defects before the component leaves the machine. It is also clear that an inspection operation would necessarily be following the machining operation which it is inspecting so the approach taken by Sormaz et al. (2010) is to keep the machining and inspection as a single part activity which requires multiple machine activities. They also mention the fact that machine cells are normally configured to minimise inter-cellular transfers, however, this is not necessarily always the case. Where the cost of inter-cellular transfer is only slightly more than intra-cellular transfer and machinery can be run by a partially absent operator it may be more sensible to minimise operator movement, thus reducing the employee numbers necessary to operate the factory.

### 2.2.16 Production planning (Scheduling)

It is worth noting that the process planning task cannot be completely isolated from production planning, and in an ideal world they would be optimised together (Zhang/Wong, 2015; Bettwy et al., 2014). Leus et al. (2014) in particular highlight the benefit of similarity between product lines and create a method whereby manufacturing routes for multiple components undergoing simultaneous production can be optimised together to minimise total cost. The optimal process plan should take into account the availability of the machines and labour required to conduct the manufacturing. Additionally, in an ideal world the process plan of any/all existing components passing
through a facility should be re-examined if a new part is introduced so as not to sub-optimise the facility (Morinaga et al., 2015). Given that it is challenging to even optimise a process plan for a new component passing into a factory the next step is aspirational at best for anything other than simple and small test cases.

In most cases process planners produce multiple/flexible process plans and the production planner is left to select from them such as by Tavcar et al. (2013); Li et al. (2014a); Wan et al. (2013). The obvious disadvantage of this type of approach is that the level of flexibility of the generated process plans vastly increases the design search space. Resulting in a trade of between time, flexibility and number of components. Clearly the more complex the manufacturing route for each component or the more components to be considered simultaneously, the worse this trade off becomes.

Wen et al. (2013); Wang et al. (2013) also follow the flexible process plans type of approach, with the addition of using various distributions of times instead of a deterministic calculation in their models. Musharavati/Hamouda (2015) also take a set of process plans for multiple parts and reconstructs them in such a way as to optimise for multiple parts simultaneously, it relies on preconstruction of a set of possible process plans. Musharavati/Hamouda (2015) do highlight a method of resolving the issue of variable length chromosome recombination.

In aviation the cell scheduling problem is explored by Yu et al. (2006).

### 2.2.17 Summary of process planning

It is clear that most process planning research is conducted on generative process planning. There is variety in exactly which decisions are made computationally, which are made by humans in real time, and which are prepopulated decisions.

There is extensive research on methods to sequence the manufacturing operations, less so when the requirement to choose a manufacturing process is included. However, one area of limited research in particular is the issue of multiple operations for a single feature, most researchers limit themselves to one operation. Of the ones who do not, in most cases they consider a pre-determined set of manufacturing processes rather than allowing the methodology to choose the processes. It will be demonstrated in Section 5.4 why this is inadequate.

There is no consensus on how to resolve the issue of infeasible solutions. Although graph based approaches have proven themselves capable of generating only feasible routes, repair based algorithms are also capable of the conversion of infeasible solutions into feasible ones.

Additionally consensus has not yet been reached regarding the optimal algorithm, or combination of algorithms, required to sequence the operations for minimum time or
minimum cost. Although genetic algorithms, frequently combined with other methods, have shown promise.

In terms of the selection of machines during the process planning the most powerful methodology was created by Zhang et al. (2014), their use of Semantic Query-enhanced Web Rule Language allows vast flexibility in the conditions applied to choices, such as machine or tool choices.

The area of compound scrap and its incorporation into process planning has not been explored adequately.

The issues of assembly sequence planning are defined as out of scope in order to concentrate on component manufacturing, equally the dynamic aspects of production planning are disregarded.
2.3 Integrating CAPP with CAD

CAPP generally requires more data than CAD, particularly information about tolerances and surface finishes. In addition, CAPP is generally conducted using manufacturing features whereas CAD generally uses design features (either explicit or implicit within the mind of the designer). Therefore in general it is necessary to convert the data. This can be done either using structured data and a translator or feature recognition, or a combination. Proponents of the latter include Kang et al. (2003) who propose neutral file formats for the interlinking, particularly the STEP AP formats. Proponents of the former such as Leo Kumar et al. (2015) use XML and feature based modelling, to avoid the need for feature recognition, and attempt to combine this data with a knowledge based system, however, their research is limited to prismatic micro parts.

There is also much research modelling the process by which the linking should be done. According to Feng (2003), several process models are available which describe how to produce manufacturing process planning data, there are several pieces of information generically necessary to select a manufacturing process:

1. Product Model Data
   (a) Geometry
   (b) Material (including necessary treatments such as nitriding, carbiding or shot peening)
   (c) Tolerance
   (d) Surface Properties

2. Process Related Data
   (a) Manufacturing Resource Availability
   (b) Process Capability Specification

A significant number of the models reviewed use the IDEF0 modelling language, which describes the necessary information inputs to a task, the control mechanism, the resources necessary to complete the task and the information it provides. It can thus be used in hierarchy form by decomposing activities into sub-activities multiple times, which is an essential requirement in complex process planning for human interpretation. However although it describes the actions and information necessary for a complex activity it does not necessarily detail how it can be done.

The modelling that Feng (2003) conducted does covers both CAPP and CAM as it:

1. Takes CAD data
2. Derives machining features

3. Process plans the manufacturing route (considering feature type and tolerance)

4. Process plans the factory floor route (Given the options available for manufacturing, on which workstation should the operations be completed on.)

5. Creates NC programs

6. Checks NC plans

It is said by Zhou et al. (2007) that most researchers use neutral file-based solutions to address the issue of the transfer of data between CAD and CAPP and CAM. The data is transferred using STEP (simple ASCII coded files) or IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification) files (which are also ASCII encoded) to transfer data, although XML has been used more recently, notably by Sormaz et al. (2010). The difficulty with this is that the communication is usually one-way, thus a separate method is necessary to give feedback to the designer.

Zhou et al. (2007) follow a several step process.

1. Get modelling feature $F_0$, from the CAD tool

2. Convert to design feature $F_D$, through a feature recognition algorithm.

3. Convert to manufacturing feature $F_M$, which could take one of two forms:

   (a) Form Features: Pre-defined features such as holes and slots etc. with analytically calculable material removal volumes and associated manufacturing methods.

   (b) Surface features: Refer to surfaces which are not part of a recognised form feature.

4. Manufacturing Process selection

5. Operation Sequencing

The way that Zhou et al. (2007) choose manufacturing processes when more than one is available to machine a feature is a back propagation Artificial Neural Network (ANN). This relies of course on knowing the final finished form of the component and expert evaluation of data sets for neural network training according to:

- Feature
  - dimension
  - tolerance and
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Figure 2.14: Flowchart of the GA-based approach for process planning and optimization

- surface roughness of the feature

- Component
  - batch size
  - material
  - stock type
  - heat treatment
  - structural form

Manufacturing Process Selection and Operation Sequencing are optimised sequentially for cost using a GA (Figure 2.14).

A more recent and alternative method of integrating the CAD and CAPP activities was published by Sormaz et al. (2010) where they use a feature based modelling approach where the features contain sufficient information to allow CAPP to work without the feature recognition stage as shown by Sormaz/Khoshnevis (1997), in addition to the
feature model however they believe it is necessary to maintain a solid model for geometric analysis and the geometric model would be required in any case for analysis such as FEA or CFD. Sormaz/Khoshnevis (1997) also have a feature precedence network (FPN) to aid in the sequencing of operations. Some operations can be performed in any order but in some cases, either because of access or other constraints some features must be machined before others. In addition to a feature precedence network they use a manufacturing precedence network to denote which order manufacturing processes can/must be used, for example hole starting drilling is necessary before drilling and then finishing the hole.

2.3.1 Summary of CAD-CAPP integration

Feature recognition or design by feature (in their broadest sense) are clearly the only alternatives which exist for converting design geometry into the features necessary for process planning. They both have issues, feature recognition mainly with intersecting features and design by feature with the potential for reduced design flexibility if insufficient features are defined.

This area will be defined as out of scope and design by feature will be used to provide a geometry driven input to the process planning methodology developed.

It is also worth highlighting that geometry is not the only required input to process planning; material choice, production volumes, date of commencement of production and type of part are also important factors, although this is not an exhaustive list.
2.4 Prediction of precursor shape

It is noteworthy that a fundamental consideration in process planning is the question “what do I start with?”. Without an answer to this question, only the times of processes independent of volume can be predicted, and these are few and far between. As stated by Masel et al. (2010), there are several classes of methods to predict the forming shape and these will be outlined below:

**Intuitive** An expert, potentially assisted by a computer program (Caporalli et al., 1998; Gronostajski et al., 2015), generates the forging shape. Therefore (Masel et al., 2010) these are semi-automated systems such as outlined by BISWAS/KNIGHT (1976), including: Cubic Splines, exponential functions and geometric transforms.

**Analogical**

**Expert** An expert, potentially assisted by a computer, generates the forging shape using past designs.

**ANN** An artificial neural network can be trained on a set of data to recognise patterns, and derive forging shapes for new components. However Masel et al. (2010) highlight the fact that if the ANN is exposed to a class of component not encountered in the training set, it may give an inaccurate or unrealistic response.

**Parametric** Using parametric rules the forging shape is designed, and constrained to the shape of the finished part geometry. Examples could be:

- **Face-line offset** A simple offset which assumes a simple, fixed, offset of \( n \) mm to a face (3d) or line (2d) (Toal, 2012).
- **Smoothed** Similar to above, but ensures a smooth shape without low radius curves (Toal, 2012).

**Analytical** Using rules, but at a more detailed (feature based) level, the forging shape is estimated, and responds to the shape of the finished part geometry. Can be more flexible than parametric methods, but requires more time and expertise to build a generic rule set.

**Rules Based** Generally more accurate than the above (parametric methods), but requires generation of a rule set such as outlined below, in order of ascending complexity and usefulness:

- This can be for a specific component type such as high pressure compressor disk. This has been completed by Meas (2015).
- A more generic rule set which could work on component class such as disks. This has not been found in the literature.
• A truly generic rule set which could work on any component geometry. This has not been found in the literature.

**Simulation** An analytical type of approach where instead of rules applied to geometry, a flow simulation is created. An example of this was published by Caporalli et al. (1998). They use Ansys (v5.3) to simulate the metal flow, however, as they state, the system relies on experts to modify the forging and process sequence.

There are also two different levels of rules based methods in the literature: simple rules applied consecutively to the finished shape and, more frequently, simulation based time dependant finite element flow models, to predict detailed mechanical properties of the forged component.

A simple rules based approach was presented by Masel et al. (2010). They developed this methodology to provide a rapid estimate of forged shapes, and therefore cost of the forging, since they state existing methods were extensive computational exercises. Existing methods, they claim, were designed for detailed design of die shapes, making them unsuitable for iterative design work. Their method relates only to axisymmetric shapes, and relies upon knowledge of the finished part geometry. The rules are relatively simple and applied sequentially, but need to be coded for each manufacturing strategy. The resultant volumes do correlate strongly to known forging volumes from a sample of parts, but it is thought that a more generic method is desirable than one specifically designed for forging. No mention is made of its accuracy, when applied to other manufacturing strategies.

A detailed thesis into a rules based approach for blisks and discs, which was patented and adopted by Rolls-Royce plc, was written by Meas (2015), in which he highlighted the difficulties in accurately predicting the forging shape. His methodology centered around creating an ultrasonically inspectable Condition of Supply (COS), and from that deriving an appropriate and accurate isothermal black forging shape, from which the COS could be machined. The methodology behind the creation of the black forging shape was to sequentially apply rules (obtained from Semiatin (2005)) to the COS shape until all rules were satisfied.

The rules applied were drafts, corners and fillets, webs and ribs, flash and trim. A diagram of the process used by Meas (2015) is shown in Figure 2.15.

One of the factors of interest is that Semiatin (2005) showed that parameters such as fillet radii are material dependant. This will have an effect on precise design but not necessarily a significant effect in early design, when more inaccuracy is present in other factors.

Papers presenting forging shape prediction methods using detailed simulation include those by Kulon et al. (2006); Bramley/Mynors (2000); Biba et al. (2001). Biba et al. (2001) highlight the importance of disallowing the user from adjusting parameters of the
2.4 Prediction of precursor shape

The approach used by Meas (2015) (Figure 51) to predict forging shape from an ultrasonically inspectable COS simulation, thus preventing the quality of its outputs becoming dependent on the skill of the user, but only the quality of the software. Masel et al. (2010) similarly mention the disadvantages of allowing an expert to vary parameters in terms of the inconsistancy of responses.

The more detailed simulation models could in principle be used to estimate the forming shape, to feed into cost modelling, but to obtain an accurate result they generally require significant computational time. Equally a relatively simple rules based approach such as presented by Masel et al. (2010) could be used, however this approach is currently limited to forging discs and blisks. Thus this research will attempt a new method, to be explained in Section [4] in an attempt to reduce the necessary maintenance of the models. The methodology will attempt to provide estimates for a range of forming processes, not just limited to forging.
2.5 Manufacturing Processes

It can be said that in the past manufacturing was generally a subtractive process, particularly in load bearing components so a manufacturing engineer will generally think in terms of starting with more raw material and subtracting the sections which are unnecessary. However, a designer can use either additive (extrusion) or subtractive (shelling or lofting) methods to achieve the desired shape. In addition, modern methods of manufacturing can include additive processes and more advances methods of forming such as powder bed forming, which should be considered by a process planner.

Additive manufacturing using material deposition is possible, as used in rapid prototyping, and a recent development was published by Karunakaran et al. (2010), the authors used a CNC milling machine retrofitted with a weld deposition capability, thus both additive and subtracted processes can be used in sequence. Although as stated by Skiba et al. (2009) the structural properties of additive processes may be inferior to those of cast or forged components due to factors such as HAZ (Heat Affected Zones).

There are many types of manufacturing processes, and they can be generally classified into several categories: material removal; material forming; joining; clean up; surface treatment and inspection.

Another useful way of looking at some of the manufacturing processes is through a hierarchy as created by Sormaz et al. (2010), which has been expanded and is shown in Figure 2.16.

2.5.1 Material Removal

Material removal generally consists of multiple stages. Primary (or rough) machining with high material removal rates, then fine machining with lower material removal rates and higher tooling costs for finishing work due its superior surface finish and reduced process variability. A large amount of material may be wasted although much of it can be recycled.

1. Turning is a tooling intensive operation, particularly on hard materials such as titanium.

2. Milling machines have a lot of wasted time due to tool changes or CNC manipulation of components. They are also intrinsically slower due to the method of force application; a direct result of the shapes they are designed to machine.

It is possible to obtain mill-turn machines which would reduce the set up time as they can perform both operations but they are more costly than each of the two individual machines.
Figure 2.16: A manufacturing Hierarchy
Material removal processes are normally followed by a dimensional inspection and clean-up operations such as deburring.

### 2.5.2 Joining (Welding)

Electron Beam Welding is used for high quality welding of titanium. Machines can automatically track the join lines, manipulate the object being welded, perform both structural, cosmetic, penetrating and non-penetrating welds. However, their limitations can be weld angles, beam dumping requirements, spatter (particularly at high power), they also induce high latent stresses in the component (though only on a very localised area), and cause consistent distortion of the component.

TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) welding is a manual process, inexpensive and results in good quality cosmetic welds and no weld spatter but the process is slow and results for structural welds can be inconsistent, depending on the skill of the welder. There is also a relatively large heat induced stress zone because the weld rate is slow.

The welding process involves assembly, welding, clean up and an x-ray inspection of a proportion of the total welds, the extensiveness of the inspection depends on the criticality of the component.

### 2.5.3 Manufacturing processes modelling and optimisation

There has been much research specific to one type of manufacturing process, to understand the process, model it and in some cases optimise it. This aspect of research is defined as out of scope but this type of approach in optimising individual manufacturing processes should contain/create models which could be data-mined to produce the equations necessary for input into other methodologies such as presented in Section 5.

For some forming processes a major contribution to the cost on low volume production is the cost of manufacturing the dies, this is particularly applicable to components forged of extremely hard materials/high temperature materials such as nickel molybdenum alloys which are required for the high temperature and high stress areas of missiles and gas turbines. The work published by El-Mounayri (1997) could be used for this purpose to estimate the die production cost, which could then be amortised over the expected lifetime to improve the accuracy of the forming process cost modelling.

Some modelling research into forming processes is exemplified below.

- Forging by Behrens et al. (2011); Gronostajski et al. (2015)
- Centrifugal casting
Die casting
Power HIP (Hot Isostatic Pressing)

- **Zhu et al.** (2012) for continuous casting
- **Park et al.** (2006) for composite manufacture
- **Taufik et al.** (2011) for MMC (Metal Matrix Composite) manufacture
- AML analysis by **Thomas et al.** (2016); **Zhang et al.** (2015b)

Subtractive manufacturing processes have also been explored

- **Chiu/Weigh** (2012) used them to optimise micro-milling
- Laser based processes have been explored by **Wiedenmann/Zaeh** (2015)
- Milling processes by **Leo Kumar et al.** (2014); **Li et al.** (2014b); **Ouyang** (2015)
- Drilling by **Li et al.** (2015)
- Optimisation of Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) by **Azadi Moghaddam/Kolahani** (2015)
- Tolerance and cost of Electrochemical Machining (ECM) is analysed by **Ayyappan et al.** (2015)
- Turning **Sortino et al.** (2015)

Finally joining processes

- Linear friction welding **Tao et al.** (2008)

The detailed optimisation and analysis of individual manufacturing processes is out of scope of this research. This type of approach in optimising individual manufacturing processes should contain/create models which could be data-mined to produce the equations necessary for input into other methodologies such as presented in Section 5.

### 2.5.4 Fixturing

It is noted from the research of **Ribeiro et al.** (2012) that tooling design and specification can have a significant effect on the processing time during manufacture and thus a trade off can be made between unit cost and non recurring costs (NRCs). Generally the more capable the fixturing is, the faster the part can be manufactured in general (provided that component deformation during machining is the limiting factor, often the
case in aerospace applications). However, a more capable fixturing is generally more customised, and less reusable, and thus the non recurring costs must be amortised over a smaller number of parts.

Equally a more capable fixturing system can be developed such as by Nasr et al. (2015) but of course this requires reconstruction to be changed from one fixture design to another, i.e. the setup costs may be raised at the end of a batch of parts to convert from one to another.

The methodology this thesis describes could take this effect into account through multiple approaches but it is left to future work for this to be implemented.

### 2.5.5 Summary of manufacturing processes

Limitations of manufacturing processes can be used to identify which processes can be used to create certain features and tolerances combined with process variability will then determine the probability of successfully creating the feature(s).

From the point of view of cost, the manufacturability of components is highly important. Work by authors such as Sanz-Lobera et al. (2015); Dodd et al. (2015) reviewed existing methods and presented proposals on functions to predict the effect of changing tolerance on the manufacturing cost of a component.

In addition the research conducted on manufacturing processes can be used for the purposes of modelling their cost. Either directly or indirectly if the research proposes time generation models. In some ways time generation is better, given that it allows the user of the model freedom to set their own cost rate assumptions, which are in any case somewhat independent of the manufacturing process.

In order to calculate the production cost for a component a process planner must draw on knowledge regarding all of the manufacturing processes used to create the part. In order to derive the lowest cost solution however a process planner must draw on knowledge regarding all of the manufacturing processes which could be used to create the part
2.6 Cost Modelling

The purpose of cost modelling a component is so designers know what effect their designs have on manufacturing cost, progress has been made on this for several decades. Most academic work and industrial cost models to date focus on producing/studying the relationship between either top level engineering parameters and developing scaling rules (parametric) or they focus on developing very detailed cost models (generative) based on manufacturing features to calculate machining time. However there is limited availability of multi-fidelity models which can fulfil both purposes. In most cases different models will be used in different stages of the design process with models using simple power-based scaling rules used early in the design process as proposed by [Williams (1991)].

The unit cost of a component or assembly comprises of a number of factors, including: the materials and consumables used, labour required and the capital employed.

An accurate and flexible cost modelling and optimisation tool, is a necessary pre-requisite to Value Driven Design (VDD) where the value of a component is assessed. VDD requires full knowledge of the costs and benefits thereof, including unit cost.

The progression of cost modelling technologies (and the author’s view of the future, 6-7) is shown in the following list:

1. Open loop cost analysis
2. Expert estimation
3. Parametric - Simple rules, curve fitting methods
4. Activity Based Costing (ABC) - Static manufacturing route
5. ABC - With process optimisation
6. Integrated Cost/Performance models (VDD)
7. Full computational design derived directly from design requirements

Current literature relevant to this thesis focusses on item four and with focus shifting to item five over the last few years.

Thus in general costing methods are divided into two categories, generative and parametric. Generative cost models which model the actual production process usually using ABC (Activity Based Costing). Parametric models take very general parameters such as major dimensions, material type, mass or other low fidelity data and provide an initial estimate but rely on historical data. In general it was stated by [Qian/Ben-Arie (2008)] that:
“Parametric cost-estimation methods seek to evaluate the costs of a product from parameters characterizing the product but without describing it in detail. Parametric methods use the relationship between the physical characteristics of the part, such as mass or volume, and the cost, but with little or no physical relationship to the process. These methods are fast and accurate for well-defined part families but has minimal necessary result justification.”

Research published by Qian/Ben-Arieh (2008) attempts to combine the two methods however all they really do is redefine the parameters to those which would be more typical of generative costing.

In contrast generative cost modelling seeks to logically model the process by which a component is actually produced and thus is expected to yield a greater accuracy on non-standard parts or where there is more sparse data, such as in the aerospace industry. However, generative cost modelling requires a more detailed level of design or some method of high fidelity dimension estimation during early design as some of the data required for this level of modelling will not be known during early design.

In addition to the equation based format typically used by cost modelling, ontologies have also been proposed by Zhang et al. (2014) as suitable for the storage of knowledge related to manufacturing processes. This allows additional complexity and thus more accurate calculation of process modelling outputs such as cost, time and resource consumption.

2.6.1 Parametric Cost Modelling in Early Design

A very simple parametric cost model for a component such as a compressor fan could be:

\[ C_1 = C_2 (S_1/S_2)^n \] (2.1)

Where \( S \) is the fan area, \( C \) is the manufacturing cost and \( n \) is a number to be tuned. As can be seen there is no manufacturing knowledge used, simply experience from past fan designs and the assumption that the cost scales on some power of relative area. The subscript two denotes a comparable baseline component for which the cost is known.

If desired, learning rules can also be applied to take account of the volume of production. Parametric cost modelling can potentially be a very powerful design tool since according to Marion (2008). “Research suggests that 70% of ultimate product cost is determined during the early-stages of design.” A more recent development in parametric cost modelling is described in Jiang et al. (2007) with the testing performed on warship manufacture. The results are good, however, it has been found that much of the cost of high tech
fabricated products is due to the detailed geometry which is not known at the early design stages. Therefore a more detailed cost model is necessary. The other difficulty with parametric cost models is that they do not give a breakdown of costs so it is not known what the cost drivers are, simply the overall cost.

A variant of parametric modelling has been developed by Lee/Lee (2011), which instead of parameterising the geometry parameterises the functional requirements, thus enabling prediction of the optimal cost of a product from its functional requirements rather than design geometry. This approach of course assumes that the product is designed and manufactured in the optimal way but does provide an alternative to the construction and analysis of process routes. Their methodology would also indicate at an early stage whether a component with set functional requirements can be achieved at an acceptable cost and provide designers and manufacturing experts with a scientifically set cost target.

2.6.2 Parametric cost modelling in detailed design

It is true to say that parametric type cost modelling can also be used in detailed design. However, given that a parametric model is by definition based on historical data or expertise, it relies on the implicit assumption of no major and rapid changes in the method of manufacture or the design specification. If this is assumed to be fixed, then identification of the cost drivers and creation of parametric models such as by Zbiciak et al. (2015) can be used for design optimisation.

2.6.3 Generative Cost modelling

More complex and detailed activity based costing models such as in Qian/Ben-Arieh (2008); Chen et al. (2009); Zheng et al. (2010); Caputo et al. (2016) can be used later when more parameters are known. However, even this highly detailed cost modelling has its limitations. These limitations are uncertainty in the effective rate of machining (which may be affected by access constraints etc.), but also the real factory where the component will be manufactured and the machines on which it will be produced. It is thus necessary to estimate the cost rate and capability of the individual machines. Since a cost model which incorrectly reflects the actual cost rates will result in decisions being taken to optimise the model, which may increase overall costs. For Qian/Ben-Arieh (2008) the method of costing used was to break down a design and production activity into activities, identify a parameter which most affects the times spent on the activity and allocate a cost rate to the activity. The calculation of cost rates is discussed in another section. One point to note is that it is important to break down the activity into sufficiently detailed sub-activities such that the assumption of a single activity driver is valid. In addition to calculating activity cost rates and identifying activity drivers the final difficulty is in calculating the value of the activity driver. The method used to calculate the activity
driver for machining operations is based on a simple formula shown below:

\[ t_m = t_{\text{tool change}} + t_{\text{traverse}} + t_{\text{cut}} \]  

(2.2)

Where the values for \( t \) are further decomposed to sums of lengths and feed rates. The authors continue to construct equations for cutting time which are based on geometric equations and different commands available to CNC software, number of cutters is represented by the number of different sized features such as holes. The number of set up operations is calculated from part dimensions. It should be noted that whilst the principles outlined in this paper apply to all components the detailed work applies mainly to rotational parts.

Manogharan et al. (2016) show the ability of generative models to explicitly consider the effect of batch size, highlighting that times calculation is necessary but not sufficient to gain a cost awareness. In addition to batch size, cost rates and material costs are of paramount importance.

It is possible for a cost model to become too detailed due to the fact that this equation is only true if the three features are completely independent, when in general they are not.

\[ T_{1,2,3} = \sum_{n=1}^{3} T_n \]  

(2.3)

This may be due to setup times or shorter tool paths being possible with different feature combinations. Some work has been done on feature libraries, such as by Hoque/Szecsi (2008), which have a selection of features the designer is permitted to use but these have the same limitations, or issues with too many different, but similar, features. The granularity of the definition of a “feature” is also an issue as stated by Scanlan et al. (2006):

“It is not obvious what level of granularity is appropriate for a feature library. If the library is too coarse it limits design flexibility. If it is too fine it does not map well to manufacturing processes.”

Scanlan et al. (2006) continue with the need to develop cost models with the input of designers to ensure that the cost models provide the necessary functionality. It is their opinion that the cost department for the company should focus on providing cost models for the designers rather than simply estimates. As stated in Section 2.1.1, Tammineni et al. (2009) believe that the system best able to provide cost information to designers is a system where a department is responsible for producing cost models using input from the knowledge of manufacturing experts. Designers can then use these models to make informed decisions, trading off functionality against cost. This direction of research begins to enter the area of intelligent rules based CAPP although the models generated appear to
be variant based ones as described in Section 2.2.4.

2.6.4 Creation of Cost Models

In general when companies refer to cost modelling what they usually mean is time modelling, where the process times are then multiplied by some static cost rate. There has been some effort to use bi-directional flow of information where the results from some simulation will be reused in the cost model to have a dynamic cost rate (i.e. cost rates are dependent on the utilisation of capital but this is out of scope of this research).

Cost models are produced in different ways depending on the form of the model. If the model is parametric then the appropriate parameters and costs must be known. Since most use power laws with various adjustment factors there needs to be sufficient data to be able to make a reasonable curve fit. If the problem is over-defined then regression may be used. There are many different types of curve which can be constructed including but not limited to polynomials, power laws, exponential functions and Kriging. They can be tuned by various optimisers including genetic algorithms; neural networks; genetic programming; and simple, gradient based, approaches. The one thing all parametric models have in common however is that they do not need to involve physical understanding of the system and therefore they may or may not be accurate in large gaps or beyond the boundaries of the data, and they may have unexplained or unknown discontinuities.

Generative cost models are produced by knowing or deducing the process by which a component is manufactured, decomposing the process into activities and calculating the cost of each activity using a cost driver such as used by Qian/Ben-Arieh (2008). More specifically for manufacturing using the CostMesh tool developed by Rolls-Royce the cost is produced by a cost rate applied to each machine in a factory, the time to manufacture is obtained using volume to remove and a MMR (Material Removal Rate). Loading and unloading times are taken into account but the process rates are deduced from data in ERP software (SAP) which exists only for current components and their corresponding manufacturing methods. Furthermore since there is not really a standard method of producing/designing components this method is a good starting point but really only helps assess why cost is incurred by the time it is too late, when the component is already certified and in production. Its accuracy and validity is limited to a narrow envelope around the design parameters, and assuming no new processes have been developed since the last component which should be used in production.

One method for the creation of cost models developed by Tammineni et al. (2009) is a knowledge-based costing tool, this system attempts to calculate feature cost by taking two sets of geometric data, input and output. Cost models for processes and materials are stored in the libraries of a knowledge base. It was developed for turbine disks and allows the designer to specify distributions or use default values for parameters which are not yet
certain because of the stage of design.

2.6.5 Cost rates for machinery

Calculating the cost rate for machinery is essentially an exercise in accountancy and is fundamentally simple. However, there are many different ways in which it can be applied, all resulting in different values. Essentially the different accounting methods are attempts to trade off the costs of the acquisition of information against the value of the knowledge which results from it. Traditional accounting uses overhead allocation where an individual machine or resource was allocated overheads according to some cost driver thought to be the most important, which could have been floor area. A more modern method, activity based costing is the most costly and accurate, each activity is individually allocated a cost rate according to the resources it uses. This still has some issue of overhead allocation however and the data is costly to gather unless an automated system has been put in place (in which case the system is usually costly). The data could also be very dynamic due to changing load factors and fixed costs such as salaries so some averaging is necessary to avoid overly complex data. Activity based costing focuses on the resources consumed during a particular operation. One of the issues with cost rates is that since depreciation is generally defined per year and is reasonably independent of the amount of use; if the machinery is used for half the length of time in a year the depreciation portion of the costs must be divided over half the number of components, thus increasing unit costs. Thus process costs are dynamic depending on the number of components passing through the factory which use that particular machine and the time they spend on it. Therefore it follows that for a company making more than one component if they change the manufacturing route to optimise a particular component for cost, they are likely to end up increasing the cost of another component, a situation made worse by fact that they may have to purchase new equipment for the changed manufacturing route. These intricacies of accountancy mean that a holistic view must be taken if the firm is to benefit overall from the optimisation. An optimisation using a too specific view is likely to result in a suboptimal result. ABC allows the cost per operation to be calculated from:

1. Cost of machinery
   (a) Investment Costs
   (b) Maintenance

2. Cost of Operator
   (a) Operator Time
   (b) Skill Level
   (c) Country
2.6 Cost Modelling

3. Process Time

4. Supplier Margin

2.6.6 Using CAM Data for Cost Model Improvement

One of the major issues in current cost modelling and process planning methodologies, is the acquisition of data required to ensure their accuracy. Much of this data should be easy to acquire, at least for currently used manufacturing processes, because CNC code exists on machines. These data are not in a format helpful for cost modelling purposes, however this section explores the changes that are expected to take place, to increase the usability of these data.

According to Xu/He (2004) there are limitations in the code used to transfer data from CAM systems to CNC controlled machinery, these are shown below:

1. The language focuses on programming the path of the cutter centre location with respect to the machine axes, rather than the machining tasks with respect to the part.

2. The standard defines the syntax of program statements, but in most cases leaves the semantics ambiguous.

3. Vendors usually supplement the language with extensions that are not covered in the limited scope of ISO 6983, hence the CNC programs are not exchangeable.

4. It only supports one-way information flow from design to manufacturing. Thus the changes in the factory floor cannot be directly fed back to the designer. Hence, invaluable experiences on the shop-floor are not easily preserved.

5. There is limited control of program execution and it is difficult to change the program in the workshop.

6. The geometry data is not used directly on the machine, instead is has to be processed by a machine-specific post-processor, which creates low-level, incomplete data that makes verification and simulation difficult.

7. ISO 6983 does not support the spline data, which makes it incapable of controlling five or more axis milling.

These limitations can be clearly seen in the way that vendors often need to add unconventional commands to their machinery, to improve performance, because the existing commands are insufficiently well defined in modern manufacturing to accommodate the required functionality without user definition. It has also been calculated by Perez et al. (2008) that a varying feed rate can increase the material removal rate and thus reduce machining time. Typical G-Code, however, would specify a fixed feed rate.
for a substantial part of the operation which would be limited by cutting force during the most intensive part of the operation, thus most of the operation would be conducted under sub-optimal conditions. Other issues with G-Code according to Tikhon et al. (2004) is that any machining operations which follow parametric lines which are not straight lines or circular require very long CNC codes as many points need to be specified, in order to use the linear of circular interpolation functions. This can cause problems because:

1. The transmission error between CAD/CAM and CNC systems for a wide range of data may easily occur, i.e. lost data and noise perturbation
2. The discontinuity of segmentation deteriorates surface accuracy
3. The motion speed becomes unsmooth because of the linearization of the curve in each segment, especially in acceleration and deceleration

In addition the back transfer of data on its own would be helpful as it has been seen that it is occasionally necessary to adjust variables such as feed rates in response to factors such as vibration. In this case the back transfer of data from operator is manual whereas in principle there is no reason why the following could not occur:

1. The operator could reduce the feed rate on the machine
2. The machine could query whether this is a permanent change
3. If so, the CNC code could automatically be adapted
4. The process planning software could automatically adjust to the new time and potentially begin to learn in what situations this speed reduction would occur to enable future models to be more accurate.

There are many manufacturers across the world who are part of this (STEP-NC) project, particularly in the US however given the legacy of machinery left from previous manufacturing and the certification requirements, the possibility of using more sophisticated and capable CAM would be difficult in existing processes.

It should be possible to incorporate the technology in novel processes or within the supply chain. Siemens and Volvo, Rolls-Royce machinery supplier and supply chain partner respectively are both part of the STEP-NC project. Such a project could be beneficial in process planning because the software may be duplicated or used (to calculate operation time) for input into dynamic process routing software. STEP-NC has been used in research by Rauch/Hascoet (2012); Teich et al. (2010) as a method to identify the limitations of manufacturing processes in order to optimise product design.

The research should take into account potential improvements in CAM technology as this may provide additional information which could be incorporated into process planning software and may allow improvements in future.
2.6.7 Summary of cost modelling

In summary, we can see that of the two main methods of cost modelling: parametric or generative, only generative is suitable for the purpose of direct understanding of the manufacturing process and the flexible manufacturing route that this research is intended to consider.

Given then that we must use generative cost modelling the question then becomes how best to implement this with maximum usefulness and minimum maintenance. The solution to this trade off is in two parts but both involve high levels of automation and computer coding ability.

Cost is broadly a function of time and cost rate, where times can be generated by algorithms that can be created by models produced by experts, and can be improved by data mining factory data, as in Section 2.6.6. The initial algorithms could be produced from literature such as in Section 2.5.

Cost rates (Section 2.6.5) can be data mined and automatically kept up to date (at least in principle) through data mining the company’s enterprise resource planning system, through economic intelligence subscriptions or through direct numerical replication of the accounting process.

Where custom tooling or fixturing is used (Section 2.5.4) this amortised cost would need to be incorporated into the operation cost, so here again flexible models would be needed to predict these costs.

For the purposes of this research, it is assumed that these three tasks have been completed and that the database of cost rates and manufacturing knowledge is (or could be) populated and maintained up to date using these or other methods.
2.7 Summary of Literature Review

From the literature review areas such as feature recognition and translation have had much work conducted on them but a comprehensive solution has not been found.

Areas that are not well addressed include:

1. Process planning of assemblies.
2. Integration of supply chain simulation.
3. How the selected forming process influences the manufacturing process choice and sequence

There is also a deficiency of literature related to the combination of choosing the manufacturing processes necessary, sequencing them and optimising for cost in the same optimisation. Most research tends to focus on the choice of manufacturing process or the sequence, but not both.

In the literature there is a limitation of the complexity of parts which can be processed, particularly within rapidly executing applications, due to the processing time required for such applications. This is thought be essential for industrial application; it is only with an application which can run in minutes in low fidelity mode that designers will consider the use of such a tool and the objective to improve designer awareness of the implications of their decisions will be met.

From the possible design methods shown in Section 2.1.2 the most advantageous approach would be (3b), as this maximises the benefit of the human-machine interface, however there are several levels of automation associated with this and insufficient time to fully explore this area.

The approach to be taken will concentrate on (a) - the designer specifies a feature, geometry, tolerances and surface finish and the computer will choose a process route. This approach could also be expanded to (c) in the future.

It is thought that this methodology could be run concurrently with other tools such as Computational Fluid Dynamics, Finite Element Analysis and Mean Time To Failure estimation codes to obtain a value for the design which could be used for cost/performance trade off studies, as suggested by Bao/Samareh (2000).
3 Commercial Costing Systems

This section details and surmises some of the commercial tools available to undertake cost prediction and optimisation from CAD packages and the system internal to the author’s industrial sponsor, addressing their strengths and shortcomings.

3.1 Internal Methodologies of Industrial Sponsor

Cost models are produced using Vanguard Studio by Rolls-Royce Product Cost Engineering. They are typically manually produced, although the use of in house developed code components (Vanguard models embedded within the CFT) has enabled acceleration of the modelling process. The CFT cost models typically rely on the implicit assumptions that:

1. Rolls-Royce make the same type of component on a repetitive basis for each engine program in the context of geometrical design features.
2. Rolls-Royce makes all components of a specific type using the same manufacturing processes and sequences.

These are often reasonable assumptions but this does tend to inhibit the use of novel manufacturing processes until there is an overwhelming advantage to doing so.

These models are highly detailed generative cost models, built manually for each component family under investigation. They began as models built automatically from manufacturing route data (Section 1.7.5) and then modified with simple scaling rules; but have since evolved into far more detailed generative models containing a cut-by-cut approach and make use of reusable child component cost models where generic data sets lend themselves to being applied.

This far more detailed (and accurate) approach means, however, that they are more difficult to modify for a change in manufacturing strategy so generally more than one model will be constructed where multiple manufacturing strategies are to be considered.

Process planning at Rolls-Royce is far more conservative than published technology, requiring far more human calculation and analysis.

3.2 aPriori

aPriori is a software tool designed to provide unit cost based on solid model CAD geometry. It uses a feature recognition algorithm to identify manufacturing features
followed by an extensive logic based rule set to compute how to manufacture each feature, but it does not consider process sequencing. It considers setup by grouping operations by tool access axis but does not consider process precedences, and apart from this grouping there is no relation between operation sequence and costs in aPriori. In addition all chemical, thermal or surface treatment processes must be mandated for all features or manually added for the required features.

### 3.2.1 Selection of manufacturing strategy

Manufacturing strategy (termed process group by aPriori) selection is manual, and aPriori will not necessarily inform the user if the strategy chosen is impractical/impossible, for the component chosen. aPriori will provide a cost with warnings about the GCDs (Geometric Cost Drivers) which cannot be met; but this is not infallible. It is shown below that even when all GCDs have been met, the component can not necessarily be manufactured using a selected manufacturing strategy.

The component in Figure 3.1 was tested by specifying sheet metal forming (SMF) and was successfully modelled with no errors. In addition, sheet metal was calculated as the least expensive manufacturing strategy for this component. If an inexperienced designer simply tried to cost model for SMF, they may then blindly believe the result, emphasising that the users of aPriori would need basic manufacturing knowledge. The problem caused by this defect would be magnified if a design optimiser were using aPriori to modify designs, and testing for all manufacturing strategies each time. It would result in the design being optimised for an impossible manufacturing route.

![Figure 3.1: Example component cost modelled by aPriori for sheet metal forming](image)

### 3.2.2 The aPriori Virtual Production Environment (VPE)

The VPE contains all the information necessary for aPriori to choose which processes and machines to use.

CSL (cost scripting language) is aPriori’s integrated programming language within the
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VPE. It can produce scripts and functions, it is highly flexible and has an integrated JIT (just in time) compiler. In addition CSL does not follow the usual programming rules governing code as variables need not be defined before they are used. However, whilst undefined variables show a referenced error circular logic results in an error with no useful locating information. Tooling costs for forgings are also calculated using the VPE code but this part of the language was unexplored in the three day workshop tested. Finally material properties such as density, hardness and cost rate are stored here.

3.2.3 Selection of manufacturing processes

The processes in aPriori have limits on the tolerance they can achieve and variability data is used to establish the process route but aPriori does not take into account process variability as a cause of scrap or rework.

Where the logic set may result in more than one FMP, aPriori will select the lowest cost using localised exhaustive search of possibilities. However, it will not search all permutations, instead adding additional processes if they are necessary to meet the designated tolerance.

Manufacturing processes are unique to the process group in which they are located, and only one primary process group can be used for a process routing. Secondary process groups consist of machining, heat treatment, surface coatings and other groups, as many secondary process groups as necessary can be used.

aPriori does consider TAD (tool access direction) which results in several instances of the same type of operation as they are produced from different directions.

Tolerances are considered but can only be read directly from CAD geometry using Pro-Engineer at the moment if they are correctly associated in the CAD file.

3.2.4 Selection of machines

Machines can have feasibility rules, such as sizes and are pre-set to only apply to one manufacturing process in one process group, thus machines which can physically conduct more than manufacturing process – including turning roughing, turning finishing, milling and drilling must have multiple instances of the same machine. It can therefore be seen that multiple virtual machines are necessary for one physical machine which can conduct multiple manufacturing operations.

If more than one machine is feasible for an operation aPriori will choose according to CSL logical rules, usually utilising a sort command. If the rules allow more than one choice then aPriori will default to the most cost effective.
Machines have setup times, labour rates, max dimensions etc. They are associated with specific feature sets and the machine data is both highly detailed and expandable with additional fields. No programming language experience is necessary to modify these fields although adding more fields requires use of the in-built programming language.

### 3.2.5 Cost Modelling

CSL (Cost Scripting Language) is the basis for both the decision on which processes and machines to use, and the calculation of cycle times and costs. The programming can be adjusted by the user as desired and is compiled at run-time, thus eliminating the problem of slow interpreted code against inflexible compiled code. CSL cannot use or create array variables but this is only an occasional annoyance, and is unlikely to be an insurmountable issue.

Multiple cost categories are available, and each category of costs for each feature is calculated by code compiled at run-time. Although aPriori does not consider route sequencing explicitly there is an implicit assumption that similar operations are conducted together. This was identified by noticing that the incremental cost of similar operations is significantly lower than the first operation of a specific type. A key category of costs which is omitted is transport costs, although they could be incorporated within the setup costs.

### 3.2.6 Assemblies

For assemblies aPriori can calculate the costs of assembly, but the costs of the individual components must be pre-calculated by aPriori, or defined. Assembly; welding, preparation and clean up; and mechanical joins such as riveting can be considered, as can further heat or surface treatments. However, aPriori does not automatically have any assembly automation. Importing an assembly will automatically result in a short operation to take the parts and put them on a workbench. Operations such as welding, bolting, or even snap fitting must be added manually as the feature recognition algorithm cannot identify joins and therefore cannot propose methods of fixing them. In the author’s opinion this is a major and unnecessary oversight.

### 3.2.7 Summary of aPriori

The feature recognition capability of aPriori is powerful and it is certainly a substantial improvement on both other commercial tools and the current approach taken by Rolls-Royce internally. However, there are major points for improvement, some of which are addressed by this research:
- There is no uncertainty analysis for design changes; so there is limited and unclear guidance on what to adjust to reduce cost.

- Changing material utilisation does not affect the machining cost, hence it is clearly not affecting material removal volumes. In addition aPriori will not select the stock shape for the user, instead, rectangular or cylindrical stock must be specified. Allowances for stand-off distance is shown as an option but does not affect the cost, so it is unclear what it is affecting (if anything).

- Output is a set of costs and if necessary a list of the manufacturing methods used but not the order. This reduces its usability to manufacturing experts because of their focus on fixturing and the effect on process rates of part rigidity.

- There are likely to be issues with retrieving data from aPriori if a decision to cease using it were to be taken. The data including costing equations and logic would be difficult to extract and use, raising the exit cost and potentially resulting in a loss of bargaining power with the software vendor. The software vendor has assured that there is an export facility but this is likely to be just a text dump which will require further work to be useful again alternative models.

- For assembly type operations the joining process must be manually selected, even the fact that there needs to be a joining process must be manually identified.

- In some cases features were found and then quietly ignored as aPriori could not model their costs.

Some of the aforementioned shortcomings within aPriori could be overcome with a thorough understanding of CSL and modification thereof. Some, however, are intrinsic to the modus operandi of aPriori and thus more difficult to overcome. It will be demonstrated later in this thesis that the optimum method of manufacture for a feature depends in part on factors pertaining to other features. aPriori has an deterministic tendency to make repeated suboptimal decisions, as it does not take a sufficiently holistic view of the design search space.

3.3 Perfect Costing (Siemens)

Perfect Costing, available from Siemens has advantages in that it interfaces with their CAD package (NX) which is the Rolls-Royce corporate geometry modelling tool. However, following a discussion with a Siemens’ representative it was determined that it was in fact a minor improvement on RR CAPP with some tracking and automated recalculation of process times and thus at best no more sophisticated than the aforementioned CFTs (Section 3.1).
Perfect Costing therefore is a simple activity based costing tool with no optimisation, it is limited by the general assumption that the manufacturing route is determined prior to cost modelling and is not affected by it.

The representative from Siemens was unaware of any substantial improvement to Perfect Costing in the near future.

### 3.4 CATIA

As of 2014 CATIA has had a cost tool integrated within the CAD package ([Hiller](#)), designed for composite components, it allows calculation of the cost of manufacture. It must be provided with detailed information on the composite structure, such as ply patterns etc.

### 3.5 Solidworks costing

Following testing (Figure[3.2]) on a very simple hydraulic cylinder and piston it is clear that the Solidworks costing tool is fully automated, but fundamentally limited. Solidworks assumed a component machined from a solid rectangular billet and ignored some of the features (Figure[3.3]). In addition there was no consideration of tolerances and thus no account taken of process variability.

Feature recognition is included to a limited extent, holes are recognised and the program drew a cuboid around the shape as a representation of the billet to be machined, this was used to calculate material cost. Unfortunately basic operations such as turning are not used for axisymmetric features and milling appears to not work (the region around the cylinder is un-costed). There is no account taken of tolerances, inspection, failure or rework, order of operations, or the capability of machines. It does run in seconds owing to its simplicity, however it appears to be at best misrepresentative and a placeholder for further development.

There are no improvements which the author is aware of planned by Solidworks.
3.6 Summary of Commercial Systems

The current commercial systems are lacking in fundamental ways, and all of them operate under the assumption that a rapid response is required. They therefore do not optimise the manufacturing route to minimise costs, instead this type of full global optimisation is limited only to academic work at the current time.

In addition:

Some company’s internal methodologies and Siemens’ perfect costing suffer from the same lack of automatic flexibility; based on the assumption that the best way of making a component is the way a similar one was made last time.

Solidworks’ feature recognition causes problems, even on unrealistically simple parts. In addition it does not consider process variability when choosing manufacturing processes.

The most promising of the commercially available tools is aPriori. Its feature recognition, knowledge of some of the effects of tolerance, logic based rule set, the expandable knowledge repository and the flexibility of its in-built programming language are impressive. However its lack of consideration of process sequencing, scrap rates and rework calculations show that much more can be done commercially before the most recent academic research has been fully exploited commercially.

All of the tools and the author’s experience indicate that a rapid response is required from a cost system to be considered by industry. Therefore this research will allow the result of a full manufacturing optimisation to be stored and reused. Two options will exist for the
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(a) Cylinder cost modelling

(b) Piston cost modelling

Figure 3.3: Solidworks costing functionality
1. A full optimisation will be used to find the optimal method of manufacture when a rapid response is not required such as overnight or over a weekend, with the optimum manufacturing route being stored.

2. A real time response option which reuses the stored manufacturing route in (1) and recalculates costs for new geometry or changes in tolerance.

Approach (2) would compete with commercial systems to give a real time response but the dependency on (1) would require regular reruns of (1) thus keeping the baseline up to date with design changes.

This research will not have feature recognition functionality which is desirable from a commercial and usability perspective. It is therefore thought that future work could be to integrate this with feature recognition which would create a product superior in all ways to current commercial tools.
4 FoSCo (Forming Shape Creator)

The overall system presented in this research attempted to deduce the optimal method of manufacture, and the cost thereof, given the finished part geometry. This methodology, to be executed in a computer or similar device, is submitted for patent in the USA and the EU.

EU patent number 16180366.3 - 1954
US patent submission reference 5895 LMT

Contained within Section 8 is the full patent application for FoSCo.

This research, in accordance with industry practice, assumed a constant specific cost of the selected material, and calculated the shape which can be created during the primary forming process or manufacturing strategy.

The purpose of FoSCo is to allow the design feature file to contain the exact amount of material ‘removed’ during the forming process, thus making possible the accuracy of the Manufacturing Choice Optimisation and Sequencing Tool (MCOST). This virtual removal saves on material cost, although it may increase the cost of the mould or process, due to increased complexity or increased forging time. Awareness of the extent of material removal required after the forming process allows the calculation of times, and thus costs, of later material removal processes.

Thus the objective of FoSCo is to identify the shape which would be made by a forming process, from this the depth of cut required to machine away the excess material (if any), can be calculated. The distances, between the Final Machined Part (FMP) geometry and the formed shape, are then used by MCOST which requires material removal volumes to calculate machining time.

As discussed in Section 2.4, there has been research to determine the geometry which will be created by forging operations. However, this section will present a new method, a method which does not require an extensive rule set to operate. Two approaches were used in this research: face or edge offset for near-net-shape manufacturing strategies, and the methodology to be described where the manufacturing strategy creates smooth shapes around the FMP.

The approach was intended to be modular thus enabling different codes or modules to be used for different component types, or forming methods, and is thus expandable. Because of the nature of the co-ordinate system used by the default FoSCo convergence module, the smoothing algorithm is unsuitable for some types of shape, and for some types of forming process (particularly near net shape methods and shapes with multiple concave surfaces). Methods to resolve this are to be presented in future work. It should be noted however,
that whilst this method may not calculate the exact forming shape in all cases, it has not yet failed to find an estimate of the forming shape, which more complex rules based methods can. It will thus give an indication of whether a design change will result in a positive or negative change in cost, and an approximate magnitude even if the absolute value is inaccurate.

The two 2d test cases, and their predicted forming shapes, are shown in Section 4.4.12. For the blisk test case there is also:

- The industrial sponsor’s manual estimate of the forging shape.
- The estimate of the forging shape from the industrial sponsor’s proprietary forging shape creator tool (ACE).
- The finished part axis-symmetric profile.

The 3d version of FoSCo used for test case two (the engine section stator) is intended as an illustration of the flexibility of the methodology presented (Section 4.5.5).

4.1 Precursor Technologies

It is assumed that the manufacture of the test cases (Sections 1.8), involves creating a shape which is everywhere larger than or equal to the finished part geometry (FPG). This shape is referred to as the precursor or forming shape, and is created by a primary forming process. It is apparent that for manufacturing it may sometimes occur, that components are made by joining additional material, usually by welding. However, when this occurs it is proposed that the additional sections are analysed separately, and analysis is conducted for the assembly process. The cost of the assembly process is out of the scope of this thesis, and is outlined for incorporation in future work (Section 6.5.3).

Given that in some primary forming processes additional material will be present (in addition to the FPG). The extraneous material is then removed until the FPG is achieved. For a net shape manufacturing strategy, this material removal will be zero; for near net shape, minimal; and for legacy manufacturing strategies, potentially large such as 12:1 (Blose et al., 2006). Additive technologies could be considered net shape primary shaping processes, and therefore be modelled by this methodology.

However additive technologies have been defined as out of scope for FoSCo, this is because:

1. The additive technology may impose additional requirements intrinsic to the process such as: printed support structures, or powder removal passages. A dedicated tool is thought superior for these technologies.

---

*George Box (1978) - All models are wrong but some are useful*
2. The use of additive technologies often enables substantially different geometric design to maximise the benefits. In other words, if a component is to be produced through additive manufacture, it is likely to be too dissimilar to allow direct comparison with traditional manufacturing.

For test cases zero, one and two, at least two different primary forming processes will be considered.

The methodology behind the generation of these shapes is essentially a smoothing algorithm, derived from an iterative implementation of image recognition algorithms [Kass et al. (1988)]. It was modified to a polar co-ordinate system for a closed contour and to give a stand-off distance.

It essentially has three stages:

1. Export of FMP (Finished Machined Part) data from NX, either as a two dimensional set of lines or a three dimensional surface mesh. It does not at present operate with curves or splines but this would be a simple and obvious improvement.

2. Calculation of a closed loop of points (2d), or a point surface (3d), which represents the forming shape.

3. Import of this ring/surface into NX and calculation of the distances between the FMP and the forming shape.

These tasks could all be completed within the NX API but for ease of debugging they were kept outside for the prototype software.
4.2 Nomenclature

Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FMP</td>
<td>Final Machined Part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMPP</td>
<td>FMP Point: A point on the surface of the final machined part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSP</td>
<td>Forming Shape Point: A point on the surface of the forming/precursor shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCOST</td>
<td>Manufacturing Choice Optimisation and Sequencing Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POI</td>
<td>The Point Of Interest, defined as the FSP currently being examined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>The vector from the closest FMPP to the POI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{B}$</td>
<td>The unit vector of $B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_P$</td>
<td>The location of the convergence point (specific to one or more FSPs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>The vector between the FSP and the closest FMPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_d$</td>
<td>Damping factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>The Cartesian co-ordinates of the POI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Magnitude of movement of the POI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>The total movement applied to the FSP before time step control and damping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_P$</td>
<td>The closest final shape point (FMPP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>A constant movement vector towards $C_P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_2$</td>
<td>A constant movement vector towards the closest FMPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_3$</td>
<td>An inverse square movement vector away from the closest FMPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>The vector from the POI to the Convergence Point to which it is assigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{n}$</td>
<td>The unit vector of $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_P$</td>
<td>The Cartesian co-ordinates of the closest FMPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>The radius of the POI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Minimum euclidean distance between adjacent FSPs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Co-efficients (numerical value specific to each forming technology)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co-efficient</th>
<th>Meaning (Specific to each manufacturing technology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>The co-efficient which controls the magnitude of $M_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>The co-efficient which controls the magnitude of $M_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3$</td>
<td>The co-efficient which controls the magnitude of $M_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_4$</td>
<td>The co-efficient which controls the magnitude of the curvature smoothing correction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 FoSCo Architecture

The architecture for FoSCo is shown in Figure 4.1. It can be seen that the basic architecture of both the 2d and 3d versions is the same, the only differences between them are in the method of import of the FMP geometry, and the simplified equations for the 2d version (due to the z co-ordinate being always zero, and only two adjacent points for smoothing).

For both the 2d and 3d versions of FoSCo the secondary convergence (Section 4.4.8) uses an energy balance type equation, with a movement vector force pulling the Forming Shape Point (FSP) towards the nearest Final Machined Part Point (FMPP) and an inverse squared movement vector pushing it away. A centre convergence movement vector is also used to move points towards the centre when their closest point is perpendicular to their unit vector towards the origin. An excessive convergence filter within secondary convergence is also used, and described later.

Tertiary convergence is a smoothness correction necessary for the shape generation, described for FoSCo 2d in Section 4.4.9. This algorithm was not implemented in FoSCo 3d and this is left as future work.

An algorithm for primary convergence is also described, it has no effect on the final result but it reduces the number of iterations required in secondary convergence, therefore reducing the time taken to evaluate the forming shape. It was implemented for both 2d and 3d versions of FoSCo.
Both versions also use adaptive grid spacing, to provide adequate definition of the shape generated without excessive computation.

Clearly for the two dimensional version the z co-ordinate is always zero, simplifying the calculations, in addition there are only two adjacent points in the 2d version, simplifying the smoothness correction.
4.4 FoSCo methodology (2d)

Creation of the forming shape is a multiple step process involving primary convergence, secondary convergence, and a smoothing algorithm. The primary convergence is a low overhead initial phase, to reduce the solution time. The secondary phase is a balance between convergence forces and inverse squared repulsion from the closest FMPP (Final Machined Part Point). The smoothing algorithm will increase the radius of points which are too far out of alignment with their neighbours. In addition to the above algorithms, there is adaptive grid spacing to ensure an even distribution of points. The stored data on each point are: its angle (theta); its radius (r); and whether it is deemed to have stopped. Theta is fixed for each point, but the radius varies.

The step by step explanation of the methodology begins in Section 4.4.5, with the methodology importing a set of lines which form a closed contour from CAD geometry. Prior to this some supporting functions should be explained, namely the co-ordinate system, convergence points, adaptive grid spacing, and finding the appropriate FMPP from the set.

4.4.1 Co-ordinate Systems

One of the hardest questions to answer when attempting to generate forming shapes is how to define a co-ordinate system, in particular the consideration of neighbours. A Cartesian system of points can specify any point in $n$ dimensions, but has no implicit concept of neighbours, a radial/spherical co-ordinate system on the other hand can use the angle(s) to define neighbours. It can easily be seen that neighbours are essential to predicting the shape to be generated by a forming process, as to suggest that a point on a relatively smooth surface can be unaffected by the position of adjacent points is axiomatically false.

So, given that a closed contour or surface must clearly be formed, either by designating a set of points, or an equation which can be solved. Given also that the placement of a particular point on the surface (representing the surface of a formed shape) is dependant on several factors including the position of adjacent points, some method of defining adjacent points and preferably keeping the same neighbours throughout the algorithm is necessary. The method presented here is the use of a combination of the Cartesian and polar co-ordinate systems, where adjacency can be defined using the theta value in polar co-ordinates, but placement calculations can be conducted after a polar to Cartesian co-ordinate transformation. One of the issues with the use of a polar co-ordinate system is that of shading, certain regions of space become shaded (Figure 4.2). On the first graph, Figure 4.2a, some regions are inaccessible by a shrinking circle without first passing through the finished part geometry, and the methodology fundamentally prohibits this. For simple shapes this issue [shading] can be alleviated with careful placement of the shape relative to the origin (Figure 4.2b) of the polar co-ordinate system.
For more complex shapes it can become impossible to locate the origin such that shading is not an issue somewhere. Hence the creation of the convergence line, a concept whereby adjacent forming shape points may use a similar coordinate system, but with a different origin in Cartesian space. Or to put it another way, there are multiple polar co-ordinate systems contained within the Cartesian space. This concept means that areas considered shaded and thus inaccessible for one FSP and its coordinate system are accessible to others. An algorithmic method of determining the convergence point is now required, described in Section 4.4.2.

![Convergence Line Diagram](image1)

(a) Origin in original position, casting shape clearly unrepresentative
(b) Origin moved to reduce shading of casting process

Figure 4.2: The issue of shading when a point is used for convergence (Test case two geometry)

### 4.4.2 Finding the convergence point

One of the important aspects of this algorithm is that the FSPs do not all converge to the same point (that is if the radius of all the FSPs were zero, a line would be formed). It is this aspect of the algorithm which allows the shape created to be close to the FMP shape in a near net shape manufacturing process. The convergence line is at present manually defined and should be enveloped by the FMP shape, the end points of the line should not be too close to each other relative to the origin (0,0) of the native coordinate system. This is because when the convergence line is constructed the end points are assigned a range of angles, based on the line from the origin to the end point ± 15°, as shown in Figure 4.5, within which all FSPs are assigned to them [the end points]. Ergo if the start and end points are too close to each other in theta value relative to the native coordinate system, these 15 degree triangles could overlap. The convergence line defined has start and end points with angles from the positive x-axis in the anti-clockwise direction of λ and φ respectively.

For each FSP (Forming Shape Point), a convergence point is defined. Which convergence point is used is dependant only on the θ value assigned to that point (which does not vary).
It can thus be seen that from the moment an FSP is defined, its $\theta$ value is defined and constant, and thus its convergence point is also defined and constant. FSPs which do not fall in the range of $\lambda \pm 15^\circ$ or $\phi \pm 15^\circ$ (the range of $\theta$ angles applicable to the start or end points respectively) are assigned one of the intermediate convergence points in accordance with Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 is used, and the mapping for an example convergence line (Figure 4.3) can be seen in Figure 4.4a Figure 4.4b. Essentially whilst $\theta = \lambda \pm 15^\circ$ we are held at index zero, as we traverse the angular space between the upper bound of $\lambda \pm 15$ and the lower bound of $\phi \pm 15$ we move up through the indices of the convergence line, whilst $\theta = \phi \pm 15^\circ$ we are held at the maximum index of the convergence line, then as we continue on around increasing $\theta$ we return back down the indices.

This angle ($15^\circ$) is determined by the fact that some FSPs should be present within its arc, thus the angle is determined by the interaction of the stand off distance of the manufacturing process, the distance from the end of the convergence line to the FMP shape, and the spacing of the FSPs. It is left to future work to derive this angle automatically, but tests did not show a significant deterioration of the algorithm performance when the angle was changed to $10^\circ$ or $20^\circ$. 

Figure 4.3: The convergence line with start and end points shown
(a) The convergence line with an intermediate set of FSPs (lines connect the FSP with its convergence point)

(b) A magnified graph of Figure 4.4a

Figure 4.4: FSPs linked to their convergence points

Figure 4.5: Graph showing the range of theta values within which FSPs belong to the convergence point at the end of the convergence line
Algorithm 1 Finding the index of the convergence point applicable to this POI

Min = 0.5, i.e. the smallest number which (when rounded) will refer to the second point on the convergence line.
Max = Number of points on convergence line - 1.5000000001, i.e. the largest number which (when rounded) will refer to the penultimate point on the convergence line.
Difference = Max - Min

if (θ is between λ - 15º and λ + 15º) // Use FUNCTION IsAngleBetween
    Index = 0
else if (θ is between φ - 15º and φ + 15º)
    Index = Last index of Convergence Line
else if (θ is between λ + 15º and φ - 15º)
    NonDimDistanceAround = GetNonDimensionalDistanceAroundAnArc((φ - 15º) - (λ + 15º), θ, λ + 15º)
    Index = Round to integer (NonDimDistanceAround * Difference + Min)
else if (θ is between φ + 15º and λ - 15º)
    NonDimDistanceAround = GetNonDimensionalDistanceAroundAnArc((φ + 15º) - (λ - 15º), θ, φ + 15º)
    Index = Round to integer (Max - NonDimDistanceAround * Difference)

WHERE
FUNCTION GetNonDimensionalDistanceAroundAnArc(ArcLength, Theta, ArcStart)
    if (θ < ArcStart)
        Add 2π to θ
    return (Theta - ArcStart) / ArcLength

FUNCTION IsAngleBetween(Angle, LowerBound, UpperBound)
    if (LowerBound > UpperBound)
        LowerBound -= 2 * Math.PI
    if (Angle >= LowerBound AND Angle <= UpperBound)
        return true
    else
        Angle -= 2 * Math.PI
    if (Angle >= LowerBound && Angle <= UpperBound)
        return true
    return false
4.4.3 Finding the nearest FMPP

Finding the nearest FMPP is used in both primary and secondary convergence. The algorithm identifies the FMPP closest in absolute distance to the POI (Point Of Interest). However the point must be within a $3^\circ$ cone (Figure 4.6) of the line between POI and convergence point. If a point cannot be found within this cone the method will report an error, the solution is to re-mesh the FMP shape with a finer mesh. The reason behind this technique is to prevent the POI being influenced by closer FMPPs than one in front of them, where they are passing it and a more relevant point is directly in front. The angle of this cone is determined by the fact that at least one FMPP must exist within it, and is thus determined by the mesh spacing of the lines which make up the FMP section. It is used to avoid an FMPP substantially outside the line of travel of the FSP having an effect on the movement of the FSP. Note that in Section 7.5 there are is a graph which demonstrates the effect of an inadequate number of FMPPs. Note also that for a forming process which can achieve closer to net shape the spacing of the FMPPs must be reduced or the three degrees increased to preserve the requirement for at least one FMPP to be present inside the arc.

4.4.4 Adaptive Grid Spacing

Adaptive Grid Spacing is used to provide a predicted forming shape with approximately equidistant points. The algorithm works by identifying the distance between adjacent points, if it is less than a pre-set minimum (m) then the second point is removed, if it is greater than 2.1m then a new point is added with a theta midway between the two points, and a radius of the average between the next and previous radii.
4.4.5 Import of Final Machined Part (FMP) shape

As shown in Figure 4.1, the first step is to import the outline FMP shape from NX sketches. The lines which comprise this shape are meshed using an equidistant (user specified) point spacing including start and end points. Where a non-integer number of points is requested the number of points is rounded up. The order of specification of the lines and the start and end point of the lines is immaterial in this algorithm.

4.4.6 Creating Initial Shape

A large closed-contour is created around the meshed shape (Figure 4.7). Each point on the closed-contour has a constant theta value and one degree of freedom (radius). This theta and radius determines the vector from the POI to its convergence point. Clearly this shape will be circular if and only if the convergence line is infinitesimal. With a straight, single segment convergence line with an infinite number of points, an ellipse would be generated.

4.4.7 Primary Convergence

The algorithm for primary convergence is shown in Figure 4.8.

Points move to 10 units (or slightly more) away from their nearest FMPP. If the POI, nearest FMPP and the convergence point are exactly aligned then the POI FMPP distance after movement will be 10 units, if the POI to FMPP line is 3° different from the POI to CP line (the maximum allowed) and assuming a FMP mesh of 2 units spacing, then after movement the POI will be 10.023 units away if it starts from an 19.08 units away from the FMP (Figure 4.9). The reason behind this algorithm is secondary convergence is relatively...
slow and computationally expensive, this algorithm reduces the distance secondary convergence must cover, thus reducing time taken. The end result for primary convergence is shown in Figure 4.10. As can be seen the shape is now much closer to the finished part geometry, giving much less distance for the secondary convergence algorithm to cover.

The reasoning behind the ten unit value is, forging for the type of components modelled would be expected to leave a stand off distance of six units. The number of 10 units therefore results in bringing the POIs close to the FPG but not so close that they would immediately move away. It would be feasible to set the value to exactly the stand off distance for the manufacturing method thus minimising secondary convergence time, but this would not change the end result.
Figure 4.10: After the primary convergence algorithm, test case zero
4.4.8 Secondary Convergence (for n2 iterations)

The points are drawn along their line of freedom according to: A force pulling them towards their convergence point (F1) A force pulling them towards the nearest FMPP (F2) A force pushing them away from the FMPP (F3) So the red points (FSPs) are pulled in where further away from the blue points (FMPPs) and pushed out where closer to the FMPPs.

Movement governed by following equations:

Definitions:

\[
C_P = \begin{pmatrix} x_c \\ y_c \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \quad (4.1)
\]

\[
L = c_p + r \begin{pmatrix} \sin (\theta) \\ \cos (\theta) \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \quad (4.2)
\]

\[
n = r \begin{pmatrix} \sin (\theta) \\ \cos (\theta) \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \quad (4.3)
\]

\[
\hat{n} = \frac{n}{|n|} \quad (4.4)
\]

\[
B = L - M_p \quad (4.5)
\]

\[
\hat{B} = \frac{B}{|B|} \quad (4.6)
\]
Forces

\[ F_1 = k_1 \cdot \hat{n} \quad (4.7) \]
\[ F_2 = k_2 \cdot \hat{B} \quad (4.8) \]
\[ F_3 = k_3 \cdot \frac{\hat{B}}{|B|^2} \quad (4.9) \]
\[ F = \sum_{n=1}^{3} F_n \quad (4.10) \]
\[ m = F \cdot \hat{n} \quad (4.11) \]

Important points:

The Equations for the forces are shown above; the coefficients are tuned to the manufacturing process.

\( F_1 \) is a constant force pulling the Forming points towards the convergence point.

\( F_2 \) is a constant force pulling them towards the closest FMPP.

\( F_3 \) is an inverse squared force pushing away from the closest FMPP.

Different values of \( k_1, k_2, k_3 \) are used for different types of forming process (example values in Table 4.1). These values were found by trial and improvement. By increasing all values by the same factor, the end result should be unchanged and arrived at sooner, however, it was found that a high \( k_3 \) value will tend to result in numerical instability in what is effectively euler integration.

In Section 7.5, graphs are shown giving an example of the directions and magnitude of \( F_1 \), \( F_2 \), \( F_3 \), and the resultant movement vector. These graphs show that when the FSP is at point (8,8) there is still a net force moving it inwards, by the time it has moved to (7,7) the resultant force is outwards. This implies that the point will come to rest somewhere between (8,8) and (7,7). Note that these graphs show that in this case the convergence point is at (0,0), there is only one FMPP within the three degree arc described in Section 4.4.3 and this is located at (3,3).

Saturation limits are placed to reduce movement where it exceeds a value \( x \). Where \( x \) is reduced linearly to zero at the end of secondary convergence. The reasoning behind these was a tendency in some cases for the equations to result in dynamic instability and an oscillating divergence.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Casting</th>
<th>Die Forging</th>
<th>Roll Forging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Convergence</td>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Convergence</td>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Convergence</td>
<td>$k_3$</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary Convergence</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Convergence co-efficients - Example values of $k$ and $r$ used

### 4.4.9 Smoothing (Tertiary Convergence)

This is executed iteratively until all points exhibit no more movement or until a user-defined iteration limit is reached.

![Tertiary Convergence Algorithm](image)

Where a point is too far inside a line traced between the previous and next points, the radius is increased to meet the requirement.

As shown in Figure 4.13. This is done by finding the vector between the points either side of the POI, drawing a line (A) between them, calculating the shortest vector (B) between the POI and A. The allowable magnitude of B is defined as $r|A|$ where $r$ is a value defined by the forming process (example values in Table 4.1). If $|B| > r|A|$ then the point is moved out along its position vector until it no longer exceeds the allowable magnitude (Algorithm 2). Clearly moving a point out may mean neither, one or both adjacent points now deviate by more than the allowable amount, so the algorithm repeats until no points deviate excessively. The end result of tertiary convergence is shown in Figure 4.14. The process is of course iterative because as one point moves out, its neighbours then become too far in. The method used, simply repeating this process is less efficient than possible, more efficient ways of knowing which points might need to move (i.e. the neighbours of moved points) could be implemented, but this would have no effect on the final solution.
Figure 4.13: Tertiary convergence - previous, current and next and vectors

Figure 4.14: Test case two - end of tertiary convergence
Algorithm 2 The tertiary convergence algorithm

For all POI

    if (DotProduct(B, UnitVectorToConvPoint) < 0) // if point is inside VectorNextPrevious
        if (|B| > r / |A|)
            Successful = false; // When no points move in the iteration, tertiary convergence will terminate.
            Movement = |B| - (r / |A|) * 0.999 // This value will always be positive.
            Increase the radius of POI by Movement // A positive value will increase radius of the POI by 'Movement'
4.4.10 Fixed points

In FoSCo2d, there is the option to fix edges of the forming shape. This is to allow for constraints such as in blisks where the centre is not hollow, not a fundamental requirement of forging but required by strain rate restrictions and cost reasons. Rules such as this could be included within a rule based method.

At the present, it is allowed for by specifying an angular range and a fixed x or y displacement. It allows for effects such as shown in Figure 4.20. In this example, points with a theta of 270 degrees ±3 are specified to lie n mm below the absolute origin of the model within the geometry creation CAD package. This corresponds to the location of the axis around which the shape is revolved. Three degrees was used to give the appropriate width of material at n mm below the origin of the CAD package. This angular range and displacement for fixed lines could be deduced from data read from the CAD package in future through the use of appropriately named lines or a .dlx based solution.

This capability was used to generate the disk forging shape shown in Figure 4.19.

4.4.11 Import of created shape into CAD package

The forming shapes are imported back into NX as new sketches, the 2d version is imported as a ring of points onto the same plane as the sketch from which the main shape is revolved).

To analyse the depth of material removal required, the start and end points of each relevant line in the model are analysed to find the closest point in a direction perpendicular to the type of line (i.e. it is defined as a left, right, top or bottom line). A reference dimension is then created in the appropriate direction for later export from NX. These reference dimensions can be used in the interface spreadsheet between NX and MCOST in the knowledge they will be regenerated with the same names when the part is modified. Dimensions are created automatically according to the systematic naming convention: “COS2” + “END” OR “START” + Name(Line).

4.4.12 FoSCo 2d Results

The graphs below (Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17) show plots FoSCo 2d on test cases zero and one. It can be seen that the convergence of casting for test case zero is imperfect, this is due to the nature of the algorithm for finding the convergence point, and could be rectified by using adaptive grid spacing for the convergence line. On test case zero there is also some stagger in the points around the edge of the flange, caused by a mismatch of convergence points, i.e. in radial co-ordinates they are not adjacent. This is caused by
primary convergence causing an irrevocable convergence, however it does not affect the validity of the shape from a cost point of view.

**Adjustment of the FPG (Finished Part Geometry)** Changing the FPG and the adjustments that FoSCo will make to the forming shape are shown in Figure 4.18.

In this way, by running FoSCo and MCOST after design changes have been made, the effect on the cost can be rapidly evaluated, as of course the changes will affect the machining depths and thus times and costs of the manufacturing operations.

FoSCo was also run for blisk geometry, the resultant shape (Figure 4.19) is generated for a blisk. The co-efficients used for the \( k \) values and smoothing algorithm were identical to those used for ring roll forging for test cases zero and one, suggesting the flexible validity of the method. The only requirement was to set fixed points to account for a roll forging (not hollow) as opposed to a ring roll forging (hollow).

### 4.4.13 Calibration and testing

FoSCo 2d was calibrated against expert estimation of the die forging shape for a rear outer casing. It was then tested against a blisk (using the same \( k_n \) co-efficients) Table 4.2. The three images in Figure 4.20 show: the finished part geometry, an expert’s estimation of the die forging shape (although the expert provided a rectilinear estimate rather than the curved shapes normally associated with die forging), FoSCo’s estimate of the die forging shape. To use FoSCo for die forging it was also necessary to incorporate a method of preventing hollow shapes as these are not created using die forging, this was implemented by fixing some of the points (in the ring of points) at a specified radius. This fixing was
completed manually through code but the requirement to fix the central section at non-zero thickness is not a fundamental constraint requirement of die forging. The industrial sponsor’s die forged shapes do not have zero thickness due to cost reasons and structural consequences of the strain rate required to achieve zero thickness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Volume (dm$^{-3}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finished Part Geometry</td>
<td>FPG</td>
<td>8.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoSCo estimate (co-efficients as for ring roll forging)</td>
<td>Black Forging</td>
<td>21.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor’s Estimate (manual)</td>
<td>Black Forging</td>
<td>22.13 (+3.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor’s Estimate from rules based tool (ACE)</td>
<td>Black Forging</td>
<td>23.27 (+8.08%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: FoSCo’s estimate of forging volume against professional estimate from industrial sponsor
Figure 4.17: Test Case One, RoC (Rear Outer Casing) and its forming shape plot

Figure 4.18: Design changes and their effect on the formed shape (of Test Case Zero)
Figure 4.19: FoSCo 2d with a blisk input as finished part geometry, governing co-efficients as set for test case zero and one
Figure 4.20: Blisk FoSCo 2d testing
4.4.14 FoSCo 2d on minor test cases

As discussed in the introduction, an additional 20 test cases were provided by the industrial sponsor, these were the same as used by the sponsor to investigate the quality of the commercial tool aPriori. Ten of these were mainly axis-symmetric shapes and thus suitable for FoSCo 2d. These test cases and the forming shape predicted by FoSCo 2d are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: FoSCo 2d on minor test cases
4.5 FoSCo methodology (3d)

The 3d version of FoSCo is less developed than the 2d version, simple further work is
outlined and is left as further work. Plots of the overall methodology are shown in Figure
4.21 Finding the closest FMPP is not restricted to Cartesian distance without any
consideration of angle as in Section 4.4.3

(a) Create a sphere
(b) Primary Convergence: Move 90% of distance towards nearest point
(c) Secondary convergence: based on rules and equations above
(d) Finished

Figure 4.21: Stages of FoSCo 3d convergence

4.5.1 Initial shape

The 3d version is similar to the 2d version except that the 3d version starts with a sphere
of points created from multiple circles. The nature of the co-ordinate conversion used
creates the effect shown in Figure 4.22. FoSCo3d at present uses only a convergence point,
rather than a line, polygon or polyhedron. This could potentially be future work to
improve convergence.

1. Parallelise for all forming methods to be considered.

(a) For \( n \) iterations

i. The points are drawn along their line of freedom according to:

A. A force pulling them towards the origin
B. A force pulling them towards the nearest mesh point
Figure 4.22: The initial placement of points (example shows 7 circles, 400 points per circle)

C. A force pushing them away from the mesh point
   ii. Their movement is then calculated and the iteration is complete.

(b) The creator is complete when a set number of iterations have occurred.

As shown in Figure 4.1 initially a mesh is imported directly from an NX surface mesh export.

The methodology then divides into parallel threads, one for each manufacturing strategy. The surface of a sphere is created around the meshed shape where each point on surface has a radius of the radius of the furthest point on the FMP plus 10mm.

The convergence towards the forming shape then consists of primary and secondary convergence phases, with differing governing equations. During convergence the points are allowed to vary only in radius and the user specifies the number of iterations in the primary and secondary phases. Adaptive grid spacing is used in the 3d version, but only between points on the same circle (points of constant $\phi$). Changing this to consider spacing between adjacent circles is left to further work.

4.5.2 Primary convergence

For primary convergence the points are moved inwards 90% of their distance to the nearest FMPP. This is simply to bring the circle of points closer to the FMP to minimise the number of iterations required in the secondary phase. The algorithm used is the same as a
previous version of the algorithm used in Section 4.4.7. In the 2d version it was replaced with an algorithm to move the point to approximately 10 units away, which is more computationally efficient.

4.5.3 Secondary convergence

For secondary convergence the movement value of each point is calculated using Equation 4.12. During secondary convergence adaptive grid spacing is used as in the 2d version (Section 4.4.4).

The equation which defines the movement of the point during secondary convergence is:

\[ m = (M \cdot \hat{n}) t_s (1 - f_d) \] (4.12)

\[ M = \sum_{n=1}^{3} M_n \] (4.13)

\[ M_1 = k_1 \hat{n} \]
\[ M_2 = k_2 \hat{D} \]
\[ M_3 = k_3 \hat{D}/d^2 \] (4.14)

\[ \hat{D} = \frac{L - N_P}{|L - N_P|} \] (4.15)

\[ \hat{n} = \begin{pmatrix} -\cos(\theta) \cos(\phi) \\ -\sin(\theta) \cos(\phi) \\ -\sin(\phi) \end{pmatrix} \]

\[ L = r \begin{pmatrix} \cos(\theta) \cos(\phi) \\ \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi) \\ \sin(\phi) \end{pmatrix} \] (4.16)

It can be seen that the equations for the 2d version are the same equations (in 2d $\phi$ is always zero, so $z$ is zero).

As with the 2d version the 3d version also has checks to ensure smoothness and to check that the point ring does not violate the finished part geometry. However, whereas the 2d version has a separate algorithm for smoothness implemented after secondary convergence, in the 3d version smoothing is at present located within secondary convergence.

For smoothness
If \((\text{AverageRad} > \text{ThetaRadContinue.Item2[i0]} - \text{Movement} + \text{Forces}[3])\)

\[
\text{Movement} = - (\text{AverageRad} - \text{Forces}[3] - \text{ThetaRadContinue.Item2[i0]})
\]

//Movement = -0.5;

This means that if the average radius of the radii of the two adjacent FSPs exceeds the (after movement) radius of the FSP under consideration plus an allowed amount of divergence, the movement is reset to -0.5. This creates a small outward movement. The lower Forces[3] is set the smoother the shape will be.

Despite the 3d nature of the sphere representing the FSPs there is no interaction between adjacent circles making up the sphere, this is left as further work. To accomplish this is a minor extension of the work to identify which of the points on adjacent circles is closest since not all circles have the same number of points on them.

\textbf{For excessive convergence}

if \((\text{Abs(Movement)} > \text{Forces}[0] + \text{Forces}[1] + 1)\) // too much movement, point is probably within FMS (and thus being pushed inwards by \(M_3\)).

\[
\text{Movement} = -1;
\]

This is effectively a saturation monitor. If the movement is too great either inwards or outwards then the movement is set to -1, a small outward movement, the movement will normally be too great after the FSP violates the FMP since there will be no balancing force after violation.

\subsection{Output and NX import}

The final shape of the point surface is then exported to a .txt file which is used by code written in NX to import the point cloud as a 3d surface (graphics can be enabled or not) to which is used to analyse the depth of material removal required:

1. A 3x3 grid is placed over each surface in the component

2. The normal direction at the centre of the surface and its location relative to the NX origin (used as a proxy for centre of gravity in the test case) are analysed to give an indication of the machining direction.

3. The closest forming point in the appropriate direction (see 2) is found, and the distance in that direction is stored for the 3x3 grid. The average is calculated from the points to give an average depth of cut for that face. The average is unweighted because the algorithm which constructs the 3x3 grid provides points where the area closest to each point is approximately equal.
4.5.5 Results of 3d FoSCo

The results of FoSCo 3d for test case two (4.25) for several forming processes are shown in Figure 4.26.

The result of FoSCo 3D for ARCAM and casting (Figure 4.26) is clearly inaccurate for a near net shape process. However, where supporting structure is required this could potentially be modelled using the approach used in FoSCo 2d (Section 4.4.10 Fixed Points). To model the contours of a net shape accurately however the two dimensional approach of a convergence line must be expanded, to allow a polygon in three dimensional space. This was not explored in detail but alluded to in the future work section. This lack of accuracy for near net shape processes is the cause of overestimation of the cost of test case two by MCOST (Section 5.12.4).
4.5 FoSCo methodology (3d)

Figure 4.24: Point cloud imported into NX

Figure 4.25: Test Case Two, ESS (Engine Section Stator) and its forging shape plot

(a) Die Forging  
(b) Casting  
(c) ARCAM

Figure 4.26: FoSCo 3d results for ESS
4.6 Alternative modelling methods

Alternative methods were considered, a rules based method was considered unattractive due to the time required to populate the rules for the specified component to be examined. Alternative simple methods were an offset method, where lines are simply offset a specified distance \( x \), and a rolling circle method proposed by \[ \text{Toal} \ (2012) \] where a circle traces a line around a shape and the centre of the circle delineates the forming shape. These were considered and found to be inadequate for a key aspect of commonly found geometry, an axisymmetric groove.

As can be seen in Figure 4.27d the issues with the forging estimation in the line offset or rolling ball method are not encountered with FoSCo, FoSCo does have casting shape generation issues, the rectification for which will be discussed in Section 6.4 but it essentially could work by allowing concentration of the convergence line points in compact regions of the finished part geometry.

The issues with the two methods below could of course be resolved with a smoothing algorithm. However, it is difficult to see how (in three dimensions) the smoothing could be resolved without the benefit of a spherical co-ordinate system giving adjacency meaning. This adjacency, resulting from a closed contour in polar co-ordinates (for axis-symmetric shapes), was used to allow the concept of neighbours. The concept of neighbours is essential to the generation of smooth shapes in two or three dimensions and therefore to this method.

4.6.1 Rolling Ball Method

A method of calculating the forming shape using a rolling ball was proposed. Where a ball would roll round the shape and the trace of the centre of the ball would denote the forming shape. This method, in addition to its other issue discussed below results in sharp internal corners and smooth external corners.

A short example of where this method would not accurately succeed is below. Let us assume we have a component as shown (a pulley) with two grooves (\( a \) and \( b \)) and we are attempting to approximate its cast or forged shape using a rolling ball of diameter \( d_b \). The grooves have widths of \( d_b \pm \delta \). The FMP shape and the forming shape which would be generated by a simple ball are shown in Figure 4.27b. This method would allow an infinite depth of an infinitesimally thin groove for a groove width of \( d_b + \delta \) which is clearly nonsensical in the context of manufacturing forming methods. In addition it results in internal vertices with infinitesimal radii.
4.6.2 Simple offset Method

This method results in sharp external and internal apexes, discontinuities of gradient are a physical impossibility in manufacturing processes but could result in a good enough approximation in some forming processes. Particularly forming processes which can achieve sharp vertices and edges.

A simple line offset method previously mentioned as an alternative would produce a shape as shown in 4.27c with discontinuities in the gradient for internal and external corners, and the same problem of infinitesimally thin grooves as in the rolling ball method.
Figure 4.27: Illustration of alternative forming estimation methods
5 Manufacturing Choice Optimisation and Sequencing Tool

5.1 Introduction to Manufacturing Choice Optimisation and Sequencing Tool (MCOST)

The objective of MCOST is:

Given the finished part geometry and tolerance data, parameterised as a set of design features, and given the precursor shapes for one or more manufacturing strategies (i.e. the choice of primary forming process) find the lowest cost feasible method of manufacture.

Thus MCOST is an optimiser around a feasibility and cost model which finds the optimum manufacturing route for a component after decomposing the design features into elemental features. Elemental features would be, in extremis, features which cannot be represented by combinations of other, simpler, features.

MCOST has several tasks, it must:

1. Take a set of design features and their associated geometry and convert them into elementary features (to be discussed in Section 5.7.3).

2. For $G_O$ iterations - select the manufacturing processes which comprise the most cost effective way to make all elemental features:

   (a) Choose a set of manufacturing processes to make each elemental feature

   (b) Amalgamate the sets of processes (create Complete Process Set)

   (c) For $G_I$ iterations - sequence the processes to meet feasibility constraints:

       i. Sequence the set of manufacturing operations (create Method of Manufacture).

       ii. Check whether the sequence is feasible, if not return to i.

           A. Model the time of the sequence (operation time is assumed independent of machine choice)

           B. Choose the machine and TAD (Tool Access Direction) for each operation

           C. Model the cost of the sequence

       iii. Continue to optimise the sequence, return to i.

   (d) Continue to optimise the choice of process sets, return to (a)
5.2 Nomenclature

5.2.1 General Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FMP</td>
<td>Final machined part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>Forming Shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_1$</td>
<td>time to cost model a single operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_2$</td>
<td>average operation combinations per elemental feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_3$</td>
<td>average operations per elemental feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>( b_1 \cdot b_2 \cdot b_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_O$</td>
<td>Maximum allowable generations in the outer loop (Process selection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_I$</td>
<td>Maximum allowable generations in the inner loop (Operation sequencing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{eval}$</td>
<td>Time to cost model a method of manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>The matrix of numbers determining choices for manufacturing process selection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Scrap and rework calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{ns,n}$</td>
<td>Probability of not scrapping due to a single dimension ((n)) success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{nso}$</td>
<td>Probability of not scrapping as a result of a single operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{so}$</td>
<td>Probability of scrapping as a result of a single operation = 1 – $P_{nso}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{nr,n}$</td>
<td>Probability of not reworking due to a single dimension ((n)) success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{nro}$</td>
<td>Probability of not reworking as a result of a single operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{ro}$</td>
<td>Probability of reworking as a result of a single operation = 1 – $P_{nro}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Definitions

Design Feature A feature used by a designer to achieve a certain objective (for example: affix to another component, provide structural rigidity, provide an aerodynamic surface of a specified shape). Design features can be additive or subtractive.

Elemental Feature A feature which need not be broken down into other, simpler features. Design features are composed of one or more elemental features.

Manufacturing Feature A feature created by a single manufacturing process. There is a many-to-many mapping between elemental and manufacturing features.

Manufacturing Operation A specific instance of a manufacturing process, operating on a specific elemental feature.

Manufacturing Process Any manufacturing process associated with the manufacture of the component, including inspection type operations.
5.3 Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word/Phrase</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Process</td>
<td></td>
<td>A manufacturing process such as turning, milling, heating, forging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Operation</td>
<td></td>
<td>An instance of a manufacturing process (for an elemental feature)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td>The primary manufacturing process (the process used to make the precursor shape)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Set</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>All of the manufacturing operations used for an elemental feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Process Set</td>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>All of the manufacturing operations used for the component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Machining Process</td>
<td>FMP</td>
<td>A manufacturing process which can create a feature to within all defined tolerances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of Manufacture</td>
<td>MoM</td>
<td>The complete process set after sequencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route Creator Structure</td>
<td>RCS</td>
<td>A datastructure which stores the CPS and the precedence relationships between processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route Sequencing Structure</td>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>A datastructure which stores the CPS during the sequencing phase (inner loop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Inner Loop Cost</td>
<td>BILC</td>
<td>The lowest cost found in the current optimisation for this CPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Global Cost</td>
<td>BGC</td>
<td>The lowest cost found in the current optimisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental Feature</td>
<td>DFC</td>
<td>Design Feature undergoing Conversion (to elemental features)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Meaning of words and phrases used during the optimisation process

**Manufacturing Strategy** The class of manufacturing process associated with the manufacture of the precursor/forming shape, it is the primary additive manufacturing process used for the component.

**Process Set** The set of processes necessary to manufacture all of the elemental features on/in a component.

**Process Sequence** The process set constructed into a sequence of processes/operations.

**KnowledgeBase** A central database (Figure 5.1) which stores:

1. Design features
2. Elemental features
3. Design to elementary feature mapping
4. Manufacturing processes: their capabilities, variability, cycle time, costs, predecessors and successors
5. Machines: their location, cost rates, labour requirements and capabilities
6. Intra and inter factory transport costs
**Outer Loop** The optimisation loop which constructs and modifies the process set in accordance with the optimiser rules. Having completed the inner loop it identifies whether to keep the previous process set or move to the new one. The data associated with the process set are stored in the RC (Route Creator) DataStructure.

**Inner Loop** The optimisation loop which operates fully within the outer loop. It constructs the process sequence from the process set and calculates times and costs for each operation. The data associated with the process sequence are stored in the RS (Route Sequencing) DataStructure.
Figure 5.1: The MCOST database
5.4 Justification for a holistic view

As can be seen from the literature review, there has been substantial research on the construction of manufacturing routes. However, most of this research begins with the assumption that the Complete Process Set (CPS) is already chosen and all that is necessary is to sequence it to create a Method of Manufacture (MoM). This would only identify the global optimum MoM if the optimal Process Set (PS) for every feature was dependent only on characteristics known at the commencement of the optimisation. It will be shown in this section that the optimal PS is partially dependant on the sequence of operations and the PS for other features, and thus a method which assumes that the CPS is already fixed may frequently find suboptimal solutions. Amongst other factors the optimal PS can depend on:

1. Tolerances (of feature and other features)
2. Geometry (of feature and other features)
3. Material (of the component)
4. Starting/precursor shape
5. Process sequence

Several of these responses are shown in the following section.

This can be explored on a simple feature of a ring of holes. Given a cost prior to the operation, and a set of dimensions and tolerances, it can be determined which manufacturing process is the optimum method of manufacture for the given feature. This entails exploring which manufacturing processes give the lowest cost after completion of the operation and taking into account the scrap rate. The equation used is a simplification of the equations stored in the manufacturing process database but is sufficient to demonstrate the aforementioned point. We can use an equation amalgamating the costs into a simpler equation rather than using the detailed cost equations present in the optimisation because here the breakdown is unnecessary. The equation used for the generation of Figure 5.2 is:

\[ C_O = (1 + F_R) (C_B + (T_0 + T_S) C_R) - C_B \] (5.1)

In the four graphs shown in Figure 5.2, the optimal process set for the elemental feature is the lowest line at the point in the graph denoted by the independent variable.

Firstly exploring the effect on the operation cost \( C_O \) of simply changing the number of holes (Figure 5.2a). This will explore the effect of setup time \( T_S \), operation time \( T_O \) (number of holes multiplied by time per hole), and machine cost rate \( C_R \). So drilling and reaming is optimal up to about 75 holes, then drilling is the least costly up to about 175
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holes when the low value of the part and the higher probability of scrap fails to outweigh the cost saving from a less accurate process. Finally at around 170 holes the benefits of laser drilling outweigh the additional setup cost. It should be noted that in the methodology at present there is the assumption that the probability of creating scrap/rework is independent of the number of elements (such as holes), this is clearly untrue in some cases and the need to improve this is highlighted in Section 6.5, however it does not invalidate the argument presented in this section or this thesis. The effect espoused upon will still be present albeit at potentially different points of the independent variable.

Secondly, the effect of a change in the prior cost (Figure 5.2b). The prior cost \( C_B \) is the cost incurred getting the component to its current state, which will be wasted if scrap (with a scrap rate of \( F_R \)) is generated in this operation. Rework rate has been ignored in this example, as this simply increases the operation cost and can thus be modelled in \( C_R \).

Thirdly and finally, exploring the response of the methodology to the previous machine in the operation list. If the previous operation is conducted on a mechanical drilling machine for reasons of size of the hole of the other hole based feature, the response of the next operation to number of holes is shown in Figure 5.2c, the mechanical drill should be used unless the hole count exceeds 310. Assuming now that that the other hole feature, for reasons of tolerance, cannot be satisfactorily mechanically drilled, but must be laser drilled (Figure 5.2d), and must be conducted prior to the feature under investigation. Now assuming that there are no constraints requiring separation of manufacturing of the two features. The setup cost of the laser drilling method can now be zero, and the optimal manufacturing process for any number of holes (in this example) is laser drilling.

The method presented in this section of the thesis will thus change the manufacturing method in response to both feature level stimuli and route level stimuli, the latter being of particular interest and novelty. All of the above changes result in a change in the choice of manufacturing method for a given feature. The first is a change internal to the feature but the others are external and are therefore harder to predict as a result of epistasis. There are many other responses of the optimum manufacturing method for a feature in response to both internal (to the feature) changes and external.

It can therefore be seen from the examination of these cases that asking the question, “What is the least expensive manufacturing process for this feature?” is not at all straightforward. the answer depends not only on the characteristics of the feature, but also on the preceding manufacturing route, both the immediately preceding operation and all others, where a possibility of generating scrap exists. Given this logic it also follows that the optimal choice of process also depends on the immediate and subsequent downstream processes. When this argument is accepted, it follows that a logic based process of decisions made on incomplete information but affecting subsequent decisions will sometimes fail to reach an optimal decision; this leaves exhaustive search and optimisation routines, and exhaustive search rapidly becomes too large (Section 5.6) a computational
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**Figure 5.2**: The least costly method of manufacture for a single feature (approximation)

(a) Component already on a laser drill (varying hole quantity)
(b) Component already on a laser drill (constant hole quantity)
(c) Component already on a laser drill (varying hole quantity)
(d) Number of holes on the optimal manufacturing method
(e) The effect of the value immediately before the operation on the optimal manufacturing method
(f) The effect of the value immediately before the operation on the optimal manufacturing method
(g) Number of holes on the optimal manufacturing method
problem to solve for all but the most simple test cases.
5.5 Optimisation

Optimisation methodologies are extensively used to explore simulation/evaluation problems where exhaustive search of a design space is intractable or infeasible. Some of the commonly used optimisation routines which are used in this research are outlined below:

**Artificial Neural Net** A machine learning algorithm for machine decision making, constructs a decision tree which can be modified, usually using weighted branches.

**GA** A genetic algorithm, comes in many variants, inspired by natural selection, usually new individuals are created using recombination of pairs of individuals and mutation of chromosomes, a variant exists with a population size of one, described below.

**RMHC** A specific sub-category of a GA which has a population size of one thus making recombination of pairs impossible. This type of GA relies only on mutation and keeps the new individual if it is better than the original, or discarding if it is not. There is much literature about the relative benefits of each type of GA. Initial tests were conducted early on in the research which resulted in superior performance from the RMHC (i.e. fewer calls of the objective function necessary) however it is left to future work to re-investigate.

**SA** Simulated Annealing, a search similar to an RMHC but which can descend to lower fitness individuals with some probability, this probability of descending to lower fitness will reduce over time, it should be considered complementary to other optimisation techniques as it does not specify the nature of the mutation, it only modifies the acceptance criteria.

5.6 Elemental features and computational limitations

As illustrated by Musharavati/Hamouda (2011) it is difficult to find an optimum process plan by testing all feasible solutions, the author’s own derivation of the size of the design search space is shown below.

The computational time taken for an exhaustive search of this problem is derived below:

\[ t_{\text{eval}} = b_1 \cdot n_{\text{ops}} \]

\[ \text{size}_{\text{optimisation}} = b_2 \cdot n \cdot n_{\text{ops}}! \]

\[ n_{\text{ops}} = b_3 \cdot n \]
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\[ T_{\text{total}} = \text{size}_{\text{optimisation}} \cdot t_{\text{eval}} \]

So:

\[ T_{\text{total}} = b_2 \cdot n_{\text{features}} \cdot (b_3 \cdot n)! \cdot b_1 \cdot b_3 \cdot n \]

\[ (5.2) \]

\[ T_{\text{total}} = b_1 \cdot b_3 \cdot b_2 \cdot n^2 \cdot (b_3 \cdot n)! \]

\[ (5.3) \]

Where:

\[ T_{\text{total}} \text{ total time to run exhaustive search of the design search space} \]

\[ b_1 \text{ time to cost model a single operation} \]

\[ b_2 \text{ average operation combinations per elemental feature} \]

\[ b_3 \text{ average operations per elemental feature.} \]

\[ c_1 = b_1 \cdot b_3 \cdot b_2, \text{ i.e. a constant determined by manufacturing knowledge.} \]

\[ n \text{ Number of features in the component to be cost modelled.} \]

\[ n_{\text{ops}} \text{ Number of operations in the manufacturing route.} \]

So:

Minimising the number of elemental features is key to ensuring a rapid optimisation as this will reduce the size of the design space with a relationship as shown above, the time increases with \( n^2 \cdot (b_3 \cdot n)! \). Given this relationship it can be seen that increasing the number of features will hugely increase the run time of the optimisation. Thus some features which could be decomposed into simpler features are therefore better left in a non-simplified form. For example a slot is composed of multiple faces but this is an unnecessary increase in the number of features, indeed in this research even multiple similar features are treated as elemental features provided they share tool access directions and are of a similar type.

It is of course true that an exhaustive search cannot reasonably be conducted on any but the simplest components but given the high level of epistasis in this optimisation the total number of evaluations necessary to achieve a reasonable chance of convergence to the
global optimum will grow with an increase in the total number of possibilities.

In addition to the reduction in the number of elemental features other methods of reducing computational time are:

- Filtering out or repairing infeasible solutions
- Superior optimisers requiring fewer objective function calls
- Use of an objective function with a more rapid evaluation (i.e. a simpler and/or more efficient cost model)

### 5.6.1 Features

Of particular interest in this research is the consideration of features. There is a fundamental difference in thinking between design and manufacturing engineers, and it is this difference which makes the process planning problem complex to solve.

Designers think of features in terms of solving fundamental engineering issues such as: the direction and control of working fluids, the transfer and control of stress, control of fatigue, and resistance to heat, chemicals and erosion.

Manufacturers think in terms of achieving geometry to within tolerance, usually by removing or forming material, or joining parts together by welding, riveting or bolting.

It is clear that the manufacturing process must be deduced by the methodology in order to maintain flexibility, and we do not wish to filter out any potential solutions and given that manufacturing features are created by each manufacturing operation. The question therefore is how to define features such that the manufacturing method need not be predetermined, and it is clear that a new type of feature must be defined since design features themselves would introduce unnecessary complexity. To demonstrate this we can take a set of \( n \) bosses with a hole in the centre such as in test case one (Section 1.8, Table 1.2). This feature will at the very least require a hole making operation and some shaping or machining. The two processes are fundamentally different and need not be conducted consecutively, in fact they are unlikely to be conducted consecutively because to do so would increase the cost due to machine/tool changes.

The research thus introduces the concept of an elemental feature, a feature which can be produced in one or more operations but need not be broken down into other, simpler, features in order to allow lower cost manufacturing sequences. When all elemental features of a design feature are combined the geometry of the combination is identical to that of the design feature.

Given the substantial level of research into feature recognition, it was decided that a
complementary method would be created; hence feature based manufacturing optimisation using machine decision making. This will include a feature mapping from design to elementary features which could be replaced by feature recognition in future work. A discussion on features is presented later but a brief definition of the features to be used is shown in Section 5.3. Some feature recognition technologies recognise elemental features but some recognise design features.

5.7 MCOST Structure

Written in C#, a schematic for the whole of MCOST is shown in Figure 5.3. The interfaces of MCOST with: the Access KnowledgeBase, Excel component data, and its own internal DataStructures are illustrated.

As can be seen MCOST is structured as: preliminary work; two optimisation loops, one inside the other; and post-processing.

1. Preliminary work includes import of the KnowledgeBase and component data; conversion of design to elemental features and initialisation of the matrices for the first objective function evaluation.

2. The outer loop is tasked with selecting the manufacturing operations which comprise the complete process set, identifying possible machines and TADs. It also calculates scrap and rework rates and the operation precedence list and provides all this information to the inner loop for sequencing operation.

3. The inner loop sequences these complete process sets to find the minimum cost feasible MoM.

4. Post processing includes bringing together the final results of the optimisation, and preparing them for user interpretation. This includes showing the uncertainty with regards to times and costs of the manufacturing operations.

The reasoning behind the internal and external loops is that this structure allows continuity of optimisation. Given that not all complete process sets generated will have the same number of operations, and given that the number of operations for each feature may differ, if the complete process set is changed each time, it is challenging to preserve advantageous parts of the sequencing genome. It is possible that a good CPS will be disregarded through an unlucky set of sequences which fail to maximise on its potential but it is thought (though not tested) that the benefits of continuity exceed this detriment. Future work could be to create and test a methodology for preserving the aspects of the sequence which can be, whilst allowing the CPS to change every objective function evaluation.
Figure 5.3: The architecture of MCOST, Inner loop architecture shown in Figure 5.4
Figure 5.4: The inner loop of MCOST
5.7.1 CAD geometry (NX Data) and MCOST Interface (NX Data to Excel Spreadsheet)

Data from the NX component is exported to an Excel spreadsheet to interface with MCOST in order to allow the use of formulae when required. These data from NX are simply a list of named dimensions.

In Excel the data are converted to a list of design features and their associated G&T (geometric and tolerance) data. There is also data pertaining to the component such as material choice, production volumes and year of production which is relevant to cost but not stored in the NX model.

This Excel spreadsheet is manually created but automated methods of creation do exist, including feature recognition or design using standard features. It needs to be created only once per component template however; all components which can be made using that set of design features can then be constructed from the template.

In this template there are also some constraints which must be created. These are the constraints which exist between design features. For example a constraint may be that the holes in a set of bosses must be manufactured after the bosses themselves are created. The formation of these constraints would be expected to be part of a feature recognition algorithm, if this methodology were to be integrated with one.

5.7.2 KnowledgeBase (Access database)

MCOST relies on a database (Figure 5.1) previously described. In more detail this contains:

- Data on machines and factories such as size, costs, energy consumption, operations that the machine can complete
- Process predecessors and successors and criteria if any exist for that relationship
- Process set variability
- Process time/cost equations
- Design features, elemental features and their mappings

After the KnowledgeBase and NX data is imported the KnowledgeBase is filtered to keep only machines and process which are allowable (due to the year of production commencement and choice of suppliers).
5.7.3 Design to Elemental Feature conversion

A simple, one to many, user adaptable mapping is used for design to elemental feature conversion. A single design feature (DFC) is split into \( n \) elemental features, where precedences can be created between the different elemental features. Geometric and Tolerance data of the elemental features are directly mapped from the G&T data of the design feature.

An example of the design feature dimensions and their conversion to elemental features for test case one is shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8. For many features the mapping values may be the same, if this is the case it means that the design feature and elemental features are identical. For others, generally more complex design features, the mapping values are not the same. The information in these tables is as follows:

**D-Values** Dimensional values, contain only one double which corresponds to a particular design dimension.

**T-Values** Tolerance values, contain only one double which corresponds to a particular design tolerance.

**L-Values** Dimensional values, contain a list of doubles which correspond to a particular design dimension. Usually used for values which change over time (such as remaining depth) where different manufacturing strategies will have differing values. For example a value in L0 of a multi stage groove (Figure 5.5) might be: CC,RF;1.06,5.81. This means that after centrifugal casting 1.06 mm remain for machining whilst for Roll Forging 5.81 mm remain.

![Figure 5.5: An example design feature: multi-stage groove](image)

All these are defined for a particular design feature in the design feature table of the KnowledgeBase.
Figure 5.6: Test case one design and elemental features (D-Values)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Features</th>
<th>Elemental Features: D-Values (approximations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Design Features: D-Values (approximations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Elemental Features: D-Values (approximations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature 1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>Feature 2</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature 3</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Feature 4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table represents the design and elemental features (D-Values) for the test case one in the context of manufacturing choice optimisation and sequencing tool.
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#### (a) Design Features: T-Values (approximations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>T7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rear Outer Casing</td>
<td>Condition of Supply - Cylindrical</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pads</td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Relief Slots</td>
<td>Slot Group Box</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side and Dowel Holes</td>
<td>Through Holes Counterebored</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide Vane Blasors</td>
<td>Bushes</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide Vane Holes</td>
<td>Through Holes Double Counterebored</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Flange</td>
<td>Flange</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Inner</td>
<td>Multi-stage Groove</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Outer</td>
<td>Multi-stage Groove</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (b) Elemental Features, T-Values (approximations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>T7</th>
<th>T8</th>
<th>T9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide Vane Holes 0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide Vane Holes 1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide Vane Holes 2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Flange 0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Flange 1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Flange 2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Flange 3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pads 0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pads 1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear Outer Casing 0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Inner 0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Inner 1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Outer 0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Outer 1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Relief Slots 0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.7: Test case one design and elemental features (T-Values)
Figure 5.8: Test case one design and elemental features (L-Values)
5.7 MCOST Structure

In addition to the dimensional mapping there needs to be a mapping of constraints. All constraints between DFC and other design features are copied to all elemental features and in addition new constraints between elemental features of DFC may be created according to KnowledgeBase rules.

5.7.4 Data-Structures Used (C# DataStructures)

**Route Creator** This structure stores the process set to be sequenced and evaluated constructed by the method listed in [5.8.1]. It stores the operations to be used and the constraints which exist.

**Route Sequencing** This structure stores the process route after sequencing, the choices of machines and TAD and also the breakdown of costs.

**Predecessor Neural Net (NN)** There are two parts to this structure: the precedences part and the successors part. When constructing the process set the predecessors and successors for each operation on each feature are stored to reduce the calculation time in future when the same query is made.

**Scrap/Rework Structure** Similar in reason to above

**Feature Structure** This keeps track of the dimensions of each feature during the production process. Features can have dimensions independent of forming process (D values), tolerances (T values) and dimensions dependent on forming process (L values). The L value format was developed to ensure that consideration of more forming processes would not require re-coding of design features.

**Equations** This is to promote faster cost modelling as it stores co-efficients and indices in double and integer form thus reducing conversion times. There is also a Boolean array for if a cell is empty. This structure will be presented in more detail as it is fundamental to the speed of the optimisation and the method of data storage for the time and cost calculations.
5.8 MCOST Outer Loop

The MCOST outer optimisation loop is shown in Figure 5.3, the objective of the outer loop is to identify the optimal complete process set (CPS). It will be left to the inner loop to identify the optimal MoM.

Optimisation is conducted using a random mutation hill climber (RMHC) adjusting values which guide MCOST through the process set selection algorithm shown in Section 5.8.1. The optimisation of the random number matrix this algorithm uses is described in Section 5.8.3.

A Genetic Algorithm (GA) rather than a RMHC was initially used but the RMHC showed more rapid convergence, there may however have been better ways to code the GA than used and it is left to future work to improve further on the optimisation routine used.

5.8.1 Process set selection

For each elemental feature a set of processes is required. This process set should make the feature in the most cost effective way possible, however there is epistasis in this problem as how another feature $y$ is made will determine the optimal way to make feature $x$. This is due to machine setup, transport between and inside factories and the effect of scrapping components. For example a variable process which could be optimal at the beginning of the process route when the accumulated cost of a component is relatively low may not be optimal later after substantial machining cost has been incurred.
Figure 5.9: Predecessors graph

Figure 5.10: Successors graph
Figure 5.11: Backward and forward propagation options for an elemental feature: Slot Group Set Rotated

N.B. Because of the radius of the axis-symmetric groove to be formed, milling is presumed impractical if not impossible.
The concept of the FMP (Final Machining Process) is used here to mean a manufacturing process (usually chip forming but not necessarily) which creates a feature to within all defined tolerances. From the FMP we can use backward and forward propagation to construct a chain of processes which are conducted on this elemental feature. For this methodology it is also assumed that the FMP and any prior operations have an effect on dimensions and variability of the elemental feature and thus an effect on scrap and rework whereas subsequent operations do not. Numbers between zero and one are stored and controlled by the optimiser are used at each decision point, these numbers are stored in \( X \), a matrix of size \((n_{\text{features}}, 19)\) and are mutated randomly prior to process set selection. The cell of this matrix which refers to the choice of manufacturing strategy is not mutated.

Where \( X \) is a row vector in matrix \( X \), the central value \((X[8]\) in each row determines the FMP (green in Figure 5.11), values \(X[<8]\) control the decision making for predecessors whilst values \(X[>8]\) control the successors. Where a decision with one or more possibilities is encountered the choices are assigned equal selection bounds between zero and one. The value in \(X[n]\) is used to choose and the options are stored for future queries. Once a 'None' process is reached or there are no predecessors/successors to choose from any remaining values in row \( X \) remain unused. The requirement for the 'None' process stems from the optionality behind predecessors, they are not necessary, and their inclusion may have a beneficial/deleterious effect on the cost.

This process creates the Route Creator structure shown in Figure 5.12. The list of operations is the grid view to the left, to the right is a grid view showing the list of constraints which must be met.

The operation ID is used primarily for constraint checking. An example from the Figure 5.12 would be \((\text{Rear Outer Casting:0.7})\) It consists of three parts: A:B.C.

- **A** The design feature from which the elemental feature is derived (\( \text{Rear Outer Casting} \) in this example)
- **B** The number of the elemental feature from the mapping, zero based (0 in this example)
- **C** The operation number (7 in this example), if the OpId is:
  
  - **8** the operation is the FMP,
  - **<8** the operation is a predecessor (e.g 7 is the predecessor to the FMP, 6 is the predecessor to 7 if applicable etc.)
  - **>8** the operation is a successor (e.g 9 is the successor to the FMP, 10 is the successor to 9 if applicable etc.)

All constraints are listed in the DataTable on the right of this figure.

Constraints between design features have a different feature name (A), they are created by the designer in the NX to MCOST interface file, an example of feature-feature constraints
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.12: A tabulated representation of the Route Creator Structure (RCS)
for test case one is shown in Figure 5.13, a solid line is binding on all operations associated with the feature. On the other hand a dashed line is binding only on operations up to and including the FMP, i.e. later operations such as clean up/inspection can be conducted later.

Constraints between different elemental features from the same design feature are defined by precedences created during the mapping from design to elemental features, they can be identified by the same A value but a different B value. This relationship is created in the KnowledgeBase.

Finally constraints are created by the backward and forward propagation process, these will have identical A and B values but different C values (e.g. Rear Outer Casing:0.8 before Rear Outer Casing:0.9).

There is currently no such thing as an immediate constraint (i.e. two operations must be consecutive but this may be a useful addition to future work as this would limit the total number of possible feasible combinations.
5.8.2 Calculation of failure/rework probabilities

MCOST has data on the tolerance bounds allowed to various aspects of the feature and in addition has process variability data relevant to the process chain which operates on the feature. The probabilities of scrapping the part or reworking the feature are calculated using a multi-variant uncorrelated normal distribution, for which one, two and three dimensional examples are shown in 5.15, 5.16, 5.16, this method is capable of using more than 3 dimensions but it becomes difficult to visualise. Once the process set rework/scrap values are calculated they are stored for future use. An extract of the process set variability data is shown in 5.14.

It is assumed that for each defined tolerance on the feature, the process set chosen to make it has a known variability. For each defined tolerance of the elemental feature the probability of not scrapping the part is calculated. All of these not failing probabilities are then multiplied to obtain the overall probability of success. This is subtracted from one to give the scrap probability due to the creation of a single elemental feature. All this is then repeated for rework instead of scrap.

Using the method of calculating the integral of a normal distribution developed by Zelen/Severo (1964), for the calculation of rework and scrap probabilities we use the following logic:

\[
P_{\text{ns}} = \prod_{n=1}^{m} P_{\text{ns},n} \quad (5.4)
\]

\[
P_{\text{nr}} = \prod_{n=1}^{m} P_{\text{nr},n} \quad (5.5)
\]

\[
P_{\text{so}} = 1 - P_{\text{ns}} \quad (5.6)
\]

\[
P_{\text{ro}} = 1 - P_{\text{nr}} \quad (5.7)
\]

Where

\[
Z = \left| \frac{\text{SigmaDesignTolerance}}{\text{SigmaMachiningVariability}} \right| \quad (5.8)
\]

\[
K = \frac{1}{1 + a_0 Z} \quad (5.9)
\]
5.8 MCOST Outer Loop

![Figure 5.14: A sample of process set variability data](image1)

![Figure 5.15: One dimensional normal distribution with scrap/rewor (red/amber) regions shown](image2)

\[ P_{\text{nx,n}} = 1 - \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \right) e^{\left( -\frac{z^2}{2} \right)} \left( a_1 K + a_2 K^2 + a_3 K^3 + a_4 K^4 + a_5 K^5 \right); \]  

(5.10)

Where

\[ a_0 = 0.2316419 \]
\[ a_1 = 0.31938153 \]
\[ a_2 = -0.356563782 \]
\[ a_3 = 1.781477937 \]
\[ a_4 = -1.821255978 \]
\[ a_5 = 1.330274429 \]

It is appreciated that this will double count the corners of the graphs as where a part is scrapped in one dimension it will clearly not be reworked in another but for reasonably capable processes it is thought that the effect of this slight over-calculation of rework is trivial and in any case this section of the code is modular and stores the results, thus negating the need for a complete recalculation every iteration of the outer loop, this allows the potential for more complex and expensive methods of correlated multi-variant normal distributions (MVNDs), for example.

It is also noted that work was conducted concurrently at the University of Southampton (Dodd, 2015) to calculate scrap and rework probabilities of correlated MVNDs and there is the potential at a later stage to implement this work within MCOST.
Figure 5.16: Two dimensional normal distribution with scrap/rework (red/green) regions shown

Figure 5.17: Three dimensional normal distribution with the acceptable region shown (the red cube)
Algorithm 3 Psuedocode showing the running of the outer optimisation loop

For $i_1 = 0$:Rows-1
    For $i_2 = 0$:Columns-1
        If $\text{rand}(0,1) > \text{threshold}$
            $X[i_1,i_2] = \text{rand}(0,1)$
        End If
    Next
Next

Construct Route Creator Structure and check if this complete sequence has already been tested. If not
    $\text{BILC}, X_{\text{new}} = \text{RunInnerLoop()}$
End If

If ($\text{BILC} < \text{BGC}$)
    Keep $X_{\text{new}}$
Else
    Revert to previous $X$
Repeat

5.8.3 Outer loop optimisation

Optimisation of the outer loop is accomplished by RMHC (Random Mutation Hill Climber) this is a variant of a GA with a population size of one, hence no crossover is possible. An MHC is analogous to the evolution of forms of life which reproduce asexually, such as microbes and many plants. However, in a typical RMHC the fitness measure will never decrease with increasing generation count as the better of the new or original individual is retained.

Inner loop optimisation was described in section 5.9.3. Outer loop optimisation simply changes the numbers in matrix $X$ (the route construction matrix), this can result in a change in the choice of manufacturing processes used for the elemental features. The probability of an individual gene being mutated is specified by the user.

This mutation may not result in a change in the manufacturing route if all of the mutated numbers in $X$ have no effect, either because: they are unused, there is only one option at this decision point, there is more than one option but the new mutated value refers to the same choice as the previous value.

Pseudocode for the algorithm is shown in algorithm 3:

Having mutated the process choice matrix and run the inner loop optimisation the Best Inner Loop Cost (BILC) is compared against the best global cost (BGC) so far. If the BILC is less than the BGC then the mutated matrix is retained, if not MCOST reverts to the prior matrix and the outer loop begins again.
5.9 MCOST inner loop

A schematic for the inner loop of MCOST is shown in Figure [5.18], the objective of the inner loop is to identify the optimal order of manufacturing operations by optimising and cost modelling the possible methods of manufacture (MoM) available from the current complete process set. Clearly the number of possible MoM is equal to the factorial of the number of operations, although many of these will be infeasible, however computational time must still be invested to discover whether they are feasible or not.

5.9.1 Repair function

Given the number of constraints which exist, it is likely that a mutated individual, even one from a feasible parent, will be infeasible. To prevent excessive computation therefore after mutation, and during initial route construction, a repair function is executed on the chromosome.

1 Forming Method Grouping This shifts all operations related to the forming operation to the start of the process sequence, thus satisfying constraint one (see Section 5.9.4).

2 Constraint Swap This swaps the positions of any pairs of manufacturing operations which breach their individual precedence constraints (see Section 5.9.4).

5.9.2 Initial process sequence initialisation

The start of the process sequencing algorithm is conducted as described below.

To begin with the processes are simply placed in an order determined by how they were generated by the outer loop. Effectively this means the sort will be by elemental feature and within this FMP, predecessors in reverse order, then successors. Clearly this will only generate a feasible route where no predecessors exist to any of the FMPs, and all feature to feature precedences are fortuitously met.

The repair function is then run, this will find a feasible solution, if at least one exists, for the process set chosen. If no feasible solution is possible after the first instance of the repair function the algorithm reverts to the process set selection phase.

5.9.3 Process sequencing

The optimisation loop is then run. It is comprised of two more methodologies in an iterative loop to find the optimum sequence.
5.9 MCOST inner loop

![Diagram of the inner loop of MCOST]

Figure 5.18: The inner loop of MCOST
1a Random re-sequencing This is a random rearrangement to attempt to reduce cost using random methods to break out of local optima, it works in a similar way to a playing card shuffle, by moving a section of the integer list from where it is to between two other values, for example 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 could become 1,2,3,8,9,10,4,5,6,7,11,12. The purpose of this algorithm is to attempt to keep beneficial groups together once they have been discovered.

1b Machine This is a local search based on the assumption that grouping operations where the same machine is required will have the effect of minimising setups and transport and thus the costs associated with them.

1c Machine and TAD Grouping Similar to 1b this groups operations where the same machine and TAD are required, it is expected to have the same effect as 1b but with a further reduction in setup due to no change in component/machine orientation.

After each iteration of one of these operators the repair algorithm previously described is run. The output from the two rearrangement algorithms followed by repair is a sequence of consecutive integers between zero and the number of operations:

After each rearrangement there is a multi-stage process test feasibility and cost, this is to maximise the computational efficiency of the algorithm. It begins with the RCS and a sequence of integers containing 0 to n and follows algorithm 4:

**Algorithm 4** Feasibility and cost modelling of potential MoM

If sequence has not already been evaluated:
  - Import only the OperationID Column (Figure 5.19).
  - If the MoM is feasible (all constraints are satisfied)
    - Import all other non calculated columns (shown in Figure 5.19).
    - Calculate baseline time for all operations.
    - Choose Machines and TADs using DTMS (Section 5.9.10).
    - Calculate other times and all costs (creates Figure 5.21).
  - End If

In this way the most computationally expensive parts of the algorithm (particularly the cost/time modelling but to a lesser extent the feasibility check) are conducted only if the MoM has not already been checked.

5.9.4 Feasibility Analysis

Constraint analysis: A feasible manufacturing route will have a fitness value of zero. Fitness is calculated by querying whether the forming process operations occupy the initial positions of the operation sequence, if they do not 15 is subtracted from the total. Secondly all predecessor constraints (Figure 5.12) are checked and one is subtracted from the fitness for each constraint breached. If the fitness is equal to zero, does the algorithm
Figure 5.19: A tabulated representation of the Route Sequencing Structure (RSS) before time modelling, DTMS and cost modelling

proceed to the time and cost modelling stages, otherwise it returns to re-sequencing. This step could be encompassed within the repair algorithm but remains separate as no significant advantage is derived from doing so and it remains a secondary check.

5.9.5 Equation Structure

$M$ is a matrix specific to a manufacturing process for a defined feature type and cost category or time. The actual equations structure which stores all the matrices has multiple arrays for each $M$ to allow faster computation:

- A Boolean array identifying whether a particular cell is empty
- A Boolean array identifying whether a particular cell contains a double
- A Double array only populated for values which can be stored as doubles
- An Integer array where reference to a specific dimension, tolerance or machine attribute is required.
- A String array for values which cannot be stored in other, faster formats
- A List array for easy reference to the encoded functions.
- A List array for L-Values
Available functions include sum, mean, difference, rounding and power functions, these are expandable only by modification of the C# source code.

For example a function might consist of the text $F_{\text{diff},D1,L1:CC}$ which would read $D1-L1:CC$ where:

1. $D1$ would read the D1 value of the elemental feature to which the operation relates
2. $L1:CC$ would read the L1 value of the elemental feature corresponding to centrifugal casting.

The equations are taken from an access database, the reason being that this aids updating of the equations by non programmers, and network deployment. There are three feasible methods of calculation of costs and times, each with unique advantages and limitations:

**Non-compiled code** Using an interpreted language such as VBA, Matlab or even Excel spreadsheets would be possible, but slow, hindering the optimisation process particularly if calls to external programs are required.

**Compiled equations within source code** This is the fastest method, requiring hard coded equations within the base software. However, a new manufacturing process or modification to an existing process requires redeployment of the complete software, probably across a company’s network. In addition this approach would need the users to be proficient coders which experience shows is a rare skill combination.

**Hybrid** Using hard coded equations but pulling in co-efficients from a centralised database limits flexibility but does not require software expertise to update the equations.

**Compile at run time** A language such as python could be used which compiles at first run time, combines the advantages of: speed at run time and flexibility but retains the disadvantage of requiring people of moderate programming skill to update, also raises potential deployment issues for large organisations. Probably the best option but would carry little advantage in terms of the proof of concept so is left as future work.

The hybrid approach is followed, flexibility is provided by allowing functions to be nested within the co-efficients of the equation. These functions are hard-coded within the main program and expansion of these in an industrial setting would cause disruption but should be infrequently.

### 5.9.6 Volume Modelling

Volume Modelling calculates the volume removed or added in a manufacturing process. It is calculated using an equation of the form:
5.9 MCOST inner loop

Volume = \( f(D, L) = \sum_{m=0}^{4} \prod_{n=0}^{7} (M_{m,n}) \)  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

The values four and seven have been found to be sufficient to allow enough flexibility in the equations.

Where \( M_{m,n} \) can be: a coefficient, a dimension or tolerance of the feature \((D, L, \text{or} T)\), a dimension or tolerance of the component \((G)\), a characteristic of the machine \((M)\), or a function taking inputs of the aforementioned types. The same equation is used to calculate the time and remaining cost categories (Sections 5.9.7 5.9.11).

An example of \( M \) for the volume calculation for process Milling Slot Group Finishing is:

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
D1 & D2 & D3 & D4 \\
D5 & D6 & D7 & D8 \\
D9 & D10 & D11 & D12 \\
D13 & D14 & D15 & D16 \\
D17 & D18 & D19 & D20 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

A blank entry in \( M_{0,0} \) ensures that the entire equation is assumed to be zero.

A blank entry in \( M_{m,0} \) ensures that the row \( m \) is assumed to be zero.

A blank entry anywhere else is treated as a one.

Thus this calculation is equivalent to:

\[
(D_1 \times D_2 \times D_3 \times D_4 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1) \\
+ (D_5 \times D_6 \times D_7 \times D_8 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1) \\
+ (D_9 \times D_{10} \times D_{11} \times D_{12} \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1) \\
+ (D_{13} \times D_{14} \times D_{15} \times D_{16} \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1) \\
+ (D_{17} \times D_{18} \times D_{19} \times D_{20} \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1)
\]

5.9.7 Time Modelling

Time modelling calculates the baseline time of an operation. It is calculated using the same equation as the volume calculation in Section [5.9.6] but with the added option to reuse the calculated volume:

\[
\text{Time} = f(D, G, L, M, v) = \sum_{m=0}^{4} \prod_{n=0}^{7} (M_{m,n}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.12)
Where $M_{m,n}$ can be: a coefficient, a dimension or tolerance of the feature ($D, L, \text{ or } T$), a dimension or tolerance of the component ($G$), a characteristic of the machine ($M$), the added or removed volume, or a function taking inputs of the aforementioned types. The same equation is used to calculate the remaining cost categories (5.9.11).

An example of $M$ for the time calculation for process Milling Slot Group Finishing is:

$$\text{Time} = \text{TimePerCubicMM} \cdot v$$

Where:

- $v$ is the added or removed volume (previously calculated)
- TimePerCubicMM is extracted from a lookup table in the KnowledgeBase and is itself a function of the hardness of the material and the type of manufacturing process.

5.9.8 Feature Modification

Conducted during the same calculation loop as the volume and baseline time calculations are feature modification actions.

If the process modifies the feature, for example reducing the depth of it if a forming/cutting operation is used, then this occurs at the same time as the time calculated. The state of all features after each stage of the manufacturing process is stored so when the cost modelling is conducted the change in features need not be recalculated. In addition if the feature affects the T.A.D.s available to other features then their parameters are modified at this point. This is done by identifying the modification ($m$) to the TAD and feature ($x$) for which the modification takes place. MCOST then searches through the operations list for all operations on $x$ and modifies their allowed TADs to include $m$.

Finally it is noted that the cost of scrapping a component will only be known once a defect is discovered, thus during this stage of modelling the probability of failure is moved to the next operation on the feature IFF the current machine is incapable of discovering the defect. If there are no more operations on the feature an error is thrown. Further improvements could be to define a variable capability to inspect for defects i.e. all machines can detect defects at some pre-defined level of resolution.

5.9.9 Stored Time Values

Multiple times are derived from the baseline time and stored in a vector for the cost analysis later, they are:
**Baseline time** The time of the operation without considering the effect of tool access direction (TAD). Calculated using formula Equation 5.12 Section 5.9.7

**Operation time** The time of the operation after considering the effect of TAD.
Calculated using a lookup table for manufacturing operation and TAD and applying a factor to Baseline time.

**Setup time** The setup time of the machine, either a full setup, change in operation or change in TAD (all machines have values for these categories).

**Total time** Setup time + Operation time.

**Rework time** Rework probability \( \cdot \) Total time.
It is assumed that the rework is not discovered until the component has been removed from the machine.

**Time Inc Rework** Total time + Rework time.

These time values are calculated during the cost modelling stage (after DTMS, Section 5.9.10) rather than the time modelling because they may depend on the choice of machine and TAD where a choice exists.
5.9.10 DTMS (Dynamic Tool access direction and Machine Selection)

DTMS is an iterative method designed to identify the optimal machine and TAD (Tool Access Direction) to use from the options available as shown in Figure 5.19.

It uses exhaustive search the possibilities within a segment of the process sequencing structure to minimise the cost of an operation, taking into account the previous operation and the possibilities for the next operations, it relies upon knowing the times of past, current and future operations and hence must be run after the time modelling. The search space of each iteration of DTMS is shown in Figure 5.20 and it is run for each manufacturing operation in the MoM. In essence each iteration of DTMS 6d constructs a six dimensional array considering all possible combinations of machine choice and TAD for the current operation and two future operations. The equation used to populate each cell of the array is shown in Figure 5.20 which takes into account the machine and TAD choice from operation \(n-1\) to \(n+2\) inclusive. It then searches the array to find the minimum cost combination and returns the optimal choice of machine and TAD for operation \(n\). It was stated in Section 5.4 that a logic based approach such as this one would not find the optimal in a select group of test cases and this is correct, however the further into the successive operations this approach looks, the less likely this sub optimisation becomes, hence the trade-off becomes a choice between a better but more costly evaluation of the current method of manufacture, or allowing more evaluations to explore more methods of manufacture, assuming a given availability of computational resource. It is left to future work to determine the optimal size of this evaluation, but it will of course depend on the specific test case.

DTMS uses an amalgamated cost rate considering depreciation, labour and power for more rapid evaluation than if they were considered separately although this comes at the expense of some accuracy in costs such as material costs and other which could depend on machine choice.

\[ \text{Cost} = f(D, G, L, T, M, v) = \sum_{m=0}^{x} \left( \prod_{n=0}^{7} (M_{m,n}) \right) \]  

(5.13)

Cost modelling for each operation is run immediately after running DTMS for that operation. For many of the cost categories the same equation format as the time modelling (Section 5.9.7) is used but with the added option of using the time values (OpTime, setup time, total time). The costs are calculated using this method for the following categories:

- Labour
- Tooling
For the following categories of cost an alternative method is used:

- **Building** Building costs are calculated by multiplying a factory cost rate by machine area and machine time.

- **Equipment** Equipment costs are the cost rate of the machine multiplied by the total time spent on the machine.

- **Failure** Failure costs are the multiple of the failure probability and the current sum total of costs incurred up until that point in the production process.

- **Rework** Rework is applied to the time value vector prior to cost modelling.

- **Transport** Transport costs are determined by the formula if the machine used is not the same as that used for the last operation. This equation reflects the resource cost (due to mass) and risk incurred (due to value) during the movement of items.

\[
C = vi + wm \quad (5.14)
\]

Where:

- \( v \) the current value
- \( i \) is the insurance cost of moving components within or between factories per £ of current value (value being total invested cost up to that point, i.e. it will increase with every operation).
Table 5.2: Co-efficients of cost of transport between selected factory pairs - fictitious values only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CHENGDU</th>
<th>DERBY</th>
<th>HUCKNALL</th>
<th>KHI</th>
<th>SCAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHENGDU</td>
<td>0.01, 0.001</td>
<td>2, 0.05</td>
<td>2, 0.05</td>
<td>2, 0.05</td>
<td>2, 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DERBY</td>
<td>2, 0.05</td>
<td>0.01, 0.001</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUCKNALL</td>
<td>2, 0.05</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.01, 0.001</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHI</td>
<td>2, 0.05</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.01, 0.001</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAM</td>
<td>2, 0.05</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.5, 0.01</td>
<td>0.01, 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( w \) is the current mass

\( m \) is the resource cost of moving components within or between factories per kg

\( i \) and \( m \) are defined in the table below for selected factory pairs

It is true that \( i \) and \( m \) this equation will not necessarily be valid for certain (particularly urgent) transport requirements but it is a reasonable surrogate.
### Figure 5.21: The RSS after time modelling, DTMS and cost modelling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front Outer Casing 3</td>
<td>Cylindrical</td>
<td>Oven Heating</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Pre-Forging Oven</td>
<td>Radiol</td>
<td>Rear Outer Casing 0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Outer Casing 2</td>
<td>Cylindrical</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Radiol</td>
<td>Rear Outer Casing 0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2570</td>
<td>3460</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Flange 2</td>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Radiol</td>
<td>Mounting Flange 0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Flanges 1</td>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Radiol</td>
<td>Mounting Flange 1.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Inner 1</td>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Radiol</td>
<td>Slots Inner 1.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Outer 3</td>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Radiol</td>
<td>Slots Outer 0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Outer 1</td>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Roll Forging</td>
<td>Radiol</td>
<td>Slots Outer 1.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Flange 2</td>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Turning</td>
<td>Turn Group Set</td>
<td>Turning</td>
<td>Radiol</td>
<td>Mounting Flange 0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Flange 1</td>
<td>Rotated</td>
<td>Turning</td>
<td>Turn Group Set</td>
<td>Turning</td>
<td>Radiol</td>
<td>Mounting Flange 1.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 0</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Drilling</td>
<td>Mill Drill</td>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 0</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Deburring</td>
<td>Manual Deburring</td>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 2</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Deblister</td>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes :10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 3</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Drilling</td>
<td>Mill Drill</td>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 4</td>
<td>Through Holes</td>
<td>Deburring</td>
<td>Manual Deburring</td>
<td>Bolt and Dowel Holes 1.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.9.12 Acceptance Criterion and elite tracking - Inner loop

**Nomenclature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Value</td>
<td>The cost of the current evaluation of the objective function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored Value</td>
<td>The most recently accepted (by acceptance criterion) cost evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elite Value</td>
<td>The lowest cost evaluation for this inner loop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Nomenclature for acceptance criterion - Inner loop

Generally speaking a RMHC will only move towards a new solution when it is superior to the current best solution. This means that if an area of low fitness must be traversed to reach a superior local optimum (or the global optimum), a fortunate mutation must be randomly selected. Simulated annealing is a technique which allows (with some probability) an inferior solution to be selected. As the optimisation progresses the temperature is lowered and lower fitness solutions are less likely to be accepted. This technique allows a more global search at the beginning, but becoming a very local search at the end of the optimisation. In this section the words fitness is measured in GBP and is equivalent to the cost of the component being modelled.

The simulated annealing test depends on the current baseline, i.e. the latest acceptable evaluation which this individual was mutated from, also known as the stored value. The acceptance criterion is shown below:

Accept if

\[ e\left(-\frac{\Delta F}{T}\right) > R \]

Where

\[ R = \text{A random number between zero and one} \]

\[ T = \text{Simulated temperature} \]

\[ \Delta F = \text{Delta fitness, the fitness of the current evaluation minus the fitness of the stored value} \]

The probability of accepting a new value, given a previous value and current simulated temperature is shown in Figure 5.22.

Elite tracking refers to the fact that when simulated annealing is used there is the possibility that the current solution can move away from the best to date solution (Figure 5.25), at a high temperature, it is then unable return to the best solution as the temperature drops. Elite tracking simply returns to the best solution so far in the inner loop (the Elite Value, Figure 5.26) thus allowing further improvement. The criterion to
Figure 5.22: Simulated Annealing probability of acceptance of new solution - Stored value 100,000

return to the elite is simply a deviation ($\Delta F_E$) of three times the temperature $T$ of the SA algorithm.

Where

$\Delta F_E =$ Delta fitness, the fitness of the current evaluation minus the fitness of the elite value
5.10 Calibration of MCOST KnowledgeBase

There are two key points determining the success or failure of MCOST as a methodology.

1. Is it finding the optimal manufacturing route or is it better than existing comparable methods.

2. Is the cost that it calculates for the optimal route correct or better than existing comparable methods.

3. Is it finding it as rapidly as possible or at least better than existing comparable methods.

Clearly if the cost calculations are incorrect MCOST’s deductions for the optimal route is highly likely to be incorrect, and even if it is correct it will not be believed. Calibration of the time and cost equations is the most important aspect of the cost modelling. The most important aspects of the cost modelling are:

**Time calculation** times of processes

**Equipment cost** caused by depreciation and time spent on machine

**Labour Cost** Proportional to time and related to skill level of operator(s)

**Bought in cost** from suppliers, difficult to break down

Thus it can be seen that the biggest issue will be a miscalculation of the process times and because of this, this was the most concentrated on aspect. These equations were imported from the Rolls-Royce VCMS (Vanguard Cost Modelling System) lookup table shown in Figure 1.11, after inverting the values to give a time per unit volume value.

Initial verification was conducted by comparing the times extracted from MCOST for Test Case One: ROC against the SAP manufacturing data for the same part (Table 5.8).
5.11 Performance of the optimisation algorithm

The convergence graphs shown in this section all relate to Test Case One. Some graphs relate to using a RMHC for both the inner and outer optimisation loops. Later simulated annealing was implemented for the inner loop and the effects of this are shown.

5.11.1 Outer loop optimisation convergence graphs - Process set selection

Figure 5.23: The entirety of the RMHC optimisation for centrifugal casting, each red curve is one inner loop

Figure 5.24: A portion of the total RMHC optimisation from objective function evaluation 0 to 45000

These graphs (Figure 5.23, Figure 5.24) show the convergence of the optimiser. Clearly visible are the global, inner loop best values and the current cost evaluation.
One of the biggest issues with optimisation of this complexity of design search space is identification of when or if the global optimum is reached, this is a common issue with optimisers exploring complex design search spaces with high levels of epistasis.
5.11 Performance of the optimisation algorithm

5.11.2 Inner loop convergence graphs - Process sequencing

It is suggested in the literature review, that using simulated annealing in conjunction with an RMHC improves the convergence of the optimisation. The simulated annealing\textsuperscript{4} algorithm has been implemented on the inner loop of the optimisation and the results are shown in Figure 5.25. As can be seen from the figure, simulated annealing can drift away from the optimum as improvement becomes more difficult in the later stages so a return-to-best algorithm called Elite Tracking (ET) was implemented and its effect is shown in Figure 5.26. If the algorithm detects a cost increase between current cost and elite cost of more than three\textsuperscript{5} times current 'temperature', it returns to the elite value for further improvement. In tabular form the results for with and without ET are shown in Table 5.27 assuming all else remaining equal apart from the random number generation for inner loop mutation. The marginal benefit of implementing elite tracking is around one percent, which could make a substantial difference to a manufacturers profitability all else remaining equal.

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{4}It should be noted that a pure RMHC is a specific case of SA (i.e. where the ambient temperature is zero).
\textsuperscript{5}This value can be explored to find an optimal value or on what the optimal value depends for the most rapid convergence.
\end{footnotesize}
Figure 5.25: One inner optimisation loop with SA

Figure 5.26: One inner optimisation loop with SA and ET
5.11 Performance of the optimisation algorithm

Figure 5.27: A tabular comparison of the same manufacturing processes optimised with or without elite tracking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inner loop start value (i.e. repair only)</th>
<th>Result of Inner Loop optimisation</th>
<th>Improvement by using elite tracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With Elite Tracking</td>
<td>Without Elite Tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£7,756</td>
<td>£6,829</td>
<td>£7,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£7,916</td>
<td>£7,227</td>
<td>£7,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£8,510</td>
<td>£7,694</td>
<td>£7,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£8,446</td>
<td>£7,516</td>
<td>£7,573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£8,518</td>
<td>£7,510</td>
<td>£7,706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£8,676</td>
<td>£7,734</td>
<td>£7,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£8,924</td>
<td>£7,933</td>
<td>£6,056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£10,836</td>
<td>£10,341</td>
<td>£10,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£11,256</td>
<td>£10,524</td>
<td>£10,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£11,256</td>
<td>£10,577</td>
<td>£10,621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£10,485</td>
<td>£9,856</td>
<td>£9,871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£10,524</td>
<td>£9,934</td>
<td>£9,983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£10,640</td>
<td>£9,979</td>
<td>£10,119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average improvement 0.98%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inner loop start value (i.e. repair only)</th>
<th>Result of Inner Loop optimisation</th>
<th>Improvement by using elite tracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With Elite Tracking</td>
<td>Without Elite Tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£5,144</td>
<td>£5,758</td>
<td>£5,803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£5,975</td>
<td>£5,545</td>
<td>£5,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£5,975</td>
<td>£5,521</td>
<td>£5,577</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average improvement 0.89%
5.12 Results

It is clear that given the type of optimiser used, assuming more than one possible permutation of the objective function, an infinite number of iterations (in both the inner and outer loops) is necessary to guarantee that the global solution will be found. However if the solution is desired in less than infinite time then an answer which is likely to be the global optimum, or is at least good enough, depending on the size of the design search space, must be accepted. It should be mentioned that only for test case zero was convergence actually reached.

Given this optimisation problem's type as a discrete rather than continuous optimisation problem, its quality can be determined by the frequency with which it can achieve the global optimum, if known, or how skewed the distribution of final results is. For example if the final result of exactly £8559 is achieved on 100 independent optimisation runs then it can reasonably be assumed that either that value is the global optimum.

If the optimisation is run with insufficient iterations to consistently find the optimal solution then a skewed normal distribution of final results (best result from the objective function) to be achieved, truncated at the global optimum.

Where iteration count is specified, it refers to the number of objective function evaluations (i.e. $G_0 \cdot G_1$ except in exceptional test cases with only small numbers of options). In these special cases, when the mutation operator fails to construct unique solutions repeatedly, it will assume no more unique solutions exist and moves to the next loop.

5.12.1 Test Case Zero

![Test Case Zero: Simplified Rear Outer Casing (ROC)](image)

The total optimisation MCOST described in this section is run multiple times with different (random) start points. Testing was conducted using differing numbers of generations of the optimiser to show improved convergence to the global optimum if more generations are allowed. By simplifying the geometry the feature set, G&T data and precedence list was contrived such that the global optimum was known to be £8559.

Each of the results generated by MCOST consists of the total cost of the manufacturing
route, and a list of manufacturing operations with a complete cost breakdown for each operation, only the total cost is plotted in this graph (i.e., the lowest cost solution to the objective function). If large numbers of optimisations are conducted it is expected that a skewed normal distribution decay curve, truncated at the global optimum, will be shown if all end results are plotted as a histogram as in Figure 5.29. Clearly at higher iteration counts such as 10000 it is likely that all optimisation runs would find the global optimum of £8559.

Figure 5.29 shows the improvement towards more probability of finding the global optimum as the generation count is increased. If insufficient generations are used, the truncation at the global optimum becomes less evident, as is shown for the test case one results in Figure 5.31.

![Figure 5.29: The spread of optimisation results varying with allowed generation count (Stock Machining only)](image)

Figure 5.29: The spread of optimisation results varying with allowed generation count (Stock Machining only)
5.12.2 Test Case One

A set of results for test case one is shown below. Three manufacturing strategies have so far been modelled. For this test case ring roll forging, centrifugal casting and machined from stock are shown.

The main output is a list of results from the optimisation (Table 5.4), each of these results contains a method of manufacture with a complete breakdown in costs, operation by operation, an abridged version is shown in figure 5.32 and a breakdown of time spent on machines for calibration with SAP data (Table 5.5). Table 5.4 can also be represented as a graph, as previously discussed in Section 5.12.1. Because insufficient time was allowed for convergence of the results the truncation of the Gaussian distribution (at the global optimum) is not evident. We can however, see that on average Roll Forging has the lowest cost, followed by machined from stock and finally casting is the most expensive production method for this component as specified.

![Figure 5.30: Test Case One: Trent 900 Rear Outer Casing (ROC)](image)

Figure 5.30: Test Case One: Trent 900 Rear Outer Casing (ROC)

![Figure 5.31: Test Case One Results: A graph showing the end result of 16 optimisation runs for each manufacturing strategy, raw data shown in Table 5.4](image)

Figure 5.31: Test Case One Results: A graph showing the end result of 16 optimisation runs for each manufacturing strategy, raw data shown in Table 5.4
Table 5.4: Set of cost estimates for test case one for each Manufacturing Strategy (MS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>MS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6574</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>8957</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>9290</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7025</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9138</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>9422</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7319</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9210</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>9428</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7446</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9254</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>9691</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7466</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9574</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>9708</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7524</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9592</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10210</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7585</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9672</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10212</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7617</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9785</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10291</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7685</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9794</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10391</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7791</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9822</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10398</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7834</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9859</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10399</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7945</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9897</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10421</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8410</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9921</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10513</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8413</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>9937</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10664</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8422</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>10118</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>10870</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8689</td>
<td>Ring Roll Forging</td>
<td>10782</td>
<td>Stock Tube</td>
<td>11531</td>
<td>Centrifugal Casting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Time breakdown by machine and TAD of the lowest cost MoM (for Ring Roll Forging) shown in Table 5.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>TAD</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Forging Oven</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic Press</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll Forger</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll Forger</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll Forger</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll Forger</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial-</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Deburring</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Deburring</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Driller</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Driller</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>TAD</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Supplier</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial-</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial-</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial-</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Deburring</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Deburring</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Driller</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Time breakdown by machine and TAD of the lowest cost MoM (for machined from stock) shown in Table 5.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>TAD</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Casting Oven</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>91.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifugal Caster</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifugal Caster</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifugal Caster</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifugal Caster</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>176.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial</td>
<td>9.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>78.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>251.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial</td>
<td>188.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>138.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial</td>
<td>29.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>174.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill/Turn</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>71.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Deburring</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>57.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Deburring</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Driller</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>44.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>75.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Radial-</td>
<td>27.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>16.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Axial+</td>
<td>58.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>Radial+</td>
<td>15.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Time breakdown by machine and TAD of the lowest cost MoM (for Centrifugal Casting) shown in Table 5.4
Figure 5.32: Test case one: Rear Outer Casing, abridged lowest cost partial manufacturing route for centrifugal casting.
5.12 Results

5.12.3 Test Case One - Comparison with Rolls-Royce data

Results show that for test case one, the rear outer casing the delta cost between different manufacturing strategies is small, however the material properties which can be achieved by using ring roll forging are superior and the technology is also legacy, not requiring change from Rolls-Royce or their suppliers. Thus it is unsurprising that the technology is retained and the production route is unchanged in recent history. MCOST has been able to recommend changes on the manufacturing route such as laser drilling of the holes but these equations have not been confirmed as accurate by RR and would also require capital expenditure or further inter factory transport which would negate the gains.

![Figure 5.33: Rolls-Royce record of manufacturing times (for test case one)](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>RR Time</th>
<th>RR Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forging</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Inspection</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milling</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deburring</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Inspection</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amortised Scrap Costs</td>
<td></td>
<td>IP removed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: T900 FBH SAP data, test case one, times combined when operations conducted on the same machine
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>TAD</th>
<th>MCOST time</th>
<th>MCOST time</th>
<th>RR Time</th>
<th>RR Cost</th>
<th>Delta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Forging Oven</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic Press</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll Forger</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll Forger</td>
<td>r-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll Forger</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll Forger</td>
<td>r-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll Forger</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IP removed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lathe</td>
<td>a+</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lathe</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lathe</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lathe</td>
<td>r-</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>-1.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>r-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Deburring</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>r-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>r-</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>r+</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>+4.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9: Comparison of MCOST estimates for machining time (including setup) and Rolls-Royce data (Figure 5.8) for test case one
5.12 Results

5.12.4 Test Case Two

Test case two (Figure 5.34) is usually die forged and machined to the finished shape. Figure 5.35 shows the a range of optimisation results using die forging as a manufacturing strategy while Figure 5.37 shows the machine and TAD breakdown for the lowest cost die forged method. Figures 5.38, 5.39 show an abridged breakdown of the data created by MCOST relating to Figure 5.37.

In addition the contrast between die forging and stock machining was explored. As can be seen, the best die forging method of manufacture is less costly due to the lower material removal volumes necessary, and lower input mass, although the cost of the input materials is higher. However the optimisation pertaining to stock machining is more consistent due to the smaller design search space it is exploring (there are fewer possible combinations).

The supplied cost for this component was £521 per vane in (2014). compared to MCOST’s best prediction of £4212. The reason for the huge inaccuracy is that FoSCo 3d cannot currently represent (near) net shape manufacture (and indeed there is no point in it being able to do so). For this component therefore both the predicted forging cost is too high and the machining cost is also too high. On the aerodynamic surfaces only a polish is required, not milling operations as predicted by MCOST due to the incorrect FoSCo prediction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitness</th>
<th>Minimum Cost</th>
<th>Form Method</th>
<th>Relevant DS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4212</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4357</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4264</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4609</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4710</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4777</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4894</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5034</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.35: Test Case Two: Range of optimisation results, all for Die Forging
Figure 5.36: Test Case Two: Range of optimisation results including Die Forging and Stock Machining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitness</th>
<th>Minimum Cost</th>
<th>Form Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4227</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4373</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4638</td>
<td>Stock Billet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4737</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4744</td>
<td>Stock Billet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4772</td>
<td>Stock Billet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4808</td>
<td>Stock Billet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4814</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.37: Test Case Two: Optimal MoM from Figure 5.35
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>FeatureType</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>ProcessParent</th>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>TADs</th>
<th>OperationID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESS:0</td>
<td>Condition of Supply - Billet</td>
<td>Oven Heating Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Forging Oven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESS:0</td>
<td>Condition of Supply - Billet</td>
<td>Hydraulic Pressing</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hydraulic Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESS:0</td>
<td>Condition of Supply - Billet</td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Inner:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Die Forging - Slot Group Set</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Front:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Die Forging - Slot Group Set</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Vane Surface:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Die Forging - Slot Group Set</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Bottom:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Die Forging - Slot Group Set</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Back:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Die Forging - Slot Group Set</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Top:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Die Forging - Slot Group Set</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Outer:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Die Forging - Slot Group Set</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Die Forger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Top:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Roughing</td>
<td></td>
<td>Milling</td>
<td>y+</td>
<td>Faces Top:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Top:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Biological Cleaner</td>
<td>y+</td>
<td>Faces Top:0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Top:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Dimensional Inspection</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Robotic Inspection</td>
<td>y+</td>
<td>Faces Top:0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Front:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Roughing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>z-</td>
<td>Faces Front:0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Front:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Finishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>z-</td>
<td>Faces Front:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Back:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Finishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>z-</td>
<td>Faces Back:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Vane Surface:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Finishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>y-</td>
<td>Lower Vane Surface:0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Inner:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Finishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>x+</td>
<td>Faces Inner:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Inner:0</td>
<td>Tapered Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Finishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>x+</td>
<td>Slots Inner:0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Inner:0</td>
<td>Tapered Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Slot Group Set Polishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>y+</td>
<td>Slots Inner:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Bottom:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Finishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>y-</td>
<td>Faces Bottom:0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Vane Surface:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Slot Group Set Polishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>y-</td>
<td>Lower Vane Surface:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Outer:0</td>
<td>Tapered Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Finishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>x-</td>
<td>Slots Outer:0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots Outer:0</td>
<td>Tapered Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Slot Group Set Polishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>x-</td>
<td>Slots Outer:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Outer:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Roughing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>x-</td>
<td>Faces Outer:0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Outer:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Finishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>x-</td>
<td>Faces Outer:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Vane Surface:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Milling Slot Group Set Roughing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>y+</td>
<td>Upper Vane Surface:0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Bottom:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Slot Group Set Polishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>y-</td>
<td>Faces Bottom:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Vane Surface:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Slot Group Set Polishing</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mill/Drill</td>
<td>y+</td>
<td>Upper Vane Surface:0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces Inner:0</td>
<td>Slot Group Set</td>
<td>Biological Clean</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Biological Cleaner</td>
<td>x+</td>
<td>Faces Inner:0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.38: Test Case Two: Abridged optimal MoM from Figure 5.37 (Columns 1-7)
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</table>
5.12.5 Minor Test Cases

MCOST was run on the minor test cases shown in Tables 1.4, 1.5 to demonstrate its flexibility. It did not fail to give a response but was unable to accurately cost these parts. This was due to the fact that the manufacturing equations used were based on Rolls-Royce’s experience of manufacturing large components. Smaller, more commoditised components such as these minor test cases would be procured from suppliers who would have more experience in manufacturing smaller components and would be more experienced with optimal order quantities to minimise the cost of setup per component. This is an aspect of batch production and the suggestion to consider its inclusion is made in the conclusions.
6 Conclusions

The previous sections in this thesis deal with:

**Background Information** A review of academic literature and the current state of commercial technology, the source data obtained from the industrial sponsor used in this research.

**Methodology** Sections on the methodology and toolset created as a whole, then separate sections for the tool which creates the precursor shape estimate, and the tool for manufacturing optimisation.

6.1 Review of aims and objectives

The question to be investigated was:

*Conducting manufacturing process selection prior to manufacturing sequencing in CAPP can lead to suboptimisation. Dynamic process selection, conducted within an optimisation will improve this, and thus allow superior decision making by component designers and manufacturing experts.*

It became apparent through the course of the research, that the optimal manufacturing processes depended to a significant extent on the precursor shape. Larger precursor shapes (such as those created by roll forging of high temperature materials) create a tendency to use processes with less smooth finishes and inferior accuracy, such as VIPER (Very Impressive Performance Extreme Removal) grinding, but faster material removal rates. These may then require more precise finishing operations with improved surface finish.

The choice of manufacturing processes was a completely different type of question than the shape which would be generated by the precursor technology. Thus the research was divided into two sections, and two distinct, though complementary, tools were created: the Forming Shape Creator (FoSCo), and the Manufacturing Choice Optimisation and Sequencing Tool (MCOST). The purpose of FoSCo was to deduce potential precursor shapes. MCOST was developed to choose the manufacturing operations and their sequence.

The tasks required to satisfy the objective were covered by the two tools.

**Task 1** To deduce the shape created using additive or forming processes (by which it is meant casting, forging processes).

FoSCo Section [4]

**Task 2** To determine what possible manufacturing processes can be used to make the remaining features (i.e. any not already created by the additive or forming process.
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MCOST Section Y. Implicit within the FMP, Predecessors and Successors
DataTables. Graphically shown in Section 5.8.1

**Task 3** To derive which possible manufacturing processes should be used to make the remaining features.

Determined by the MCOST outer loop optimiser, this is a random mutation hill climber which simply mutates the numbers in a matrix which determines the path followed through the predecessor’s and successor’s tree illustrated in Figures 5.9, 5.10 building on and expanding on the work of Zhou et al. (2007). This is explained in far more detail in Section 5.8.

**Task 4** To deduce the optimal order in which these processes should be conducted.

Drawing on the work of many authors presented in Section 2.2 A random mutation hill climber augmented with simulated annealing and customised mutation functions is used to optimise the process sequence, Section 5.9

**Task 5** To make any remaining decisions such as machine, tooling used and access direction DTMS (Section 5.9.10) is used.

It relies on an exhaustive evaluation of all possibilities for a future operations within the cost modelling stage of the inner loop of optimisation, to iteratively calculate the optimal decisions (machine choice and TAD) for a given operation, taking into account setup cost, transport and operation cost.

Clearly tasks three, four and five which require optimiser made decisions all rely on the cost model generation and evaluation, in order to make their decision. Cost model construction and evaluation is shown in Section 5.9.11.

This thesis proves that automated deduction of the cost-optimal manufacturing process is possible and practical using dynamic process selection, thus avoiding the suboptimisation present in existing methodologies.

It allows design engineers access to the effect on cost, of their decisions or changes. It can deduce sensible manufacturing routes when compared with expert knowledge, can respond appropriately to changes in geometry and tolerance data and achieve reasonable accuracy in cost modelling given its limited calibration data.

The following section details the specific conclusions and further work for FoSCo and MCOST separately.

**6.2 FoSCo**

It is known that the choice of manufacturing processes, and the time taken by these operations, depended in large part on the shape of the material which is created initially, for example by casting, forging, as supplied in the form of stock etc. Clearly the closer to
the finished part geometry the initial shape is created, the less time must be spent removing extraneous material. Sometimes the shape is limited by the capabilities of the shaping process, or the economics of it, whilst sometimes it is constrained by other factors, such as the ability to check for defects using X-ray or ultrasonic technology. In any case, it is necessary to predict the form that this shape could take to estimate an accurate unit cost, and to determine which of these processes, e.g. casting, forging etc. to use, where more than one is feasible. An example of the shape generated for test case two is shown in Figure 6.1.

![Figure 6.1: Diagram of the 2d imported point ring plus automatically created reference dimensions](image)

FoSCo was the tool designed to predict the shape generated by the primary shaping process. It was identified earlier, in Section 2.4, that there are pre-existing methodologies which can predict this shape but they are limited in aforementioned ways, Section 2.4. To summarise however, methods consist of rules based methods, face and edge offset and other geometric methods, detailed in Section 4.6. Full rule based methods will be more accurate if correctly coded. However past research detailed in Section 2.4 shows extensive effort must be invested to create rule sets, and the rule sets created are not generic across components or manufacturing strategies. That is to say, if a rule based black forging shape generator for a disk is created, it may not be applicable for a blisk (bladed disk), or a bling (bladed ring), certainly not for a casing. This component specificity reduces the value for components which are not high value, or sufficiently generic, as it reduces the number of components the cost of rule finding and coding can be amortised over.

The objective of FoSCo was thus to provide a simple, effective and consistent method, with which to construct an estimation of the shape created by the potential primary shaping processes; a paramount determinant of the amount of material requiring removal. The primary shaping process is the process which creates a precursor shape, potential processes include: casting, forming and moulding processes.
It is appreciated that this methodology will rarely be as accurate as a full rules based approach, however its simplicity and thus maintainability is key to successful use. It is not designed as an exact tool to calculate the shape of a black forging, cast or moulded shape, but to provide a reasonable idea of the volumes to be removed for a cost estimate, in this it is successful.

FoSCo with co-efficients configured for ring roll forgings has been shown to be applicable, with modification to encompass a solid centre, to die forgings for blisks and disks.

Where the primary shaping process does not require significant aspects of vertex or edge smoothing, offset methods can be used instead. FoSCo should therefore be considered a modular program where the chosen module for modelling could be varied, according to the desired accuracy and the primary shaping process to be explored.

FoSCo was developed for primary shaping processes which result in smoothed surfaces, and this methodology in particular does not require extensive configuration of a rules base for new primary shaping processes, or the same ones applied to different components. In addition, the three dimensional version is simply an expansion of the two dimensional version, allowing the maintenance of similar rather than dissimilar models.

It has been found that from discussions with the industrial sponsor, and some testing with data made available by them, that the shapes FoSCo2d produces are reasonable estimations of the forged shape. Validation checks of FoSCo against the rules-based approach ACE (a proprietary software tool), created and used by the industrial sponsor showed an underestimate (by FoSCo) of forging volume by 8%. However it should be appreciated that this was using the co-efficients estimated for use of ring roll forging, and not the die forging process for blisks. Furthermore FoSCo’s assumptions were a 6mm black forging stand off, whereas ACE is programmed with a 4mm COS stand off + 4mm black forging stand off distance. Ergo it can be stated that FoSCo is a reasonable estimate of shape, even without significant calibration and thus time expended in generation of rules.

6.3 MCOST

The objective of MCOST was to deduce the least costly method of manufacture for a component, given its geometric and tolerance information, and potential precursor shapes for different forming methods. In this it is successful. The major contribution made is towards the use of a random mutation hill climber with simulated annealing, to solve the combinatorial optimisation problem of process planning and sequencing, to obtain a cost optimised method of manufacture from appropriately parameterised CAD geometry. To date, most research has focussed only on the operation sequencing problem, little research has been published on the construction of the set of manufacturing processes. No other research has investigated genetic optimisation to construct the route, sequence it, and combine with cost modelling and scrap/rework calculations.
The reason this was required is because the optimal manufacturing route for a component is an amalgamation of the manufacturing route for each feature. However, the optimal manufacturing route for a feature depends not only on characteristics of the feature, but external factors, as proved in Section \(5.4\). These include characteristics of the component as a whole, but also characteristics of other features, and finally the placement of the manufacturing operation within the chain of operations. This last influence is the hardest to encompass, but necessary for the global optimum to be found. This research provides a method for allowing the holistic view required to find the least costly manufacturing route automatically and consistently, without dependency on the experience of the operator.

The creation and sequencing of the manufacturing has required, in order of use within the developed methodology:

1. The construction of a manufacturing route creator algorithm, which identifies which manufacturing process to use, using unweighted backward and forward propagation. This stage of analysis also uses multivariant normal distributions for process variability, to calculate the scrap and rework probabilities. It is accepted that this is an approximation, as previously stated this could be replaced by more advanced methodologies developed by, among others, Dodd et al. (2015).

2. The creation of an optimisation tool:
   
   (a) for choosing (Figure 6.2) the processes to be used.
   
   (b) and sequencing (Figure 6.3) the operations.

3. A deterministic methodology (DTMS) to choose the machine and tool access direction for each operation. DTMS can be easily expanded to cover other choices such as tooling, fixturing or choice of coolant etc. Its only limitation is the amount of computational resource available. Clearly the more choices introduced, and/or the more forward looking it is made, the more evaluation time is necessary.

4. A cost modelling methodology adapted from various papers detailed in the literature survey, but showing its industrial connections with its ability to be modified without access to source code. It is the authors opinion that a hard coded solution, to cost modelling, would be superior in speed and flexibility, however it would be impractical in some industrial organisations which have more limited agility than universities and small companies. A solution such as developed commercially by aPriori (a software company located in Concord, Massachusetts, USA), using code presumed to be compiled on run time would be equally good and could have been achieved through the use of python, however time was too limited to develop this at the time of the author’s realisation.

The reasoning behind the multi-loop method of optimisation is to reduce the number of design variables which are considered at any one time, and the division between
Figure 6.2: The entirety of the RMHC optimisation for test case one centrifugal casting, each red curve is one inner loop of the optimisation.

Figure 6.3: One inner loop optimisation, with simulated annealing and elite tracking.
manufacturing process choice and sequence is a natural separation point. It would be undesirable to eliminate good manufacturing process sets, simply because an inferior order is applied to them. The methodology applied gives all manufacturing process sets an equal number of iterations to prove their superiority.

For the selection of manufacturing operations, the use of weighted neural nets was considered but felt undesirable because of the conditionality that results from exactly where the process will be in the sequence of operations. In addition this approach would require a set of training data to establish probabilities, thus detracting from the usability of the system.

For the selection of machines and the choice of TAD, the original version used random number selection to choose. However the developed DTMS methodology was found to produce superior results in a given number of iterations.

This research demonstrates that a system which is capable of both constructing and cost modelling a manufacturing route is feasible. The construction does not need to be rules based, which causes maintainability issues to keep it up to date, and is also unnecessarily limiting. The system constructed is not limited, as many previous systems are, in considering pre-coded manufacturing routes, nor does it require coding experts to update the manufacturing database.

The major advantage of this methodology over previous methodologies, is that it will change the manufacturing process for a specific elemental feature in response to changes of multiple attributes of the component. This is what has been termed dynamic process selection.

In test case one the global optimum may have been found, but this is unlikely as no results were repeated even on 12hr optimisation runs. It should therefore be accepted that, until research is available to the contrary, components of a level of complexity equivalent to test case two cannot be reliably optimised in a reasonable time, without recourse to high performance computing if the size of the design space is not reduced. Despite its lack of convergence however, the results shown in Figure 6.4 clearly show that ring roll forging is the least costly method of manufacture for this component. Therefore design for manufacture activities should focus on how to best design for a ring roll forging. In further optimisations other forming processes can be eliminated, allowing more time and computational expense to be brought to bear on ring roll forging to further improve the manufacturing route.

6.4 Future Work FoSCo

For the two dimensional version, a method of automatically creating the convergence line, or better a polygon, would be beneficial. More testing is required to establish the
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Figure 6.4: Test Case One Results: A graph showing the end result of 16 optimisation runs for each manufacturing strategy.

boundaries of its capabilities, in terms of the shapes and forming processes for which it is sufficiently accurate. Automatic detection of where non-hollow shapes are required, and the automatic creation of fixed points (Section 4.4.10) would be beneficial as well.

At present the convergence line is manually created and defined simply as a sequence of co-ordinate points, which are converted into a continuous line, it could be easily created and defined in a CAD package, although this was not done, which would allow it to move automatically with modifications to the basic outline if appropriately constrained. However, future work could focus on automatic creation of the convergence line as well. One possibility could be the use of cubic splines or similar, the line need not be straight, and attempting to maximise distance from the closest \( n \) points perhaps.

Future work for FoSCo mostly applies to the three-dimensional version, implementing the changes that were, and could be, made to the two-dimensional version such as: moving the smoothing algorithm to the final stages, convergence to a line, polygon, or (3d only) polyhedron, fixed points. Finally, consideration of the smoothing effect between the different circles which comprise the surface, this was clearly not an issue in two dimensional space, but becomes relevant for the 3d version. Implementation of a polygon or polyhedron convergence line would be essential for near net shape manufacturing processes, since as can be seen in Figure 6.5 the methodology does not converge to an accurate casting representation. This results in MCOST overestimating the times and manufacturing operations required and is the cause of the incorrect result in Section 5.12.4.

Given that at there are an infinite range of forming shapes which could be produced, there will be many sensible ones worthy of consideration. Even if only forging is considered there are a range of shapes with differing curvatures around various features, where the optimal forging shape may not be the minimum achievable. This depends on the interplay of: additional forging time (to achieve more complex shapes), material cost, offcut value (from...
machining), machining time, and cost. Thus in theory it would be best if the shape generated by FoSCo were to be part of the optimisation loop, given an appropriate parameterisation. This is thought too computationally expensive to achieve at the current time, but may be a consideration for future work. It would also require detailed and accurate models for forging, casting and other forming methods.

Because of the way the convergence point is found, there is the potential for shading issues in near net shape forming processes. One possible solution is to allow non equal spacing of the points on the convergence line in the same manner as adaptive grid control in CFD analysis. However for near net shape processes it may also be beneficial to use a dedicated tool and import (as in Section 4.4.11) the results of the shape to be generated in a similar manner to FoSCo simply from a point cloud/ring.

6.5 Future Work MCOST

A key area for research is to allow the machining of certain elemental features to affect others, their dimensions, and/or the tool access directions. This is because after certain features are machined, a new access direction may be accessible due to the removal of material which was previously an obstruction. Given that in certain cases the access direction of a material removal tool will affect the maximum material removal rate, allowing different access directions may materially reduce the time of the operation thus reducing the costs. There is the functionality in the method to modify tool access directions for features, but the design to elemental feature conversion needs to take advantage of this capability. This is considered a feature recognition type opportunity for improvement, and was thus left out of scope at this stage. In addition to this subtractive effect there could also be the opposite effect, where an additive process increases access difficulties. In this case, if possible, it would be beneficial if the optimiser recognised this, and ensured that the additive process was conducted after the subtractive.

The calculation used for the probability of scrap/rework created (Section 5.8.2) needs improvement. It is assumed that the probability of scrap/rework is dependent only on the tolerances assigned to the feature and the variability of the process set. There is no
allowance for the number of elements (for example holes), or size of the feature (e.g. the machined area). This is clearly inaccurate since if the probability of successfully drilling a hole to within a specified tolerance is 99.9%, then the probability of accurately drilling 100 of them correctly is 90.47%, i.e. a scrap rate of 9.53%.

Further work could also be to combine with a factory model, either static or dynamic, which would enable consideration of the dynamic aspects of cost (for example machine/labour utilisation). This could be incorporated into the optimisation loop, or only executed on the 10 (or more) best results. Dynamic modelling inside the MCOST optimisation would be impractical because of the time taken. Currently MCOST can give a cost for a particular operation sequence within approximately 100 μs (on the test configuration computer). A dynamic simulation would take seconds to stabilise (on a similar specification machine) and give reasonable results. Furthermore the current methodology works for the insertion of a single new component into the supply network (which is assumed to have infinite capacity, and cost rates are unaffected by the new component). Dynamic simulation, on the other hand, should consider all new components to be produced, introducing multiple more dimensions to the optimisation problem. In addition there may be an opportunity to modify the manufacturing routes for all existing components, for example, if a new component introduced the requirement a new machine or process, other components could benefit. A factory model was constructed early in the research, but was not progressed to allow focus on the areas presented.

DTMS (the selection of machines and TADs) could also be improved, either by extending the number of future operations considered, or by considering more than just machine and TAD choices. Fixturing or different options on feed rates, for example, could also be considered. In addition, machine calibration time factors could be applied during DTMS outside of the feature based time calculation (Section 5.9.7).

Application of the repair algorithm (forming grouping and constraint based rearrangement) after each iteration of the route sequencing algorithm, followed by the check to see if a sequence has already been evaluated, may result in less time spent converging to target cost. It certainly results in fewer objective function evaluations, but possibly not less time due to computational time of repair. It remains to be investigated whether the repair function is beneficial or deleterious to computational time, but it would clearly become more beneficial if the cost model were to encompass more functionality. This functionality would be intended to increase accuracy and/or flexibility, and could be as outlined above with DTMS expansion, or extension of cost modelling equations.

There is currently no value assigned to scrapped components, which for a titanium or other valuable material may be substantial, reducing the impact of an operation creating non-conforming components. This research also assumes that a single stage of rework creates a conforming feature, that is to say no further rework or additional scrap is created by the rework operation. Clearly this is an approximation and the incorporation of work
by Dodd (2015) would improve accuracy. Waste material created by machining processes may well also have value, and again this is currently ignored in the cost equations constructed, however this is not an intrinsic failure of this methodology, it is simply that data has not been found and populated.

The use of ontological based approaches such as by Zhang et al. (2014) could allow more complex, and useful choice of machine and tool, but potentially at the expense of computational time or usability. Considerations of industrial application at the time of research eliminated this approach at the time. Similarly the use of interpreted or compiled at run-time software languages could allow more complex cost calculations, such as exemplified by the commercial program aPriori (Section 3.2). In the chosen language this is possible but it is not simple or fast.

Finally Musharavati/Hamouda (2015) showed a method of resolving the recombination problem of variable length chromosomes, this could be applied to resolving the recombination difficulties which prevented use of a genetic algorithm in this research, specifically within the outer loop of the optimisation.

### 6.5.1 Cost modelling

References to other features inside the cost modelling equations would be useful. For example if the component requires surface treatment (perhaps for wear or heat resistance), holes may require masking. This may require the data from multiple features, and it’s possible that feature recognition is essential for this. Equally if a set of holes is to be drilled at a low angle of incidence it may be beneficial, if possible, to drill them earlier before the angled face is created; resulting in a deeper hole but benefitting from the higher angle of incidence.

aPriori has far more flexible/powerful cost modelling capability, allowing complete freedom of programming of equations and compiles on run-time. This type of approach allows time and cost equations more complex than the standard equation format used in this research. aPriori however is limited by its inability to cope with non geometric inputs, such as operating temperature. For example, the component requires a surface coating if $T > x$. It can also not cope with operation sequencing adequately, and thus cannot manage compound scrap effects.

### 6.5.2 Batch production

Batch production can be used on parts significantly smaller than machines to amortise setup costs and reduce wastage. It is thus essential to consider for small parts where otherwise the setup costs would unduly distort the total cost. This was discovered as the cause of major inaccuracies in cost for the 20 additional test cases. It is thought that the
most accurate method to amortise the costs would be a three dimensional layout planner, to calculate the maximum number of parts which can be batched. An easier, and therefore faster method, would be for machines to have a volume or area associated with them, the part would need the corresponding dimension, which could then be used to calculate batch sizes. Accuracy could be compromised if the methodology did not take into account the changing dimensions throughout the design process, but this is not insurmountable and would be trivial in some cases.

6.5.3 Assemblies

The assembly process was considered for incorporation in this thesis, and cost/time equations for the Electron Beam Welding process were obtained. It is thought that the cost of an assembly could be modelled by taking previously derived costs for the component parts, which may be assemblies themselves, and calculating the costs of joining them. The costs of joining could be calculated by MCOST in the same way as the operation costs are derived, by specifying the parameters of the joining feature and access directions, and letting MCOST determine the process set (including preparation, clean up, and inspection operation if necessary) and calculate the costs of each operation in the way described in Section 5.9.7.

6.6 Future work Component Family Definition

At present, creation of a new component family - which results from a change in the type of features on a component, is a manual process. An appropriately parameterised (i.e. parameterised to allow the flexibility required of it by the designers/design system) CAD model must be constructed and linked to the Component Interface Spreadsheet (CIS) (Section 7.3). However, the reason for illustrating the design feature automation work in Section 1.7.2 was to highlight the fact that an automatically inserted library feature could populate an additional line/lines in the CIS.

The CIS could also potentially become a database, or part of a database, which would enable more flexibility. This would be recommended, but would need to be carefully thought out through the use of structures, dictionaries etc., so as not to impact execution speed of the cost model.

6.7 Concluding remarks

In the author’s view, the ultimate objective of design optimisation research is to achieve full computational value based design optimisation of a component/assembly. This type of value based approach requires information including, but not limited to, potential design
options, and for each of these: original manufacturing cost and replacement cost for scheduled and unscheduled repairs, in addition to the disruption cost of repairs. A model of value to the customer is also required, which takes account of factors such as take off thrust, specific fuel consumption, lifetime and others.

The deduction of manufacturing cost depends on knowledge of the optimum manufacturing routes, and hence an approach such as outlined in this research is a necessary pre-requisite.

It has been shown that in order to deduce the optimal manufacturing route for a component, from a cost perspective, it is necessary to consider a holistic view of the method of manufacture, including detailed knowledge of the forming process. This research provides this holistic view computationally and automatically, although, as highlighted in the future work section, there are many improvements which can be made.
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7 Appendix: MCOST and FoSCo additional information

7.1 Extracting dimensional data from NX: test case one example

All of the dimensions in the NX model which are required by MCOST must be named appropriately (appropriately meaning matching the names in the CIS Figure 7.3b) as shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Exporting named NX dimensions from Test Case One
7.2 NX Output example test case one

An extract of the output from NX (encoded in NX open - the NX API) is shown in Figure 7.2.

```text
Expressions
Identifier|Expression|ComputedValue
---|---|---
NumberOfElastorVaneBoses|51|51
BossHolesCBI|4|4
AngleOfMasterBoltHole|180|NumberOfBoltDowelHoles|1.42857142857143
NumberOfFads|10|10
BDHolesDiameter|8|8
NumberOfBoltDowelHoles|72|16
BossHolesCBI|2|2
BDHolesCBI|0.5|0.5
BDHolesCBI|10|10
FadAngularLength|7|7
Dimensions
Name|UniqueIdentifier|ComputedSize|MainTextLine|DualTextLine|ToleranceType|LowerTolerance|UpperTolerance
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
HorizontalDimension|46875|15|p530=15,0|No secondary text lines|None|
--- Removed lines here ---
HorizontalDimension|46893|2|p541=2,0|No secondary text lines|None|
WIDTHSLOTOUTER5|VerticalDimension|35335|10|p542=10,0|No secondary text lines|None|
WIDTHSLOTOUTER4|VerticalDimension|35346|8.579|p=8,6|No secondary text lines|None|
WIDTHSLOTOUTER3|VerticalDimension|35347|30|p544=30,0|No secondary text lines|None|
WIDTHSLOTOUTER2|VerticalDimension|35348|30|p545=30,0|No secondary text lines|None|
WIDTHSLOTOUTER1|VerticalDimension|35349|30|p546=30,0|No secondary text lines|None|
WIDTHSLOTINNER2|VerticalDimension|35348|30|p548=30,0|No secondary text lines|None|
WIDTHSLOTINNER1|VerticalDimension|35349|30|p549=30,0|No secondary text lines|None|
WIDTHSLOTINNER4|VerticalDimension|35343|15|p550=15,0|No secondary text lines|None|
PerpendicularDimension|47232|3.5|p=3.5|No secondary text lines|None|
PerpendicularDimension|35391|3.5|p554=3.5|No secondary text lines|None|
PerpendicularDimension|35369|130|p=130|No secondary text lines|None|
WIDTHSLOTINNER2|VerticalDimension|35332|130|p=130|No secondary text lines|None|
SLOTINNERRADIAL|HorizontalDimension|46923|535|535|No secondary text lines|None|
SLOTINNERRADIAL|HorizontalDimension|46925|520|520|No secondary text lines|None|
```

Figure 7.2: The export of the named dimensions from NX - this data can be read into the component interface spreadsheet.
7.3 Component Interface Spreadsheet (Test case one)

The component interface spreadsheet is the key part of the connection between NX and MCOST. It is comprised of multiple sheets, some related to the design features and general information about the component, which are pre-populated or populated during design of the component family. Other sheets are representations of the elemental features, they are populated by MCOST, and only used for debugging or informative purposes. There are VBA macros in the spreadsheet, which allow the import and synthesis of data contained in the Dimensions file (Figure 7.2).

- General information regarding the part is shown in Figure 7.3a.
- Design feature dimensions and tolerances are stored in the sheet shown in Figure 7.3b.
- Design feature precedences are shown populated in Figure 7.3c.
### (a) Component data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Name</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rear Outer Casing</td>
<td>0.00138</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.3E-06</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other Factors**
- Machinability Number: 15
- Material Specific Cost: 47.9
- Material Density: 4.5E-06 kg/m³

### (b) Design Features

### (c) Design Features Precedences

Figure 7.3: The component interface spreadsheet for test case one
7.4 Finding the convergence point

Figure 7.4 shows what will occur when the combination of FMP line mesh spacing, the cone within which FMPs can be considered, and the distance from the FMP to the FSPs interact to disqualify any FMP from the distance calculations and therefore the force calculations. The easiest solution is a finer mesh on the FMP lines.

Figure 7.4: An insufficient number of FMPPs
7.5 Secondary convergence of FoSCo

The secondary convergence of FoSCo relies on a force balance, the four graphs below show (at two different scales) the force balance when the FSP is in two different positions (but the same theta value).
7.5 Secondary convergence of FoSCo

Figure 7.5: When FSP is at (8,8)
Figure 7.6: When FSP is at (7,7)
8 Appendix: FoSCo patent submission

This methodology, to be executed in a computer or similar device, is submitted for patent in the USA and the EU.

EU patent number 16180366.3 - 1954

US patent submission reference 5895 LMT

Note that references which are not figure references apply to the labeled items on the figures in this appendix.

8.1 Abstract

Methods of estimating a precursor shape for a part There is disclosed a method of estimating a precursor shape (44, 45) for a part (2) suitable for manufacture via a process selected from a plurality of manufacturing processes. The method includes: generating a convergence line (20) within the confines of a final part shape (1); providing an array (18) of spaced-apart forming shape points (19) around the final part shape (1); converging said points (19) towards the convergence line (20) using a force-energy-balance technique via a movement algorithm; and applying a smoothing algorithm to the converged points (19) to create an estimated precursor shape (44, 45). The algorithms include coefficients specific to a predetermined one of said manufacturing processes. (To be accompanied by Figure 8.15 when published).

8.2 Claims

1. A method of estimating a precursor shape (44, 45) for a part (2) suitable for manufacture via a process selected from a plurality of manufacturing processes, the method including: generating a convergence line (20) within the confines of a final part shape (1); providing an array (18) of spaced-apart forming shape points (19) around the final part shape (1); converging said points (19) towards the convergence line (20) using a force-energy-balance technique via a movement algorithm; and applying a smoothing algorithm to the converged points (19) to create an estimated precursor shape (44, 45), wherein the algorithms include coefficients specific to a predetermined one of said manufacturing processes.

2. A method according to claim 1, further including selecting said predetermined manufacturing process from said plurality of manufacturing processes.

3. A method according to claim 1 or claim 2, further including defining said final part shape (1) prior to generation of the convergence line (20).
4. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein generation of the convergence line (20) is performed manually.

5. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein generation of the convergence line (20) is performed automatically.

6. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the ends (22, 24) of said convergence line (20) are proximate, but spaced inwardly of the final part shape (1).

7. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein said provision of said array of points (19) is one of: automated; manual; and partially automated.

8. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein each of said forming shape points (19) is assigned a respective angular value (θ) between 0° and 360°.

9. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the angular value (θ) of each forming shape point (19) remains constant throughout said convergence and smoothing steps.

10. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein said final part shape (1) and said convergence line (20) are provided within a Cartesian coordinate system (16), such that the origin of said coordinate system falls within the final part shape (1).

11. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein at least some of said forming shape points (19) are moved relative to respective convergence points (24) during said convergence and smoothing, said convergence points (24) being located at discrete positions along said convergence line (24).

12. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein some of said forming shape points (19) are moved relative to the same, shared, convergence point (24), and wherein said shared convergence point (24) is coincident with an end (22, 23) of the convergence line (20).

13. A method according to claim 11 or claim 12, as dependent upon claim 8, wherein the convergence point (24), relative to which each forming shape point (19) is moved during convergence and smoothing, is determined solely in dependence on the angular value (θ) assigned to the respective forming shape point (19).

14. A method according to any preceding claim, further including application of an adaptive grid spacing to maintain said forming shape points (19) in approximately equi-spaced relation to one another during said convergence and smoothing.

15. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein convergence of said forming shape points (19) involves a primary convergence stage followed by a secondary convergence stage, wherein said primary convergence stage is performed independently of whichever one of said manufacturing processes is selected for manufacture of said part (2), and wherein
said secondary convergence stage involves application of said movement algorithm.

16. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein said movement algorithm includes a plurality of said coefficients (k1, k2, k3).

17. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein said smoothing algorithm includes a single said coefficient (k4).

18. A method according to any preceding claim, further including the creation of said final part shape (1) in a CAD package.

19. A method according to claim 18, further including the creation of said convergence line (20) in said CAD package.

20. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the method is implemented on a computer.

21. An apparatus (47) comprising a processor (52) configured to perform the method of any one of claims 1 to 19.

22. A computer program (54) which, when read by a computer (47), causes performance of the method according to any one of claims 1 to 19.

23. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium (53) comprising computer readable instructions (54) which, when read by a computer (47), cause performance of the method according to any one of claims 1 to 19.

24. A method of estimating a precursor shape substantially as herein described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

25. An apparatus substantially as herein described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

26. A computer program substantially as herein described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

27. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium substantially as herein described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
8.3 Figures

Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of the final two-dimensional shape of an exemplary part

Figure 8.2: Flow diagram representing the overall architecture of the method
Figure 8.3: Linear mesh of the final part shape illustrated in figure 8.1

Figure 8.4: Schematic illustration showing a convergence line and starting positions of points (small radius at start)
Figure 8.5: Schematic illustration showing the forming shape points at an intermediate position during convergence

Figure 8.6: Enlarged view of the region VI denoted in figure 8.5
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Figure 8.7: Schematic illustration showing principles involved in determining the convergence point

Figure 8.8: Enlarged view of the region VIII denoted in figure 8.7
Figure 8.9: Flow diagram representing an iterative primary convergence process (optional)

Figure 8.10: Schematic illustration showing principles involved in determining a distance to FMPP
Figure 8.11: Schematic illustration, in enlarged view (secondary convergence)

Figure 8.12: Flow diagram representing the secondary convergence process
Figure 8.13: Flow diagram representing a tertiary convergence process

Figure 8.14: Tertiary convergence process in respect of an individual forming shape point
Figure 8.15: Schematic illustration showing alternative precursor shapes

Figure 8.16: The resulting precursor shape imported into a CAD package
Figure 8.17: A component whose precursor shape may be estimated via this method.

Figure 8.18: Schematic drawing showing a computer apparatus.
Figure 8.19: Schematic drawing of computer apparatus
8.4 Method

This specification relates to a method of estimating a precursor shape for a part to be manufactured, and more particularly relates to a method of estimating a precursor shape for a part suitable for manufacture via a process selected from a plurality of possible manufacturing processes.

Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) is a generic name for a diverse range of techniques which can be used to take design information for parts, such as engineering components, and create therefrom an appropriate manufacturing route in the form of a set of manufacturing operations which can be used to process raw material in order to produce a desired part. CAPP can be considered to represent an exercise in decision making. The level of human intervention, the extent of the freedom allowed to the computer, the accuracy of any evaluations or simulations the computer is required to run, the acceptable run-time, and the form and extent of the information required by the computer are matters for the CAPP programmer and other decision makers to decide.

The manufacturing methodology used for many intricate and/or high performance parts such as, for example, components of gas turbine engines or the like often involves the formation of a precursor volume via one of a number of possible forming manufacturing processes (e.g. casting and forging). The precursor part produced by the chosen manufacturing process will often be somewhat larger than the desired final shape of the part, and so further processing will then be required (e.g. chip forming operations) to achieve the final desired shape. As will be appreciated, the precursor shape which might be achievable by one manufacturing process will often be somewhat different to that which might be achievable by another manufacturing process.

As will therefore be appreciated, the manufacturing operations which are required to produce any given part will depend on the geometry of the finished part and the shape of the precursor part. It is therefore useful to be able to rapidly estimate the precursor shape which can be created by whatever forming process (e.g. casting or forging) is to be used. In order to optimise the process and cost modelling, it is important to be able to estimate a precursor shape automatically. It has been previously proposed to estimate a precursor shape via the use of a full rule-based technique, which has been found to be accurate and to require a mid-level of computational complexity. However, this technique is not generic to all part shapes and so requires the formation of a different set of rules for each different part. A different set of rules is also required for each manufacturing process.

It has also been previously proposed to create a precursor shape simply by adding an offset of a few millimetres around the final desired part shape, optionally including the use of a smoothing algorithm or taking account of sharp corners. However, these techniques are considered to be far from optimal.
According to a first aspect of the present proposal, there is provided a method of estimating a precursor shape for a part suitable for manufacture via a process selected from a plurality of manufacturing processes, the method including: generating a convergence line within the confines of a final part shape; providing an array of spaced-apart forming shape points around the final part shape; converging said points towards the convergence line using a force-energy-balance technique via a movement algorithm; and applying a smoothing algorithm to the converged points to create an estimated precursor shape, wherein the algorithms include coefficients specific to a predetermined one of said manufacturing processes.

The method may further include selecting said predetermined manufacturing process from said plurality of manufacturing processes.

The method may include defining said final part shape prior to generation of the convergence line.

Generation of the convergence line may be performed manually or automatically.

Optionally, the ends of said convergence line are proximate, but spaced inwardly of the final part shape.

Said provision of said array of points may be one of: automated; manual; and partially automated. Each of said forming shape points may be assigned a respective angular value (θ) between 0° and 360°. Optionally, the difference between the angular values (dθ) of each neighbouring pair of points is equal.

The angular value (θ) of each forming shape point may remain constant throughout said convergence and smoothing steps.

Said final part shape and said convergence line may be provided within a Cartesian coordinate system, such that the origin of said coordinate system falls within the final part shape.

Optionally, at least some of said forming shape points are moved relative to respective convergence points during said convergence and smoothing, said convergence points being located at discrete positions along said convergence line.

Some of said forming shape points may be moved relative to the same, shared, convergence point, and wherein said shared convergence point is coincident with an end of the convergence line.

The convergence point relative to which each forming shape point is moved during convergence and smoothing may be determined solely in dependence on the angular value (dθ) assigned to the respective forming shape point.

The method may further include application of an adaptive grid spacing to maintain said
forming shape points in approximately equi-spaced relation to one another during said convergence and smoothing.

Convergence of said forming shape points may involve a primary convergence stage followed by a secondary convergence stage, wherein said primary convergence stage is performed independently of whichever one of said manufacturing processes is selected for manufacture of said part, and wherein said secondary convergence stage involves application of said movement algorithm.

Said movement algorithm may include a plurality of said coefficients.

Said smoothing algorithm may include a single said coefficient.

The method may further include the creation of said final part shape in a CAD package. The method may also further include the creation of said convergence line in said CAD package.

The method may be implemented on a computer.

According to a second aspect of the present proposal, there is provided an apparatus comprising a processor configured to perform the method of the first aspect.

According to a third aspect of the present proposal, there is provided a computer program which, when read by a computer, causes performance of the method according to the first aspect.

According to a fourth aspect of the present proposal, there is provided a non-transitory computer readable storage medium comprising computer readable instructions which, when read by a computer, cause performance of the method according to the first aspect.

So that the proposals may be more readily understood, and so that further features thereof may be appreciated, aspects of the proposals will now be described by way of example with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 8.1 is a schematic representation of the final two-dimensional shape of an exemplary part whose precursor shape may be estimated via the proposed method;

Figure 8.2 is a flow diagram representing the overall architecture of the method;

Figure 8.3 is a schematic illustration showing a linear mesh of the final part shape illustrated in Figure 8.1, the mesh comprising a plurality of equi-spaced points identified by crosses;

Figure 8.4 is a schematic illustration showing a convergence line provided within the confines of the final part shape and an array of spaced-apart forming shape points arranged around the meshed final part shape, prior to any convergence;
Figure 8.5 is a schematic illustration showing the forming shape points at intermediate positions during convergence, and which shows the manner in which the points are moved towards different positions along the convergence line;

Figure 8.6 is an enlarged view of the region VI denoted in Figure 8.5, showing in more detail the region of an end of the convergence line; Figure 8.7 is a schematic illustration showing principles involved in determining the convergence point on the convergence line to which each forming shape point will move during convergence;

Figure 8.8 is an enlarged view of the region VIII denoted in Figure 8.7, showing in more detail the region of an end of the convergence line;

Figure 8.9 is a flow diagram representing an iterative primary convergence process which may be carried out on the forming shape points so that they are moved towards the convergence line;

Figure 8.10 is a schematic illustration showing principles involved in determining a distance pertaining to the primary convergence process shown in Figure 8.9

Figure 8.11 is a schematic illustration, in enlarged view, depicting characteristics of an iterative secondary convergence process to move the forming shape points towards or away from the convergence line;

Figure 8.12 is a flow diagram representing the secondary convergence process; Figure 8.13 is a flow diagram representing a tertiary convergence process;

Figure 8.14 illustrates details of the tertiary convergence process in respect of an individual forming shape point;

Figure 8.15 is a schematic illustration showing alternative precursor shapes for a part to be produced by casting and roll forging;

Figure 8.16 shows the resulting precursor shape imported into a CAD package as a sketch;

Figure 8.17 shows a component whose two-dimensional shape may be estimated as a precursor shape via the proposed method;

Figure 8.18 is a schematic drawing showing a computer apparatus which may be configured to perform the method; and

Figure 8.19 is a schematic drawing showing elements of the computer apparatus illustrated in Figure 8.18.

Turning now to consider the drawings in more detail, Figure 8.1 illustrates the final machined part shape 1 of an exemplary part 2 whose precursor shape may be estimated using the method of the present proposal, as will be described in detail below. It is to be
noted that the final part shape 1 is thus the final target shape of the part 2 which is to be produced by appropriate forming and machining processes. The particular part 2 whose final part shape 1 is illustrated in Figure 8.1 is shown in simplified form for reasons of clarity but may, for example, be an annular casing component for a gas turbine engine. It is to be noted that Figure 8.1 represents the two-dimensional final part shape 1 (in radial cross section) of the part 2. The final part shape 1 will typically be created in a Computer Aided Design (CAD) software package in a manner known per se.

Figure 8.2 illustrates schematically the overall architecture of a method in accordance with an embodiment of the present proposal. In brief outline, if the final machined part shape 1 which is created in CAD is two-dimensional as illustrated in Figure 8.1 then its outline is imported into a computer program configured to implement the method, as denoted at 3 in Figure 8.2, whereupon the outline is meshed (as denoted at 4) to create a plurality of equispaced final machined part points 5 along the outline of the final part shape 1, as shown schematically in Figure 8.3 (each final part point 5 being defined by the intersection of a respective cross). However, it is possible instead to mesh the outline of the final part shape 2 directly within the CAD package prior to import, particularly in the case of a three dimensional surface shape, as denoted at 6 in Figure 8.2.

Following creation and/or importation of the meshed final part shape outline, the method may then be applied in dependence on the particular initial manufacturing process selected to form the precursor part prior to further finishing. Figure 8.2 thus illustrates a bifurcation in the process flow into two possible alternative branches A, B, each of which is representative of the method pertaining to a respective manufacturing process. For example, branch A could be considered to represent the method applicable to estimate a precursor shape for a forging process, whilst branch B could be considered to represent the method applicable to create a precursor shape for a casting process. It is to be noted, however, that more than two manufacturing processes could be provided for. It is also to be noted that the subsequent method steps within each branch A, B of the method are generally identical in many respects, and are based on use of the same processes, techniques and algorithms, regardless of which manufacturing process is to be used. As will be described in more detail, however, the implementation of the method will be based on different parameters depending on which manufacturing process is to be used, whilst the algorithms use by the method will remain the same for all possible manufacturing processes.

Branches A and B thus each comprise a series of stages and processes, some of which are optional as will be described in more detail hereinafter, namely:

- the creation of an array of spaced-apart forming shape points around the meshed final part shape outline, as denoted at 7;
- the application of adaptive grid spacing to the array of forming shape points in order to ensure an even distribution of the points, as denoted at 8;
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- primary convergence of the forming shape points, performed in an iterative manner, generally towards the final part shape 1, as denoted at 9,
- further application of adaptive grid spacing to the converged forming shape points to ensure even distribution, as denoted at 10;
- secondary convergence of the forming shape points, performed in an iterative manner, generally towards the final part shape 1, as denoted at 11;
- further application of adaptive grid spacing to the converged forming shape points to ensure even distribution, as denoted at 12;
- tertiary convergence, involving the use of a smoothing algorithm and again performed in an iterative manner, as denoted at 13;
- further application of adaptive grid spacing to the converged forming shape points, as denoted at 14; and
- export of the resulting precursor shape to a CAD package, as denoted at 15, for subsequent automatic creation of reference dimensions to inform a CAPP system how much machining will be necessary to achieve the final part shape 1.

Turning now to consider Figure 8.4, the meshed final part shape 1 (illustrated in more detail than in Figure 8.3) is shown in a native Cartesian coordinate system comprising a horizontal x-axis and a vertical y-axis. The final part shape 1 is located over the origin of the coordinate system. An array of spaced-apart forming shape points is then created around the meshed final part shape 1. In Figure 8.4, each forming shape point is denoted by a respective cross, the crosses for each respective point being arranged in a closed contour around and entirely encompassing the meshed final part shape 1 in spaced relation thereto. The forming shape points are thus distributed in the native coordinate system, such that each individual point will have a respective unique (x, y) location within the coordinate system. As will be appreciated, there are a very large number of forming shape points provided in this manner, such that the resolution of Figure 8.4 makes it appear that their crosses coalesce to form a thick line. The particular shape of the closed contour array will depend (indirectly) on the final part shape 1, as will be described in more detail hereinafter. It is also to be noted that Figure 8.4 depicts the forming shape points in respective starting positions that are considerably closer to the final part shape 1 than would actually be the case in practice, for illustrative purposes. The manner in which the actual starting positions of the forming shape points are determined, and thus also the shape of the initial array, will become apparent hereinafter.

As will also be explained in more detail below, the method involves iterative convergence of the forming shape points, generally towards the final part shape 1, such that upon completion of the convergence process the locations of the forming shape points will collectively define the outline of a precursor shape for the part which is to be produced. As
already indicated above, convergence of the forming shape points 19 may involve a number
of discrete stages. For example, in the embodiment of the method illustrated schematically
in Figure 8.2, the overall convergence process may involve primary convergence, followed
by secondary convergence, which is then followed by tertiary convergence via a smoothing
algorithm. However, an important aspect of the method is that the forming shape points
19 do not all converge towards the same convergence point. It is this aspect of the method
which allows the precursor shape created to be as close as possible to the final part shape 1
in a near net shape manufacturing process.

The method therefore also involves the creation of a convergence line relative to which the
forming shape points 19 will each be converged. An exemplary convergence line 20 is
illustrated in Figure 8.4. It is to be noted that the convergence line 20 is entirely enveloped
by the final part shape 1. The convergence line 20 may thus include a number of bends or
corners 21 to ensure that it remains within the final part shape 1 at all points along its
length.

It may alternatively be possible for the convergence line 20 to be curved. The ends 22, 23
of the convergence line 20 should not be too close to each other relative to the origin 17 of
the coordinate system 16.

Returning now to consider the forming shape points 19, each point will be assigned a
respective and unique fixed angular theta value ($\theta$) of between 0° and 360°, as measured
counter-clockwise from a notional horizontal line parallel to the x-axis of the coordinate
system 16. For illustrative purposes, an example may be considered in which the closed
contour array 18 comprises one-hundred forming shape points 19 (although in practice it is
envisioned that many more forming shape points will be used for reasons of accuracy). In
such an example: the first forming shape point 19 would thus be assigned a theta value
calculated as 1 x (360/100), so $\theta_1 = 3.6^\circ$; the second forming shape point 19 would be
assigned a theta value calculated as 2 x (360/100), so $\theta_2 = 7.2^\circ$; the third forming shape
point would be assigned a theta value as 3 x (360/100), so $\theta_3 = 10.8^\circ$; and so on. The
angular difference between the theta values of each neighbouring pair of forming shape
points 19 will thus be equal throughout the full 360° of the closed contour array 18.

As indicated above, convergence of the forming shape points 19 will involve movement of
the points relative to the convergence line 20. In this regard, it is to be noted that many of
the points 19 will be moved relative to respective and unique convergence points along the
convergence line 20, although it is possible that some of the points 19 around the ends 22,
23 of the convergence line 20 will all need to be moved relative to the same end point. This
principle can be seen in Figure 8.5 which illustrates the forming shape points 19 at a point
in time which is part-way through the convergence process. In more detail, each forming
shape point is shown connected to its convergence point 24 on the convergence line 20 by a
notional line having a length r measured from the respective convergence point 24, and
which makes an angle $\theta$ relative to a horizontal line through the convergence point 24,
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where $\theta$ is the fixed theta value assigned to the respective forming shape point 19. The position of each forming shape point 19 relative to its convergence point 24 may thus be defined by polar coordinates $(r, \theta)$. During convergence, as will be explained in more detail below, the theta value $\theta$ of each forming shape point 19 will remain fixed, but the point’s $r$ value will change, such that each forming shape point 19 will be moved along its aforementioned notional line. Figure 8.6 illustrates the region of the end point 22 of the convergence line 20 shown in Figure 8.6 in more detail, and in particular illustrates how several of the forming shape points 19 around the end of the convergence line will all be converged relative to the same convergence point 24 (coincident with the end of the convergence line 20) despite evertheless still having different fixed theta values.

As will be appreciated, it is therefore necessary to define a convergence point 24 on the convergence line 20 for each forming shape point 19. In this regard, it is to be noted that the location along the convergence line 20 of the convergence point 24 for any given forming shape point 19 will depend solely on the theta value ($\theta$) assigned to that forming shape point. The process by which this is done will now be described below in more detail.

When the convergence line 20 is constructed, its end points 22, 23 are each assigned a range of angular values, based on respective lines extending from the origin 17 of the coordinate system 16 and passing through each end point 22, 23 as illustrated in figures 7 and 8, of plus and minus $3^\circ$. In figures 7 and 8, the extent of these angular values at each end 22, 23 of the convergence line 20 are denoted by respective pairs of boundary lines 26, 27. The interbound arc angle between the boundary lines 26, 27 of each pair will thus be $6^\circ$.

Any forming shape point 19 falling between either pair of boundary lines 26, 27 will be converged relative to a convergence point 24 coincident with the respective end point 22, 23 of the convergence line 20.

So, taking the example illustrated in figures 7 and 8, it will be noted that the first end point 22 of the convergence line 20 has Cartesian coordinates of $(-130, 60)$, whilst the second end point has coordinates of $(28, 20)$. The angles from each of these end points, as measured from the positive x-axis of the coordinate system 16 can thus be calculated via trigonometry to be $155.2249^\circ$ and $35.5378^\circ$ respectively. Thus, any forming shape points which have a theta value ($\theta$) of $155.2249 \pm 3$ will take the first end point 22 as their (shared) convergence point, whilst any forming shape points 19 which have a theta value ($\theta$) of $35.5378 \pm 3$ will take the second end point 23 as their (shared) convergence point.

All of the other forming shape points 19 will lie between one of the boundary lines 26 at the first end 22 of the convergence line 20 and one of the boundary lines 27 at the second end 23 of the convergence line, and their convergence points 24 are determined in dependence on how far between the boundary lines, in an angular sense, the forming shape points 19 lie.

Having regard to Figure 8.7, the upper boundary line 27 of the start-point (“sp”) end 23 of the convergence line has an angle denoted spmax which in this specific example will be
35.5378+3 = 38.5378. Similarly, the upper boundary line 26 at the end-point ("ep") 22 of the convergence line 20 has an angle denoted epmin which in this specific example will be 155.2249-3 = 152.2249.

So for forming shape points located generally above the convergence line 20 shown in Figure 8.7, or more accurately between spmax and epmin, the position of their respective convergence points 24, as measured along the convergence line 20 from the start-point end 23, may be expressed as a percentage of the total length of the convergence line 20 by the expression:

\[ 100 \cdot \left( \frac{(\theta - sp_{\text{max}})}{A_{\text{IB}}} \right) \]

(8.1)

Where AIB is the interbound arc angle: (i.e. epmin-spmax or (155.2249-3)-(35.5378+3)=113.6871 degrees in the specific example illustrated).

So, taking an example of a forming shape point 19 having a theta value (θ) of 45°, and the specific convergence line 20 illustrated in Figure 8.7 and thus having the above stated spmax and epmin values, then this expression will give a percentage value of 5.68%, such that the forming shape point’s convergence point 24 will be located at a position on the convergence line 20 and 5.68% of the total length of the convergence line 20 along the line from the start point 23 of the line.

The same principle may be used to identify which of the convergence points 24 should be used for those forming shape points 19 which are located generally below the convergence line shown in Figure 8.7, or more accurately between the lower boundary line 27 of the endpoint 23 (having an angle denoted e_{p_{\text{max}.}}) and the lower boundary line 26 of the start-point 22 (having an angle denoted sp_{\text{min}}). So for forming shape points located generally below the convergence line 20 shown in Figure 8.7, or more accurately between sp_{\text{min}} and e_{p_{\text{max}.}}, the position of their respective convergence points 24, as measured along the convergence line 20 from the start-point end 23, may be expressed as a percentage of the total length of the convergence line 20 by the expression:

\[ 100 \cdot \left( \frac{(\theta - e_{p_{\text{max}}})}{A_{\text{IB}}} \right) \]

(8.2)

Where AIB in this specific example = 32.5378 +360 - 158.2249 = 234.3129.

When the converging point 24 for each forming shape point 19 is known (as calculated above from the respective theta value of each point 19) then the initial array 18 of forming shape points 19 can be created around the convergence line 20. The forming shape points are positioned relative to their respective convergence points 24 in dependence on their polar coordinates (r, θ), where r is the same for each forming shape point 19.
As indicated above, an adaptive grid spacing (also known as adaptive mesh refinement) technique may optionally be used to ensure that the forming shape points 19 are approximately equi-spaced before and after each stage of convergence. An adaptive grid spacing algorithm may be used which works by identifying the distance between neighbouring forming shape points 19 and comparing the distance to a predetermined minimum spacing $m$. If the distance between a pair of neighbouring forming shape points 19 is less than the minimum spacing $m$, then one of the pair of points will be removed from the array 18. Conversely, if the distance between a pair of neighbouring forming shape points 19 is greater than the 2.1m (2.1m being used to avoid the unnecessary computation of adding point in only to take them out shortly after as the shape converges slightly and the points draw closer together) then an additional point will be added to the array 18, the added point having a theta value ($\theta$) mid-way between the theta values of the two points, and a radius $r$ which is an average of the radii of the two points.

Figure 6 illustrates schematically an optional primary convergence process which may be used to converge the forming shape points 19 generally towards their respective convergence points 24 on the convergence line 20 in a relatively swift manner to reduce the overall time required for convergence, and thus to avoid unnecessary use of processing power. The primary convergence process will be repeated for a number of iterations which, for example, may be between 5 and 10. The flow diagram of Figure 8.9 illustrates the stages involved in each iteration.

For each iteration of the primary convergence process, the convergence point 24 is found for each forming shape point (“FSP”) 19, as denoted at 28 in Figure 8.9. It is then necessary to find the nearest final machined part point (“FMPP”) 5 to each forming shape point 19, as denoted at 29 in Figure 8.9. This is done via an algorithm which identifies the final machined part point 5 which is closest in absolute distance to the particular (forming) shape point of interest (“POI”):

$$\text{AbsoluteDistance} = |\text{POI} - \text{FMPP}| \quad (8.3)$$

However, the nearest final machined part point 5 is only selected from those which lie within a 3 degree cone 30 of the notional line 31 between the forming shape point 19 of interest and its respective convergence point 24, as illustrated schematically in Figure 8.10, where the eligible final machine part points 5 are those falling within zone 32. This process simply involves an exhaustive search through all of the final machined part points 5, checking whether or not the dot product of the vector from the forming shape point 19 of interest to the convergence point 24 and the vector from the forming shape point 19 of interest to the final machined part point 5.

When the closest eligible final machined part point 5 each forming shape point 19 has been identified, the distance between the two is then calculated as indicated at 33 in the flow
The distance which each forming shape point 19 should then be moved towards its convergence point 24, along its notional line 31 is then calculated, being ten units less than the linear distance between the forming shape point 19 and its nearest eligible final machined part point 5, as indicated at 34 in Figure 8.9. The forming shape points 19 are then moved accordingly, as indicated at 35 in Figure 8.9 to complete the iteration. It is to be noted in this regard that whilst the distance moved by each forming shape point 19 is calculated on the basis of its distance from its nearest eligible final machined part point 5, each forming shape point 19 is actually moved along its notional line 31. In the example used, the distance moved by each forming shape point 19 is set at ten units less than the distance between the respective forming shape point 19 and its nearest eligible final machined part point 5 so that even a very coarse mesh of the final machined part points 5 (for example less than 20 units) will not allow the forming shape point 19 to move past the meshed final part shape 1. It is to be appreciated that care should be exercised when defining the actual proportion of the distance between each forming shape part 19 and its nearest final machined part point 5 which is used for movement of the forming shape points 19, on the basis of the intended size of the final machined part. The example of ten units given is intended to be representative of a suitable degree of movement appropriate to estimate the precursor shape of a moderately sized gas turbine component such as the annular casing component illustrated, but a larger degree of movement may be appropriate for larger components.

Primary convergence is continued in the manner described above and illustrated in Figure 8.9 until the forming shape points 19 stop moving.

Following primary convergence of the forming shape points 19 as explained above for an appropriate number of iterations, the forming shape points 19 are then moved further via a secondary convergence process, as depicted in the flow diagram of Figure 8.12. The secondary convergence process is performed for a considerably larger number of iterations that the primary convergence process and typically for between 500 and 1000 iterations.

Conceptually, the secondary convergence process represents a balance between convergence forces and inverse squared repulsion from each forming shape point’s nearest eligible final machined part point 5 (determined in the same manner as described above). Each point 19 is thus drawn along its respective notional lines 31, relative to its respective convergence point 24 according to:

- A force \( F_1 \) pulling the point 19 towards its convergence point 24;
- A force \( F_2 \) pulling the point 19 towards its nearest eligible final machined part point 5; and
- An inverse squared force \( F_3 \) pushing it away from its nearest eligible final machined part point 5.
Having regard to Figure 8.11, it will thus be noted that this characteristic of the secondary convergence process serves to pull the forming shape points 19 which are relatively distant to their nearest eligible final machined part points 5 inwardly towards the convergence line 20, whilst pushing the forming shape points 19 which are relatively close to their nearest eligible final machined part points 5 outwardly and away from the convergence line 20, as indicated schematically by the arrows in Figure 8.11.

For each iteration of the secondary convergence process, the convergence point 24 is found for each forming shape point (“FSP”) 19, as denoted at 36 in Figure 8.12. It is then again necessary to find the nearest eligible final machined part point (“FMPP”) 5 to each forming shape point 19, as denoted at 37 in Figure 8.12, and this is achieved in the same manner as described above in connection with the primary convergence process. The movement of each forming shape point 19 will then be determined via a movement algorithm, as denoted at 38 in Figure 8.12, and the application of a saturation factor, as denoted at 39, as will be described in more detail below.

Where $n$ denotes a unit vector from a forming shape point 19 towards its convergence point 24, $L$ denotes the location of the forming shape point 19 in the Cartesian coordinate system 16, $M_p$ denotes the position of the nearest eligible final shape point 5, and $C_p$ denotes the location of the convergence point 24, then it follows that:

$$C_p = \begin{pmatrix} x_c \\ y_c \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.4)

$C_p$ represents the co-ordinates of the convergence point 24

$$L = c_p + r \begin{pmatrix} \sin(\theta) \\ \cos(\theta) \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.5)

$L$ represents the Cartesian location of the forming shape point 19

$$n = r \begin{pmatrix} \sin(\theta) \\ \cos(\theta) \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.6)

$n$ represents the vector from the forming shape point 19

$$\hat{n} = \frac{n}{|n|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.7)
The unit vector of \( n \)

\[
B = L - M_p
\]  

(8.8)

\( B \) represents the vector from the final machined part point 5 to the forming shape point 19

\[
\hat{B} = \frac{B}{|B|}
\]  

(8.9)

The unit vector of \( B \).

The forces \( F_1 \), \( F_2 \), and \( F_3 \) mentioned above may be expressed thus:

\[
F_1 = k_1 \cdot \hat{n}
\]  

(8.10)

\[
F_2 = k_2 \cdot \hat{B}
\]  

(8.11)

\[
F_3 = k_3 \cdot \frac{\hat{B}}{|B|^2}
\]  

(8.12)

Where \( k_1 \), \( k_2 \), and \( k_3 \) are empirically derived coefficients whose values will depend on which particular manufacturing process is to be used for production of the part, and thus for which manufacturing process the precursor shape is to be estimated. It will therefore be noted that the values for \( k_1 \), \( k_2 \), and \( k_3 \) will be different for a casting process than for a roll forging process for example.

So:

\[
F = \sum_{n=1}^{3} F_n
\]  

(8.13)

The required distance \( m \) by which each forming shape point must be moved along its notional line 31 may thus be expressed as:

\[
m = F \cdot \hat{n}
\]  

(8.14)

And so each forming shape point 19 is thus moved accordingly, as denoted at 40 in Figure 8.12. The secondary convergence process is repeated iteratively until the forming shape points 19 stop moving with each iteration.

Some exemplary values for the coefficients \( k_1 \), \( k_2 \), and \( k_3 \) for casting, die forging and roll forging are set out in the table below:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Casting</th>
<th>Die Forging</th>
<th>Roll Forging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k_1 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_2 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_3 )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Example values for the coefficients for FoSCo

Saturation limits can be placed to reduce movement where it exceeds a value \( x \) (either positive or negative). Where \( x \) is reduced linearly to zero at the end of secondary convergence. This is to inhibit the creation of numerical instability which is inherent in Euler integration analysis of second or higher order systems. Without placing saturation limits in this manner, the forming shape points 19 can develop a tendency to oscillate along their notional movement lines 31. If the movement vector is too large, it is capped at a value \( x \) which will depend on the progress through the convergence process. The cap may be either positive or negative depending on the direction or required movement of the forming shape point 19. The value \( x \) is reduced throughout the convergence. A large movement of the forming shape point 19 may be tolerated at the beginning of the process to allow rapid convergence, but may be reduced towards the end of the process in order to damp out unwanted oscillations of the forming shape point 19. The movement of the forming shape points 19 may also be restricted if any individual movement may shift a forming shape point 19 past the final machined part points (i.e. effectively into the finished part geometry), which may arise if the mesh of the final machined part points is too coarse and/or the value of the coefficient \( k_3 \) is too low. If the computed movement of the forming shape point 19 is greater than the distance \( d \), then the movement will be set to \( d/10 \).

Following secondary convergence of the forming shape points 19 as explained above for an appropriate number of iterations, the forming shape points 19 are then moved further via a tertiary convergence process, as depicted in the flow diagram of Figure 8.14, which may be considered to be a smoothing process.

The tertiary convergence process is again iterative and is performed until the forming shape points 19 stop moving with each iteration or until a preset counter is reached (for example 1000 since some forming shape points 19 may have a movement vector perpendicular to the required movement direction). The tertiary convergence process is effective to increase the radius \( r \) (along the notional line 31 from the forming shape point to its convergence point) of any forming shape point 19 which is found to lie too far inside a notional line interconnecting the neighbouring forming shape points 19 on either side, thereby moving the point 19 outwardly relative to its convergence point 24.

As will be noted from Figure 8.13, the tertiary convergence process again involves finding the convergence point 24 for each forming shape point (“FSP”) 19, as denoted at 41 in Figure 8.13. It is then necessary to find the locations of the neighbouring forming shape
points 19 to each side of the forming shape point 19 of interest, as denoted at 42 in Figure 8.13, after which a smoothing algorithm is solved for the point, as denoted at 43, in order to determine whether or not the point should be moved outwardly from its convergence point 24.

The manner in which this is achieved may be understood having regard to Figure 8.14, in which the forming shape point 19 of interest is denoted as P, and the two neighbouring forming shape points 19 to each side of the point of interest are denoted A and B respectively. The vector between the two neighbouring points A and B is found and a line AB is drawn between the two neighbouring points. The shortest vector, denoted by PI in Figure 8.14, between the forming shape point of interest P and the line AB is then calculated. The allowable magnitude (M) of vector PI is defined by:

\[ M = k_4 \cdot |AB| \]  

(8.15)

Where \( k_4 \) is an empirically derived coefficient whose value will depend on which particular manufacturing process is to be used for production of the part, and thus for which manufacturing process the precursor shape is to be estimated. By way of example \( k_4 \) equals,

- 1 for a casting process;
- 0.005 for a die forging process;
- 0.005 for a roll forging process.

Vector CP shown in Figure 8.14 denotes a vector from the forming shape point’s convergence point 24 to the forming shape point itself. If the dot product of vector PI and vector CP is negative, then the forming shape point of interest P will lie within the line AB relative to its convergence point 24. If this is the case, and if the magnitude of vector PI is greater than the allowable amount M, as calculated above, then the forming shape point P will be moved outwardly, further away from its convergence point 24, along its position vector until PI no longer exceeds M. In this regard, it is proposed to move the forming shape point outwardly by a distance equal to \( 0.999M - |PI| \). This expression ensures that, when used iteratively the point P will lie just inside the acceptable region, provided that the movement vector is not perpendicular to the required direction of travel.

Tertiary convergence (smoothing) continues as explained above, in an iterative manner, until there is no longer any movement of the forming shape points 19. At this point, the forming shape points 19 will collectively define the outline of an approximately optimised precursor shape which can be produced by the chosen manufacturing process, and which will require minimum subsequent machining to achieve the final part shape 1. Figure 8.15 illustrates exemplary precursor shapes achieved via the method explained above for casting
and for roll-forging, relative to the final part shape 1 and the convergence line 20. Outline shape 44 represents an exemplary precursor shape for casting, and outline shape 45 represents an exemplary precursor shape for roll-forging. As will be noted, the precursor shape 44 for casting is considerably closer to the final part shape 1 than is the precursor shape 45 for roll-forging.

Following estimation of the precursor shapes 44, 45 via the method described above, the precursor shapes will then be imported back into the CAD package which was originally used to create the final part shape 1, as illustrated in Figure 8.16. The CAD package can then be used to calculate the dimensions of the precursor shapes 44, 45 automatically, so that the dimensions can then be used in the chosen production process to achieve the precursor shape.

Figure 7 illustrates an exemplary part 2, whose 2-dimensional precursor shape 46 may be estimated via the method described above. It is to be appreciated that whilst the method has been described above with specific reference to the estimation of a 2-dimensional precursor shape, the method can also be used to estimate a 3-dimensional precursor shape.

As will be appreciated, the above-described method is suitable for implementation on a computer.

Figure 18 illustrates an exemplary computer apparatus 47 which may be configured to implement and run the above-described method. The computer apparatus illustrated is shown in the form of a conventional desktop computer, and thus comprises a system unit 48 to which are connected a display unit 49, and input devices in the form of a keyboard 50 and a mouse 51. Having regard to Figure 8.19, the computer apparatus 47 may comprise one or more processors 52 configured to perform the above-described method. The computer apparatus 47 may also comprise, or be configured to receive, a storage medium 53. The storage medium is a non-transitory computer readable storage medium which can take any convenient form, but which excludes merely transitory or propagating signals. The storage medium 53 contains computer readable instructions in the form of a computer program 54 which, when read by the computer 47 via its processor 52, cause performance of the above described method.

When used in this specification and claims, the terms “comprises” and “comprising” and variations thereof mean that the specified features, steps or integers are included. The terms are not to be interpreted to exclude the presence of other features, steps or integers.

The features disclosed in the foregoing description, or in the following claims, or in the accompanying drawings, expressed in their specific forms or in terms of a means for performing the disclosed function, or a method or process for obtaining the disclosed results, as appropriate, may, separately, or in any combination of such features, be utilised for realising the invention in diverse forms thereof.
While the invention has been described in conjunction with the exemplary embodiments described above, many equivalent modifications and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art when given this disclosure. Accordingly, the exemplary embodiments of the invention set forth above are considered to be illustrative and not limiting. Various changes to the described embodiments may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.